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APPENDIX

THE VISIBILITY LABORATORY PROGRAM OF RESEARCH ON
RESTORATION OF ATMOSPHERICALLY DEGRADED IMAGES 0:

James L. Harris, Sr.

The purpose of this paper is to present a brief description of the program of

research which is in progress at the Visibility Laboratory of the University of

California, San Diego, and to summarize the essential results of this effort to

date. This research has been supported by the Advanced Research Projects
Agency.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

Atmospheric turbulence imposes a degradation on images of objects in space

recorded by means of large ground-based optical systems. The human visual

system is relatively inefficient in the extraction of information from badly de-

graded images. The goal of image processing is to operate on the degraded

images in such a way as to produce a processed image which the human visual

system can efficiently interpret. Wbile the processing is usually in the direction

of correcting the image for the degradation. the emphasis is on producing pro-

cessed images from which object information can be extracted, a goal which is
AM not necessarily consistent with concepts of image fidelity or subjective impres-

sion of the quality of the processed images. T
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k FIGURE 1 Laboratory turbulence generation system.

ARTIFICIAL TURBULENCE GENERATION

__- The image-processing research has centered upon experiments performed on

_ images which have been degraded by heat-induced turbulence in a laboratory optical

bench setup. A sketch of the system is shown in Figure 1.

The light source and projector optics serve to illuminate a film transparency

= -- -2which is the "object" in the experiment. The diffuser is inserted to insure that the

~object is incoherently illuminated. The collimating lens is used to place the object

at infinity from the point of view of the telescope. The heat source is an array of

_- resistance wire and is controled by means of a variac. The image formed by the

telescope objective is magnified and recorded on photographic film. The light level-

- in the system allows photographic exposure periods as short as a proximately i i

msec. The dimensions shown in the figure are typical but are varied fr .. one
Iexperiment to the next.
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FIGURE 2 Sketch of film scanner.

IMPLEMENTATION OF PROCESSING OPERATIONS

Film Scanning

The degraded film images obtained from the optical bench turbulence generation

system are read with a film scanner designed and built by thc. Visibility Laboratory.

A sketch of the scanner is shown in Figure 2. The light source and projector

optics illuminate the film, which is then reiaged into the plane of the scanning -24

aperture. The flux passing through the scaniing aperture is deposited on the

photocathode of the multiplier phototube. The flare aperture located just behind

the film is removed when the film is first inser-ed. to allow a ful--fieid-of-view

projection of the image onto the scanning aperture plane- This facilitates such

problems as registration and determination of width of scan. During scanning, [
the flare aperture is in the position shown, so that only the small region of film

associated with the reading is illuminated. This greatly reduces the total flux --

incident on the rei.naging lens and hence reduces the flare from this lens. The

field lens at the far end of the system images the reimaging lens on the photocath-

ode of the multiplier phototube. By placing an aperture just in front of the photo-
cathode, all stray light coming from regions outside the solid angle of the reimag-

ing lens is eliminated.

A Lucite rod runs f-.rm the light source to the photc-cathode with a solenoid-

operated shutter controlling the path. A similar shutter ts in the main path of
the scanner. The Lucite rod and shutter arrangen-.nt mtkes it possible to sample
the auxiliary path at any desired time, as a means of achieving calibration informa-

- tion which can be used to correct the film scan data for long-term drift of the

system. Considerable care has been taken to use maximum voltage stabilization

for both the light source and the multiplier phototube. It has been determined by
experience that the stability of the system is such that the use cf the auxiliary

Lucite p.dth is not required for most applications.

3
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The scanning operation is achieved by discrete stepping of the film using

stepping motors. I lie number of steps taken in a horizontal line is adjustable

from I to 90 by means of switch settings on a series of binary counters. At the

end of each line the scanner quickly resteps and is stepped vertically one step by

the vertical stepping motor. The number of vertical steps in the scan is adjustable

from 1 to 128 in the same manner as the horizontal case. When the scanner has

completed the specified number of vertica) steps it resteps both horizontally and

vertically, returning to its starting position. The stepping speed is variable up

to a maximum mechanical limitation of approximately 30 steps per second.

The output from the multiplier phototube goes to a voltage-to-frequency

converter and is then displayed on a counter. Before inserting film into the

scanner, the system is adjusted so that the counter reads 1. 0000.

The counter output is sequentially sampled and used to drive an IBM card

punch. The card punch used limits the scanning rate to approximately four 4-digit I

picture elements per second. An incremental magnetic tape recording unit is

presentlv being built into the system, which will allow scanning rates up to the

30-step-per-second mechanical limitation of the present mechanical configuration.

tn performing a scan for an image-processing experiment, a gray scale on

the same film strip is also scanned and recorded as a card deck.

Computer Operations I °
I

The computer u.sed is a CDC 3600 located at the Computer Center of the University

of California, San Diego. The first step in the computer processing is that of

ccnstructing a characteristic curve for the film from the gray scale card deck.

Each iage scan data point is then corrected to a relative exposure value by

means of the characteristic curve.

In general, the next processing operation is that of calculating a two-

dimensional complex Fourier series representation of the image. The series is

described in trigonometric form so that for each spatial frequency there are four

coefficients, corresponding to terins of the type sin klx sin k 2 y, sin k 1 x cos k 2 y,

cos kl xcos k 2 y, and cos klx sin k2 y. For a typical 60 x 60 image scan there are•

30 x 30 spatial frequencies, each with four coefficients, or a total of 3, 600 co-

efficient values. The programs also furnish the information in terms of modulus

and phase values for each spatial frequency.

Normally. the next computer operation cjr.sists of eperating on this image

spectru:4, with a processing optical transfer function, which consists of a modulus

and phase shift for each spatial frequency component. This corrected Fourier

series is dien summed to obtain a numerical description of the processed image,

usually with a set of instructions for truncating the series so as to control the

noise level in the processed image. !

4L
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Output Display

For research purposes many steps in t1,e mathematical

Original processing operations are recorded, aid the output

from the computer consists of a very large quantity of

printout material. Pictorial inform;.tion is also pro-

vided in the form of a deck of "picti.re" ctrds (soon to

be replaced'by the magnetic tape s~stem). The card

deck defines the relative irradian,-e of each of a ma-

Degraded trix of points on the restored im ge on the basis of a

linear 100-step gray scale. Thi, computer has normal-

ized the output image so that the darkest point on the

image is zero and the brightest point is 100.

The card deck is read and used to time gate a

I Positive cathode-ray tube spot, which is made to perform a dis-

crete line scan similar to that used in the film scanner.f l The cathode-ray tube is photographed with a Polaroid
scope camera. The lens in the camera has been

masked to a square aperture and defocused so that the

square image of the CRT spot has approximately the

dimensions of the distance between spot positions. A

Polaroid positive is used for quick :nspection, with the

negative stored for record and for future prints as

required.

4 Negatives EXAMPLES OF EXPERIMENTAL ACHIEVEMENTS

FIGURE 3 Laboratory A few selected examples of processing results willturbulence degradationsan egradations serve to illustrate the principal results of this re-
and restorations.

search program.

Early work in the program was directed toward processing experiments on

images degraded by long time exposures in the optical bench turbulence generation

system. A typical result is shown in Figure 3,

In this series an "S" and a "5" were processed using a simple analytic model

of the optical transfer function. In the case of long time exposures the point-spread

function tends to become a smooth symmetric function so that the optical transfer

function is real, i. e. , no phase shifts. The processing shown in Figure 3 consists

of correcting the modulus of the image spectrum for the attenuation caused by

turbulence.

5



In the early processing experi-

ments the computer programs had notUt- yet been developed for correcting the

O N I Tfilm transmission readings with the -..= ORIGINAL DISTORTION

characteristic curve of the film. It -

was therefore necessary to scanI . positive transparencies of reasonable

linearity. The resnzits shown for "I

positive" were obtained in this way.

2 The results for "1 negative" are from
-;: R =exp C xp

R i 2 + d 21 ]Z identical processing except that the

I/Z negative was scanned along witb gray
(+j scales on the same film strip, and r

-A' the computer made a "positive" prior

to performing the processing opera-El i tions. The results shown as "4 nega- I

tives" were obtained by scanning

5 27 Z negatives and averaging to enhance

the signal-to-gran noise ratio prior

to processing. S
An important finding with respect

to the long-time -exposure experi-

5f ments is that precise information
R e"

about the optical transfer function is

e not required in order to achieve useful

processing results. Figure 4 shows a

series of processing results for the

R = 1 + 15f 3  degraded images of Figure 3 with var-

ious analytic processing optical trans-

fer functions as shown. This insensi-

tivity to the choice of processing func-

-A tion holds for the long exposure case

- = fonly and is due to the fact that there is
I R + f only small phase shifting at any spatial

FIGURE 4 Restorations with various frequency.
analytic processing modulation transfer
functions. In the case of short time exposures,

the paint-spread function is far from

-_14symmetric and the optical transfer function has phase shifts of great significance.

An interesting comparison of long and shoi-t time exposure images is shown in

Figure 5.
-I:
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Known
Image

Unknown
Image

(a) Undegraded (b) Time-invariant (c) Time-Variant
Images Degraded Degraded

Images Images

FIGURE 5 Comparison of long and short exposure degradation and
point-spread functions.

10.000 I

An experiment was performed in

which the point images for each case

were scanned and Fourier transformed

to obtain the optical transfer function,
1,090 -which was then used to process the

Time liarlaat "unknown" image. The moduli of the

processing optical transfer functions

are shown in Figure 6. The signifi-t oo o
log cant fact is that there is more than an

order of magnitude difference in these

two functions at the higher frequencies.

For any of the higher frequencies, the

10 1. Tim Variant signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is there-

fore significantly greater for the short

exposure than for the long exposure.

The counterpart to Figure 6 is the

0. plot shown in Figure 7 of the phase

0 .1 1.6 2.4 3.2 4.0 4.8 corrections associated with the optical

Spatial Frequesay, cycles per millitet transfer functions for the two cases.

FIGURE 6 Modulus of processing optical Here we see that the phase shifts for
tr-aasfer functions. the short exposure are very pronounced

7
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z- I F 1 i Icompared with those for the long expo-
Vsfhd sure. This is the result which we

should expect, since it is the addition

---- of vectors of variable phase for a

'---. series of short exposures which gen-

erates the attenuation associated with
the long exposure.

- It is important to realize conceptu-

rt I ally that in the case of an exposure
I I.sufficiently short to freeze the atmos-

-217 phere, the degree of spatial integra-
- . 1.1 24 3.2 4.0 4.1 5.6 tion which takes place is inversely

Sp. ft" m , tyd" w .illut
proportional to spatial frequency. The

FIGURE 7 Phase of processing optical highest spatial frequencies are gen-
transfer functions.

erated by small zones at either edge

of the entrance pupil of the optical
system. When the characteristic dimension of the turbulence is large compared
with the area of each of the zones, then the spatial integration involved will not
produce large attenuation of the modulus of the optical transfer function, but be-
tween the two zones there may be large phase shifts. It is therefore characteristic
of the short exposure that the highest frequencies will suffer small attenuations and
large phase shifts, while the midfrequencies will suffer large attenuations and

smaller phase shifts.

Time-Invariant
Degradation

U,

Time-Variant
Degradation

(a) 2 cycles per (b)3 cycles per (c) 5 cycles per
millimeter millimeter millimeter

FIGURE 8 Restorations of long and short exposure degradations.
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En3
(a) (b)

FIGURE 9 (a) Point-spread function and FIGURE 10 Restoration of
(b) degraded numeral 5 for short-time- degraded image of Figure 9(b).
exposure experiment.

Restorations of the two degradations are shown in Figure 8. The Fourier

series representation was truncated at the spatial frequencies indicated. It was

observed that restorations of the long-time-exposure case were unsuccessful beyond

about 2 cycles/mm, whereas the short time exposure was successfully restored up

to the full 5 cycles/mm allowable with our 0. 1-mm scanning aperture.

Figure 9 shows a more recent example of a short-time-exposure degradation

with a higher turbulence level than that previously used. As before, the point

image was scanned and used to compute the processing optical transfer function

for the correction of the spectrum of the degraded numeral 5. The final processing

result is shown in Figure 10.

PRESENT AND FUTURE ACTIVITIES

A set of 500 short-exposure images of both a point source and an unknown object

have been recorded in the turbulence generation system. These images are in the

process of being scanned.

The first step in the analysis of the point image data will be to generate sta-

tistics of the optical transfer function, which will initially consist of independent

frequency-of-occurence functions for both amplitude and phas,-, and may at a later

.date include the generation of two-dimensional (amplitit-da and phase) frequency-of-

occurrence functions if required. This information will be carefully studied to

determine how many parameters are required to give a reasonable description of

the statistics involved.

The set of 500 images of the unknown object will then be used to perform a

wide variety of restoration experiments, using a number of techniques and various

assumptions about the extent of a priori information. These experiments will in-

clude: (a) transfer function known for each exposure, with multiple exposures

used to improve the S/N ratio; (b) transfer function known statistically in the form

of frequency-of-occurrence functions, with maximum likelihood and similar statis-

tical tools used to make a best estimate of the correct image; and (c) transfer

77=



U i
function unknown, with-various numbers of degraded images added to obtain a long-

time-exposure transfer function, and with restoration accomplished by "guessing"

at a smooth modulus correction. Many additional experiments will undoubtediy

develop from the experiences encountered in performing these first experimerts.

On the conclusion of these experiments, it is hoped that a similar set of data

can be acquired from a real telescope facility.
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APPENDIX
2

HOW MANY PICTURES MUST WE TAKE
TO GET A GOOD ONE?
R. E. Hufnagel

Let E(x, y) represent the complex field amplitude in the focal plane of a diffraction-

limited telescope of focal length F and aperture radius R, which is viewing a point - -

source of light through an intervening turbulent atmosphere. Let I(x, y) =

E(x, y) be the intensity distribution in the image.

Let M(9, ) be the normalized lateral coherence function for the light in the

entrance pupil, defined in the same -nanner as was done by Hufnagel and Stanley. 1

With a scaling of the coordinates, M is id-ntical to the average "atmospheric"

optical transfer function.

We now consider the special case wLere the seeing is much worse than the

potential diffraction limit of the telescope. This is analogous to saying that M , 0
2 2 2when2 +;2> r for r <<R.

C C

When this is the case we may consider that the light which forms the image

comes from several effectively uncorrelated sources within the aperture, and by

the central limit theorem we may consider the E field in the entrance pupil to be

a complex Gaussian random variable.

If this is the case, then we may use some results obtained by Goodman in

connection with light scattering from rough surfaces.

*To be of nontrivial interest we must exclude the possibility that M is limited only

because of simple random tilting of planar (flat) wavefronts. For atmospheric
turbulence this will require that r < 1 OR.

11-



First the probability density function for I(x, y) becomes

p exp [ -I(x, y)!< I(x, y)> ] , (1)
-N < IXx, y)>

which is just the chi-squared distribution for two degrees of freedom (one for the

real part of E and one for the imaginary part).

Goodman also reports that the normalized autocovariance function for I

becomes for our case

<I(x, y) I(x+Ax, y+ny)> - 2JII2,Rp/FX) 1 ! = j, (2)
<I(x.y)><I(x y+A y)> R>/F2)

iwhere 2 +

This implies that the covariance distance is equal to the Airy disk radius of the

aperture R. Since the turbulence does not significantly disturb the polarization of

the light these formulas hold for both unpolarized and polarized light.

The interpretation of this is that under the stated conditions the point-spread

function will be composed of high-contrast "grain" (not unlike the speckle pattern

from laser-illuminated diffuse objects), that the grain "size" will be the size of the

Airy disk, and that the i-idividual grains will be "uncorrelated."

Examination of short-exposure stellar images from the 82-in.-diameter
3

McDonald Observatory telescope shows these features.

It is of academic (and perhaps practical) interest to compute the probability

that any one of these "grains" will contain most of the image flux. When this

occurs, the image (for that instant of time) will be nearly diffraction limited. The

probability that any single grain will contain over half the total flux is given approxi-

mately by

*. 2 L- - <Ik>

exp <I.>

where j and k summations are over the uncorrelated "grains. By replacing the

sums by integrations over the blur circle, and assuming the blur to have a Gaussian

spatial distribution with a standard deviation rb, one obtains

Even it the "grains" are uncorrelated, they are not independent; the approximation
partially ignores the dependence.

12
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where A is the area under the normalized autocovariance function given by Eq. (2).If rb >> A, we may keep only the first two terms in the power series expansionfor the inside denominator, to yield lafter integrating the inside numerator)

exp Qrr/A) + I(r/r
i A

which becomes

p M 2 exp (-1rb/A)
ib

Noting that A = (F X)/TrR 2 and (because of the Fourier transform relationship J.between M and the blur circle) that rb f (F)/r, we get finally-

p 2 exp[ -(R/r for R >> r
c! c

Let us assume that wavefront "samples" become uncorrelated in 0. 1 sec of

time, and ask what value of R/r will give a reasonable probability of getting onesample which yields a diffraction-limited image in a time of 50 sec. For this case -p need be approximately 2 x 10 - , or R/r 2. 6. This does not satisfy thecondition that r < IOR, but if we reinterpret r as a kind of "pseudo coherenceradius" corresponding to the pseudo (short-time) transfer function (where wave-
front tilts have been removed) then one might just sneak by. In any event, thedeviation from effective normality for E will be such that p will be greater than
calculated here. A

The pseudo coherence radius rs, will be a function of both R and r. Wehave estimated that r R12.6 when r ~R7. cI
To illustrate thi4s with numbers, let the a-.erage (long-time) blur be I sec ofao cm. Then if R = 35 cm ( 3 0-in. diameter), one 

-
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has a reasonable chance of getting a picture with nearly 1/7-sec-of-arc resolution

if he makes 500 exposures. The model needs refinement, but this preliminary

result does not seem too unreasonable. Note that there is an optimum R associated

with each r and p. If R is less than this optimum, diffraction-limited pictures
c

will be more common but will have more blur from diffraction. If R is greater

than optimum, one will not obtain diffraction-limited pictureF at all.
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APPENDIX

AN IMPROVED MODEL T111,RBULEN'T ATMOSPHERE
R. E. Hufnagel

The purpose of this paper- is to r'eport on the distrzibution of turbulent fluctuations

of optical refractive index in the earth' s atmosphere. Vie strength values given

here sup,;rsede the corresponding estimates reported by Hufnagel and Stanley

in 1964-

No attempt will be mnade here to report on or interpret in detail the hundreds

of reports and papers wh--h have been- written by m any workers in !be past few

years. However. a few selected references vill be given.

The model is based or. the Kolniogoroff theory of turbulence. We define the

structu -e function for the index of refraction N in the usual manner as

Uro : h N(ri) I(r'-1 X)j. U ()

=where r -the separation vector and r' is a position at an altitude h above local

ground-

F'or firall ithe turbulence will be reasonably isotropic so that inthis region

we will r-p-ace 7by r fl

The function DN (7) has the following approximte form:

r~/S0 r 4/ for rr 0 < )

IN(r

10C ' (2/3) r23 for r <r < r(3
L -



where

C N(h) we call the structure parameter,

r (h) we call the inner scale factor.

This particular simplified form for D was chosen because it and its first deriva-

tive are continuous at r r , and it has the correct limiting properties. Theoret-

ically,

r 5 v3/4 -1/4 (4)r V I (4)

where v is the kinematic viscosity and e is the power per unit mass of air dissi-

pated by viscosity. The inner scale factor iG related to the inner scale length

given by Tatarski and others by a factor of 5.

The distance rk in Eq. (3) represents the separation distance r for which the

turbulence may be considered sticly isotropic with zKolmogoroff spectrum. The

departure from Eq. (3) usually comes first for r in vertical directions. Indeed if

r is horizontal, Eq. (3) often appears to be valie.r r up to an order of magnitude

or two larger than rk. We have purposely avoidec'here the concept of an "outer

scale" of turbulence, since iti use seems to cause much (unrecognized) confusion.

Part of the difficulty results from its common usage as a scalar, when in fact, it I

is a vector or (for velocity fluctuations) a third rank tens .r. In some cases rk is

associated with the Obukhov scale length (see Lumley and Panofsky, and Webb in

the Bibliography).

Figures 1 and 2 show plots of CNI ro , and rk versus altitude. The solid and

dashed lines represent "background" conditions for the atmosphere. Quite often,

however, there are major discurbances superimposed upon this background, asso-

ciated with frontal activity or some other special set of cixcumstances. We have

indicated in dotted lines the strengths associated with some typical disturbances.

"Typical" should not be interpreted as "average"; there is considerable variation

from night to night, indeed frcm hour to hour. The atmosphere will almost never

be exactly as shown.

Direct measurements of temperature or optical index fluctuation statistics

have been rather scanty above ,, 30 m elevation. Above 3 km they are nonexistent,

and we have been forced to infer the turbulence properties from various ground-

based observations, especially scintillation.

In Figure 1, the value of C dh integrated over the peak shown at 12 km

is 2 x 10 in unito ot (iuxdex) x cm This value is inferred from near zenith F-

measurements of stellar scintillation, -orrected for finite aperture telescope size,

and corrected for polychromatic light, using Tatarski's relations relating CN to

K. 16
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1 scintillation. From night to night

C dh varies with an approxi-

mately log normal probability distri-

bution (with a standard deviation of

log 2). It has a positive correlation
* iwith tropopause wind speed, but we

have found no significant dependence J

9 on the geographic location of the ob-
* S

servatory (from Pulkovo, USSR, to

the southwestern United States).

ino. i,10 [  haThe strength of the "dotted" layers

1s lo s 100. 'nv Ik 1k lOCk has been estimated from a few scat- f
, _=-- "Alilude above Locai"ound

{aisstnq local gro- ;s level on not on a -ountai top) tered measurements at the h < 3 km

levels and from the author's own

FIGURE. 1 Model atmosphere. Struc- observations on certain nights when
FU 1 olt--phr Stu

ture parameter versus altitude. --- , special circumstances allowed the
unny day;-,Clear night; . turbulence strengths and altitudes to

dawn-dusk minimum; . . . . . .disturbed
layers (see text). be uniquely estimated from the ground.

The turbulence properti, near the -

1 ground in active convective and near
10

neutral conditions (daytime) are dis-

4 cussed in the first five entries of the 4-
bibliography. V

.!i000 F  / .. Theory and experiments for stable [
A, - \conditions (night time) are in a very [

-j 100 sad state - almost as bad as for the

upper atmosphere.
10
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APPENDIX
4

ON THE MEAN SHORT-TERM BLUR
R. E. Hufnagel

The main purpose of the calculation to follow is to show by example how one pro-

ceeds to calculate the mean short-term blur. We shall make some approximations U

(i. e., square aperture, geometric optics, no intensity scintillation, and mono-

chromatic light) in order to arrive at hand-computable results quickly, but these

approximations are not essential to the basic method. The computation of more

exact results would make a fine thesis topic.

Without loss of generalty we will assume a focal length of unity and a unit

sized aperture. The variables 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 1 are coordinates in the system.

pupil. The quantity W(x,y) i-. the deviation of the wavefront from the reference

surface at the pupil.

One may e.sily show that the center of gravity of the point-spread function

lies at a position

SI (x,y) grad W (x, y)dxdy , (1)

where I is the (normalized) intensity of the light entering the system pupil.
Let P () be the point-spread function corresponding to W, where r is a two-

dimensional vector in the image plane. We are interested in calculating P in a

coordinate system shifted by an amount _p which is also a function of W. Then F

Ps(r) P P(r + P) is the short-term blur (point-spread function).

Consider the Fourier transform of P(r),
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T (it) P (-r ) exo ( 2 i .r d • 2).

-1 Then

( s k )  = s ) exp -2 ¢ Tr ) d _ (3) |'

might be called a short-term optical transfer function. However, there may be no

isoplanatic region surrounding P and the subscript s should also serve to remind
M the reader that this may be a pseudo-transfer function, i. e., a Fourier transform

M- of a spread function without an isoplanatAc region.

From Eqs. (2) and (3) and the definition of P in terms of P it follows thatS

T s ) = T (Z ) exp (2 ri k'. (1 • 4 )

We shall now proceed to calculate the mean value of T (kt), The brackets <> will

designate an ensemble average. Note that < T (k) > is just the long-term optic.l

transfer function, described by Hufnagel and Stanley. 2

In terms of W. T is given byVAl

T() = , G(x, y) G* (x + M y +Xk)x y

Sxp _ (x)W(x.y)V.(x + Xk, y+ky) dx dy, (5) 1

9 where X is the wavelength of light and th (k , k )" The function G(x, y) is the I
x y

system pupil function, and for a diffraction-limited system is unity everywhere

inside the pupil and zero outside. For ease of later calculation we will assume a

square pupil as stated earlier, rather than a conventional round one. Thus we

have 1
-= ( dxdy (6) ,

i1where the same quantity is inside the curly brackets as in Eq. (5).

20



Note that Eqs. (5) and (b) do not admit intensity fluctuations to accompany W

fluctuationa-, this is another simplification To further simplify the later calcula-

tions, we shall set k =0, without loss of generality, thus obtaining
y

I i-Xk

T(k~) exp . . W(x' y) -W(x +Xk .y)I dx dy (7)
x x

0

For most of this paper, we shall pass to the geometrical optics limit

E (another approximation), which is equivalent to taking the limit as X -. 0. Eq. (7)

* becomes

TC (8/p- T kx ax) W(x, y)J dxdy(8

o o

Going back to Eq. (4), we get

(k) (a/ ~Iix - 8x) w(X, Y)j dxdy (9)

o o

where p (pi p ) For simplicity of notation we shall define u(x, y) OW/ ax and

iU(x, Y) S S u(x, y) dxdy (10)

o o

Note the relationship of Eq. (10) to Eq. (1). Thus

(k) exp w rkxLF u(x.Y) I dx:dy .(1

0 0

If u is a Gaussian random variable, then

Those wishing to include the effects of intensity fluctuations should be warned that,
in general, intensity is correlated with W(x, y) and also with k p. This would,
of course, complicate the analysis.
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<T (k )> exp52Tr 2 k 2< [u (XY) _U ] 2>* dx dy . (12)

We shall now concentrate for a while on finding the right-hand averaged quantity

whtich we shall call Q:
Z

it

First,

Q <u2> -2<uU> + <ijl>. (14)

We shall define the autocovariance function for u as C (x', yin) <u(x, y) u (x+x', y+y')>,
U

assuming that u is a statistically stationary (in space) random variable. Also, we-

shall define the structure function for the same process asa

D (x', yt) [u(x, y) -u(x +x', Y + y)] 2 >
u

D (x', y) 2 fCu(0,O) - Cu('Y (15)tu I
The quantity <Ui > is given byI

C <uxu(x', y')dx dydx' dy'

0 00

In trmsof srucurefuncion we indtha
1221 1



Q(x. Y) 5 3 D (x-x', y-y') dx' dy'

0 0

-2 D (x', y') (1-x') (1-y') dxl dy' (17)Il

0 0

where we have substituted x' ~,y' = in the right-hand integral since they areA

just dummy variables.

To evaluate this further we need to know D ,which we can express in terms
u$

of Dwr the structure function for W. In particular we have

= (1/2 Dw~) (18)

and D is related to Cu by Eq. (15). For Kolmogoroff turbulence with a finite
u2 2

inner scale of turbulence, DW grows initially as + .changing later toA
2 2 5/6

(~ + ) ,and still later saturating to a fixed value.

To keep the example uncomplicated, let us assume that

W 12

where a and are constants. Then it follows that

2
C a (g + ! 2)+ *.(20)

2 3

and

u 3

Since C in real life is everywhere positive, it follows that this approximation to
U2 2

Dw is reasonable only if 0 a , which does not allow a very good fit to the

- Kolmogoroff -type statistics. Nevertheless, we can substitute Eq. (21) intei Eq. (17)£

to get the simple result

2 2 2
Q(x, y) (X 1 (-/2) + (y 1/2) ]+ ... (22)
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Substituting this into Eq. (12) with a change of variables: j = x -12

V y - 1/.we get

+1/2

=~~ ~ +1/ S e[--.r.k (2 1 2<T (k >12p(?T2 6 + v )]dR dv

'vhich integrates to yield,

_____ f ~43,, k,
<T (k ) erf -. erf .(23)

xx2(ik) '42 ]46
x /

For small Pkx the power series expansion is

<> I-4(ik )Z + I (k )+ (24)

adasymptotically for large Okit goes as

N[3 -rr(25)
<T >

s2(-rr3k)

Figure 1 shows a plot of <T >. Since it is a geometric optics limit, it is

valid only if k X <<l.

For Kolmogoroff -type turbulence, <T >'will be different in detail from what

i~son here, but the relatively gradual decrease with k should remain. See

also the end of Appendix 5.

A 0.4

1 2 3 4 5

-5 FIGUREl1 The mean short-term optical
-~ transfer function <T >.
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- In another calculation similar to the one shown here. we evaluated <T > by

diffraction theory for the liraiting case of Mtk 1, k =0. The result was
x y

Fim <T3(xo0> t( r
ki <Tk ___ erf (26)

LX j

where we recognize the factor l-Xk as the transfer function associated with the

lens alone and the quantity on the right as being that part of <T > associated with

the turbulence.

INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

Let us define T (k) Eexp (21 TI it )
rfl

If there were not short-term blur at all, but just random image displacement,

the long-term transfer function would be

=exp[ Zir k 2 <u- -> (27)

=exp 2rA k 2  ty2 (1/ 9 0~J (28)

where we used Eqs. (16) and (20) to get Eq. (28). If Tm(k) were uncorrelated with

T (k), we would then expect that the average long-term transfer function <T(k)>
S

would obey the relation

-- <T(k)> <T (k) T (k)> <T (k)> <T (k)> .(29)Fs m s m

Using Eq. (28) for <T > and Eq. (24) for <T > we obtain
m

<T > <T5 > Ik X I 2W 1 + +J

x 7 [ 41 f3k2 +.Ij

25 F
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or to terms in k,-

<T > <T> exo (-2W k 2 ) 2

I In ' thXeziti lmt nvr

<T~~~k)>~ exp (-2w k.. <u >) =exp (-Zir2k a2

tThus <T> P& <T m> <T a> under the conditions stated. For smalIo, we find -;hat
<T> <T > <T > iz. the diffraction calculations represented by Eq. (26j. as wel.

Tn 9

A one-dimensional version of these calculations was done by Hufnagel with

s-milar results and formed the basis of t~he expression

<T > <T(k)>/<T > <T(k)> exp (Z-ff k 2<p->; (30)

given by him in 1963. Since <p > and <T> are easy to calculate. this is a conven-

ient formula to use. It agrees with available experimental data, but ib n'ot rigor- f
ously correct.

If we apply Eq. (30) blindly to Kolmogoroff -type turbulence (with zero inner

scale), we obtain the result

22 5/3 r /
<T > ex yk [ (k/k ) (31)

where k =XD is the aperture diffraction cutoff frequency and y is a constant de-
0eto st d h xr atr[ kkI' o T hc

pending on the optical path turbulence strength. Here the effect of distortion cor-

rcnis 01adteeta atrI(/ into the expression fo TIhc

1/311- (k/k)

where 0 < e < 1, would be related to the factor given in Eq. (26). and would also

depend on the nature of the intensity scintillation present.

For a nonunity focal length, .1 XDF, where F =focal length. and k is
measured in cy/ length. Note also that we have generalized back to a two-I
dimensional k .where k k ~

Z6



One implication cd Eq. (29) is that distortion has small correlau-oa with-

-short-term blur. This raises ouesi-.ons with regard to the idea of '4-l-ng for

"1sharp" pic-tures when the distortion is small. However, if the turbulence is not

- stationary in time, there would be a beniefit slice this implies fin this formulation)

that is correlated with a in some larger enaernble.M
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APPENDIX
5

CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
FOR OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
R. E. Hufnagel

As stated in the main body of this report, a possible useful concept in connection

with problems of isoplanatisn .vould be that of a correlation function for optical

transfer functions. Let us define such a function as

H < <TA(k) T*(k)~ (1

where TA and TB will be two transfer functions. If A =B, then H becomes a kind

of second moment of T from which one can determine the variance of T.

One could define a quantity H analogous to H but for T (it) as defined by
5 S

Eq. (3) of Appendix 4. In many regards H will be a more useful and interesting
5

quantity than H, but it is harder to compute and we will not consider it further at

this time.

The difference signified by the subscripts A and B may be from a difference

in object field position, or without much added complexity, a difference in the

it2

time of the event, or a combination of both. Thus we shall write

H-R H) (2)

!I

where S2 represents a difference in field position angle and T represents a differ-

ence in time. Further let oh represent the angular rate of target motion and V(Z)

represent the projection of the wind velocity at z on a plane normal to the line of

sight. Here z will represent slant range along the line of sight.

29
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We now define a modified optical path structure function I
/ (z) - Nz dzj (3)

where NA 'is the index of refraction rmeasured from p' in the plan#- of the entrance

pupil along a path parallel to z to point A, and N is measured from F + _' inBI
the entrance pupil to point B on the object at a time T later. We will assume the

object to be far beyond the atmospheric turbulerce so that we need not consider

path convergence near the object.

We let -" represent a two-dimensional vector in the directions normal to

the slant path axis so that the index of refraction at any point in space can be

written as N (_ ", z).

With this notation, p" for the A situation becomes p" = p', and for the B I
situation p" = p + F, + z (- -) - V (Z)T. With local statistical stationarity

we may subtract p' from both terms to yield

D(',n, T) = (0, z') - N[ + z'(d-7r) -V(ZI) dz , (4)

where both N's are measured at the same time; the turbulence has been assumed

to be frozen and moving with the wind.

For the case of Kolmogoroff turbulence, this expression simplifies somewhat

to become SCN(z) - _ 5/3
Dp, Sr) = 2.91 Y z(N ( + - Vn(Z ) T  dz, (5)0 f

where we have assumed a zero inner scale for turbulence. CN is defined inAppendix 3. i

We do not expect this quantity to be commonly (if ever) completely evaluated

except perhaps when CN(z) assumes a very simple form like a delta function.

Note, however, that if CN(z) is delta-like or if Vn(z) is nearly constant in

direction and roughly proportional to z for the z values where C N is large, then

there are 62 such that z(fl - Zr) - V(Z)r .t 0, which means that one could measure

a T (i ) at T = 0 at one point in the field (e. g., at an edge or at a specular point),
s *

and use it when r / 0 at some other point n in the field.

*It is the author's experience that to a reasonable degree, this is a common effect.

It represents a valuable piece of a priori knowledge fcr image restoration of ex-
tended objects.
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For many practical calculations one will assume that SI, r, or V, or a

combination of them are zero.

Having defined D we must now show how it is used. Let us define:

WA(p) N dz (6)

0

integrated from ' in the entrance pupil to point A at the time corresponding to A,

and correspondingly for W
B'

Using a near-field approximation, we have

TA() =S ep tMr- (~ W WAp+ )] d- (7

and similarly for T The p integration is over the common area of pupil and

shifted pupil overlap. We have set the focal length to unity. Now

' 50LL
N d-' d" ex-- -  Al '  WA +k"- WBI "+ WB( ' X  ...

"_T (8) tW

Assuming that W is a Gaussian, statistically stationary random variable

we obtain from Eq. (8),

C= d dF" exp - y F , (9)

where F is the expected value of the square of the quantity in square brackets in

7-q- (8).

Upon closer examination, one discovers that F can be written as a sum of

- D(p, 5, r) functions, defined in Eq. (4), where p is expressed in terms of p' p

- , their sums and their differences.

The integrals in Eq. (9) are easily evaluated by computer with Eq. (5) as an

aid, but to set up the expressions, one needs to lock himself in a room for a few

- daya'
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We have had an opportunity to evaluate a much simpler quantity, namely

HA (the case when A = B). The calculations were done for a one-dimensional

aperture of unit size. In this case p- p, k, = r 0.

I - Xk

T(k) exp -.X- W(p) - W(p + Xk) dp (10)

0

and

I - k I -Xk

H = dp dp exp (- [ZDXk) + 2D(p) - D(p+k) - D(p-k)] j
0 0

where p = pI - p" and D(p) D(p 0,0).

Since the integrand depends on p' and p" only through p, we switch coordin-

ates and integrate out over the direction orthogonal to p.

I - Xk

H - (IXk-P) ex[ dp (12)

0

where the quantity inside the square brackets is as before.

Substituting for Eq. (5), we obtain

4[ 5/3 5/3 5/3 5/3 -
H 2 (1-K-p) exp K + Zp - (p+K) - (p-K) dp,

(13)

where K B Xk, and

~Co
212

Y -- (2.91) S CN z ). d
. (14)

0

We have integrated Eq. (13) in a few limiting cases and will present the most inter-

esting result here.

Numerical substitution shows that the quantity in square brackets in Eq. (13)

may be approximated by
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5/ 5/3~ 10 2 ~ 5/3x2 (5

for 0 < x < 0. 8 where x =p/K, provide~d that yK 53> > I when K > 0. 55.

Equations (13) and (15) combine to yield

1-K

H 2K 5'(1 -KKx) exp( -yK x) dx (6

0
or, carrying out the integration,

H f~r erf( 1- exp[ 4121 )

5//3

As K -1, H 0Oas expected; but for 0.55 <K < 0. 7with YK >> I we have

H .~h~-) _ 04(18)

Now L

<Tk) exp (-yK 5/3 (19) 1

and we thus have < T(k) > 0 for K >> 1. Yet F
0.4-

H T /I (k)2 . (20)

The significance of t'-iis is that it indicates how strong the effect of phase

wander in Tis in making <T> small. Thus <1T1' may be of sufficient size to

warrent restoration even in the presence of noise even though it would be hopeless

to consider a restoration attempt on <T>,

The key problem of really significant restoration will be one of estimating

the phases of the image Fourier components.
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APPENDIX
6

SUGGESTED ATMOSPHERIC EXPERIMENTS

RELATING TO IMAGE RESTORATION

S. A. Collins, Jr.

The following contains a brief discussion of atmospheric effects applicable to the

image reconstruction problem, and a suggested program to provide atmosphere

information necessary to improve reconstruction. g

It is well known that atmospheric turbulc -e is caused by differential heating

or cooling of the air. Temperature gradients Iifferent from the normal adiabatic

lapse rate induce vertical air currents which cause refractive index fluctuations.

The refractive index spatial variations extend from millime'ers in length to tens

of meters and sometimes greater. The observed temporal spectrum of the fluc-

tuations is down over 30 dB at 500 cps, so millisecond photographs generally stop

the atmospheric motion.

The effects of these refractive index fluctuations are to diffract light travers-

ing the air, causing both amplitude and phase fluctuations of the light waves. As

viewed through a telescope, a stellar image will fluctuate in intensity, move, and

break up into small pieces. Roughly speaking, turbulent eddies of cha:acteristic

dimension D produce only phase fluctuations if they are at a distance from the -4
receiver small compared with D /2 X, and both phase and amplitude fluctuations

if they are at a distance comparable with or greater than D 2/X

In order to use image processing to overcome atmospheric image degrada-

tion, it would be sufficient to know the point-spread function of the atmosphere.

Indeed the ideal case would be to take a series of fast photographs, knowing the

point-spread function at the instant of each photograph. Known image-restoration
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techniques could then be used to restore the image. However, it is not feasible to

measure the irstantaneous point-spread function with every picture. Stars are not

sufficiently numerous for this purpose, and the task of stationing an airborne re-

-~ flector within the telescope field of view to the desired accuracy is insurmountable.

In practice, the best that can be done is to record ensembles of short-

exposure point-spread functions for statistical analysis. These would at least

allow the use of statistical decision theory; for example, one might ask how many

photographs should be analyzed using the average point-spread function before the

resulting composite photograph is reliable. The measurements should be made

under a variety of atmospheric conditions; e. g., summer, winter, various wind

velocities and directions, various temperature gradients, and various velocities

of winds in the upper atmosphere. Attempts should be made to correlate the size

of the average point-spread function with meteorological data.

At the same time, one should investigate the temporal fluctuations of the

point-spread function, or the optical transfer function, of the atmosphere. That f

is, some of the data should be obtained at a rate comparable with the rate of change

of the point-spread function. This will check estimates of the speed of data acqui-

sition necessary to have it regarded as instantaneous.

In addition to the experimental study af point-spread functions, measure-

meats should be made of the isopianatic patch size at the altitude cf usual objects.

The isoplanatic patch is defined roughly as the region on the target over which any

two points may be placed and still give a good fringe pattern at the receiver.

Several techniques are available for a measurement of this region. One is an

examination of double stars. The angular separation of stars which no longer

move together gives the size of the isoplanatic patch. Another technique involves

the use of a high-flying airplane with two rows of corner-cube reflectors on its

underside, as discussed below.

In general, measurements of point-spread functions and isoplanatic patches

should be made looking through the majority of the atmosphere, i.e. , with the

source well above the tropopause (which is at about 40, 000 ft). However, it is of

considerable importance, both to passive image-processing schemes and to

Goodman's wavefront-reconstruction scheme, to know whether most of the turbu-

lence is near the ground or whether a significant amount is at the tropopause.

For this reason, it would be desirable to try an experiment using an airplane with

on-board laser sources or corner-cube reflectors flying at various levels.

We conclude with a rough calculation relating to an experiment which uses

a high-fying airplane with a string of equally spaced corner-cube reflectors along

the wings and a string along the fuselage. The airplane is illuminated, preferably

with laser light, and is photographed using a large telescope. Simultaneously, the16<
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intensity across the pu.?il is recorded photographically. For precise studies.

magnetic tape image recording might be more desirable.

The images aie analyzed in several ways. First, the fringe pattern in the

aperture illumination is considered. The spatial spectrum should drop off in

increments determined by the corner cube spacing, the highest spatial frequencies

being due only to interference between retroreflectors with great separation, By

examining the drop-off, one should be able to infer directly the size of the iso-

planatic patch. This will also give directly the requisite proximity to the object

of the holographic refeience point required for Goodman's wavefront-reconstruction

technique.

The second method of analysis concerns the various corner-cube images.

Images within the same isoplanatic patch are expected to have the same point-

spread function and will therefore have well-correlated patterns. The decrease

in correlation with distance between images then allows a measure of the isoplan-

atic region. Further, many such images give a good ensemble of point-spread

functions to use for the statistical point-spread analysis.

If the airplane is at an altitude of 80, 000 ft, a spacing of 60 cm between

-- corner cubes gives 5-sec-of-arc angular separation. These spots should easily _

be resolved with the Cloudcroft telescope. Further, there should be enough of

them to give almost a continuous modulation transfer function.

A state-of-the-art Q-switched laser should be satisfactory. For a single

corner-cube reflector at a range R, the relative energy returned to the receiver
is

t 2 A
E /E =
ER/]t 4nR (A 0)

where -

4  
W

4irb

is the cross section of a corner-cube reflector. and

b corner cube size = 1.44 cm,

- R = airplane height 80, 000 ft 24.4 km,

-4X light wavelength 10 cm,

A = transmitter beam angle 10- rad,

E = transmitter energy = 2, M

U-
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t Z path loss 1/2,

A representative receiver area,

g - intensity gain (area demagnification of rece:ving opt-cs) 0.

These numbers give

ER/A 4.0 x 108 J/cm2

The intensity gain was written assuming the 48-in. telescope aperture would

be imaged on a 4. 8-in. plate. giving an area demagnification of 100.

The value ERiA compares quite favorably with the intensity required to fog
ER/A2 -15

Kodak IV-N film. This film requires' 10 J per resolution element and has
6 -9 2

4 x 10 resolution elements per sq cm, giving 4 x 10 J/cm to fog the film- That

is a factor of 10 less than the available light intensity. Hence when the corner

cubes are imaged with the telescope, there will be much more than the required

light intensity.

The I. 44-cm corner-cube reflectors are just slightly smaller than the

telescope resolution size, which is

R/d = 10
- cmx2.44x10 6 cm - 2cm.

(46 In. x 2.54 cm/in.)

More work should be done on the method of analysis of results, and the

experiments should be tried at ground level first, but this seems like quite a

promising experiment to measure isoplanatic patch size.
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APPENDIX
7

AN INTERFEROMETRIC METHOD FOR
MEASURING THE .AVERAGE EFFECTIVE
TRANSFER FUNCTION OF THE ATMOSPHERE
R. V. Shack

An mnstru.nent ifs described here-n which can replace the eveoiece or camera of

an astronomlcai telescope vithou: further modification of the telescone and which

car use a real star as the light source, vet which is capable of -easuring tre

effective transfer function of the atmosphere as a continuous function over the flul

range of spatial frequencies defined by the diffraction limit of the telescope. The

measurements are not affected by the aberrations or the transfer function of the

telescope itself.

The heart of the instrument is a Koester prism used as a folding or inverting

interferometer. The optical arrangement is shown in Figure I. Light from the

left half of the exit pupil enters the right .-.f of the prism, is totally reflected by

the outside face. and is partially reflected by the beam-splitting surface. Light

from the right half of the pupil enters the left half of the prism, is totally reflected

by the outside face, and is partially transmitted by the beam-splitter surface. I

Thus the two halves of the wavefront emerging from the pupil are superimposed

as if one had been folded over on the other. Fringes which are nominally perpen-

-- dicular to the folding edge are introduced by rotating the component prisms slightly

about an axis perpendicular to the beam-splitting surface during assembly- The

ligrt need not be highly monochromatic. and, in fact, white light fringes can be

seer, because of the equality of the two light paths- k% practice a moderately wide-

band filter would be used to incre -se the number of obser-able fringes.

=3E-



The inherent stability of the interferometer is verf high, because the paths

of the two beams between splitting and recombinaticn are contained entirely within

the glass of the prism. The spacing

and position of the fringes along the i
dividing edge are fixed and deter-

mined by the twist given to the

L R Exit Pupil prisms when they are cemented

of Telscopetogether, and displacement of the
star image in the direction of the

dividing edge by a moderate amount

will .. ave no influence on the fringe

pattern.

In operation the fringe pattern

would be photographed with an expo-

sure time long in comparison with

the fluctuation time of the turbulence

and the variation in visibility of the I
time-averaged fringes as a function

of distance from the folding edge de-
Star Image termined [Figures 2(a) and 2(b)]. A

Fid Lens plot of fringe visibility versus dis- i

tance from the folding edge has exact-

ly the same shape as the average

Beam-Splitting effective transfer function of the

Surface atmosphere. I
R The proof of the latter statement

Field of Observation is as follows. First, consider that I
. , the average effective transfer func-

tion for the atmosphere is the mutual

coherence function of the incident dis
Visual iturbance ver the space of the en-ing
Can Be Done on Camera w-o

This Beam trance pupil of the optical system,

and the process being assumed sta-

tionary, the average obtained at any

particular pair of points will be the

same as the average over all sets of

points with the same separation in the

FIGURE 1 A Koester prism used as a same direction.
folding interferometer.
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Now consider the fringe pattern observed

in the interferometer projected back into the

pupil. The contribution from one beam is given

(a) by

A+ f (+ x, y) eia y  f+e la y ,

and th other by

Fringe (b) A = f( -x, y)e l ay = e -lay ,

Visibility

Distance from where f(x, y) represents the complex wave dis- M

Folding Edge turbance in the exit pupil, ard the ay term

simply represents the deliberate tip of the wave- T

y front in the y direction which produces the

(x.y (x,y) fringe pattern with the fringes nominally per- -

pendicular to the dividing edge, the tipping -

being assumed equally distributed between the

. I , two beams. Then the resultant complex ampli-

I t tude in the fringe pattern is given by

I Points Compared A= A +A eiay + f eay

in Pupil + -

Fa othe complex conjugate of which is
~FIGURE 2 Variation of fringe

visibility with distance from ----
the folding edge. A* = +*e - ay + f *eiay

and the intensity of the fringe pattern is given by

fA fei2ay f
A* f f++ + f f + f y + ff*eiay

The mean value of this (long time intgration) is

<f* i2ay ; 2

<AA*>= <f+f+ + <f f >+ + <f f >eA:-ay
Y+ - + - -

but if the process is stationary,

and- <f +> <f = ff*> <f12>[

<f f> <fEf*>,
+ N
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<AA*> -- 2<f > + 2 <f f > cos 2ay .

__ ___ l> ! Il

S <f > + Cos 2ayff co a

< <f f > 

The fringe visibility, <f+f >/<I f 12>, is seen to be the mutual coherence function

for points in the pupil separated by a distance 2x, and therefore a plot of visibility

versus distance from the folding edge is identical in shape to the average effective

transfer function for the atmosphere.

Other forms of folding interferometer are possible and will give the same

results. A different form has already been built by Block Associates, and is soon

to be used by James Elliott of Harvard Observatory on a 12-in. -aperture tele-

scope. Plans are presently under way at tlie University of Arizona to use this type

of instrument on large-aperture telescopes. Extensive and continuous use of this

type of instrument at an observation site should provide c--isiderable information

as to the statistical nature of the seeing which can be expected at the site, possibly

through the telescope itself for which this information will be of use.

As for the short-exposure transfer function, this device will not, unfortunate-

ly, give direct results, but it will provide information as to the fluctuations in the L

wavefront which can be of use in estimating the short-term transfer function.

Note that it will work on artificial light sources, coherent or incoherent, mono-

zjchromatic or polychromatic, so that specifically designed experiments using other

than natural stars as light sources are perfectly feasible.

I --

-
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APPENDIX

8-

A METHOD FOR MEASURING THE SHORT -TERM
OPTICAL EFFECTS OF ATMOSPHERIC TURBULENCE
F. Dow Smith

The transfer function between object and image in a te-escope is affected both by

the refractive characteristics of the turbulent atmosphere and by the instrument

itself. In the case of a long-term average, it is possible to assign to the atmos-

phere a transfer function which may then be incoherently combined with the transfer
function of the optical system. Empirical data, consistent with theory, suggest

that in all cases whether or not subsequent restoration is planned, short exposures

will give the best results. In this short-term case the concert of a transfer

function for the atmosphere alone is of limited value, especially when the 6eeing V

is good. The over-all transfer function must be obtained from the total wave

aberration in the entire ontical train between cbject and image. Not much is

known of the detailed character of the wave aberration contributed by the atmos-

phere. Experimental measurements of this are therefore needed, both as a basis

for image restoration studies and for prediction of syster performance as a

function of design parameters. , -

Fundamental then is the shape of the wavefront from a distant point as it is

incident on the aperture of the telescope. Since the wavefront can be used as the -

starting point for any optica. calculation using geometrical or diffract,-n optics, I

believe that its determination should be given priority over all other - ures of
the optical effect of the atmosphere. This waveiront can be expecte- Lo change i:i -

time, but probably not much more rapidly than 100 cps or so. Thus any methd

of measurement must be fast, and it is desirable that data be obtained in a rapid

MI
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time Eequence to permit a study of the wavefront as a function of time. Clearly,

statis:ical analysis of the results will be needed to predict the most probable

levels of degradation under given conditions and to evaluate the range of degrada-

tion. An ideal method would not only provide data as -uggested above to permit _

- studying the nature of atrmospheric degradation, but would also (1) duplicate the

ray path; traveled by the light for the specific application, (2) permit a study of

the size of the isoplanatic region, (3) permit analysis of the effect of tranverse

target motieon during exposure (i. e. , scanning of the atmosphere during exposure

as the telescope tracks the moving object), and (4) permit a measurement of the I
wavelront simultaneously with the main exposure.

It seems likely that a single method capable of achieving all these goals, if

indeed on. exists, would be complex and expensive. A variety of approaches are -

possible and several have been suggzsted by various members of the study group.

Interferometric measures rate very high, but these should be capable of yielding 5
the wavefront unambiguously. This is not possible, for example, from a shearing

interferogram made at a single value of the shear.

I propose the use of the Hartmann test as a practical vay of gathering a

substantial amount of the data simply, inexpensively, and using established state "!

of the art. The Hartmann test is a classic method for evaliating the performance

of an optical system. It has been popular with astronomers for many years as a

practical way for evaluating the over-all performance of a telescope. Its wide-

spread use has been inhibited traditionally by the complexity of data reduction.

This is no longer a serious problem since computer programs now exist which

compute the shape of the wavefront. A second difficulty is lack of light. With

_- conventional light sources, extremely long exposur-- are needed. This is not

overriding in the case of a classical astronomical telescope with a good sidereal

tracki-ig mount which can track a star as long as nee'led. This limitation can be
- lifted by use of the laser. The illumination problem for this test is substantially

the same az for an interferometer operating with a point source, since in each

v case, enough light must be available to expose a projected image of the aperture. 5
t- The test itself involves placing in the aperture of the telescope a plate per-

PY forated with an array of small holes. These holes have diameters characteristic-

ally 1/50 the diameter of the large aperture (e. g., perhaps I -.in. diameter for a

48-in. apeiture). A glass photographic plate is exposed in positi-Ins displaced (say I
a few centimeters in the caqe of an f/6 system) in front of and behind the focal

E7R plane. The plate record will be an array of spots arranged as a geometrical pro-

jection of the aperture plate. If the system is imperfect, errors in this proiec-

tion can be associated with ray aberrations and ultimately with a wavefront error.

_4 -
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Tcontinue with4-i the exmleo thle 48 .f/6 system, the soson the plate wold

have large diameters, but the centroids can be determined accurately to within 2 ji,

sufficient to identify errors of a fraction of a wavelength. In a recent laboratory

evaluation of a mirror of about 4-ft diameter, tests were made both by the Hart-

mann procedure and with an interferometer. The results agreed to something

between 1/5 and 1/10 wavelength over the surface.

It should be noted that in the classic use of this test on a telescope, a bright

star is used for the light source. A long exposure is made while the telescope

tracks the star. if the scintillations due to the atmosphere are statistically sym-

metrical in terms of beam displacement at the aperture, then the effect of the

atmosphere is simply to enlarge the spots without changing their position. Thus

the long-term effect of the atmosphere is averaged out. With short exposures, -A

however, the instantaneous displacement of the spot will bc recorded, giving a

measure of the total aberration due to atmosphere and instrument.

A useful set of experiments using this method could be carried out by flying "M- .

a laser in an airplane. The telescope would track the airplane so as to collect

the light from the on-board laser- Depending on laser power, some aiming of the

laser toward the telescn-'e might be needed. It has been estimated that even in

the extreme low-power case of a 10-mW gas laser, a beam 1 ° in diameter would

give useful exposures. On-board corner cubes with a very high-power laser at

ground level should also be considered. S----
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APPENDIX

ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS ON IMAGES -

A PHENOMENOLOGICAL APPROACH
James L. Harris, Sr.

This paper contains some random thoughts about atmospheric properties and their

measurement. I have great respect for the notion of a long-range program of

res-arch directed toward understanding the physics of atmospheric turbulence. W-

Here, however, I adopt the short-range point of view that the atmosphere is a R

large black box which operates stochastically on the images which I wish to record

and process. For this short-range black-box viewpoint, I will be content to obtain

experimental evidence about certain critical features of the stochastic process

involved.

It is clear that the size of an isoplanatic patch depends in a very complex
way on the distribution and characteristics of turbulence along the path between

the object and telescope, with the near turbulence tending to produce large iso-

planatic regions. It is also intuitively clear that there is a different isoplanatic

patch size for every spatial frequency and that the '-igher the spatial frequency,

the smaller the region. This can be visualized geot.,etrically by picturing a cone

connecting a point in space with the periphery of th-e telescope entrance pupil, and

a similar cone to a second point in space, the two points separated by an angle a,

measured at th, 'elescope. At any distance from th, -lescope the cross sections

- of the two cones w:ll have a region of intersection. This region will, of course,

deci ease with distance, but the point to be made here is that a projection of this

common cross section back to the telescope entrance pupil, shows that the very L
first portions of the wavefront to become uncorrelated with respect to the turbu-

lence will be those zones on the entrance pupil of the telescope which produce the

high spatial frequencies.

47r
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As has already been pointed out, the isoplanatic region is not some sharply

bounded patch The point-spread function slowly changes shape with position-

How then can we define the isoplanatic region. which depends on a continuously

varying function of distance as well as of spatial frequency? I would like to try it, L

strictly fror, the point of view of an im age processer.

Let me start by assuming that I am viewing some extended object in space

and that I isolate two small regions separated by a selected angular distance. I
Suppose now that I tmke a sequence oi photographs, being careful to take out gross

image motion by aligning center of gravity for each picture or some similar oper-

ation. Let me further assume that I have selected regions in which there is some

prominent feature, surrounded by a re,-sonably uniform background. I now exam-

ine the first picture, and by Fourier analysis determine the complex two-

dimensional Fourier series representation of each of the two regions. For each

spatial frequency component, I take the ratio of the modulus for each region and

the differer.ce between phases. I repeat the operation for a second picture of

the two regions. If there were strict isoplanatism, both the modulus ratio and

the phase difference for each spatial frequency should be the same for each pic-

ture. I repeat this procedure for each of my series of pictures. thus generating

a body of data which allows me to study the variability of the modulus ratios and

phase differences as a function of spatial frequency- It would be well if I took

appropriate note of the noise level of my sensor, underscoring those modulus and

-phase values which may in fact be noise, in order that I do noz confuse isoplanatism

with lack of correlation due to noise.

Suppose that I have completed the analysis described above, not only for

these two regions but also for other selected regions having varied angular separa-

tions. How big is an i;oplanatic region?
From the point of view of the image processer, I might first venture that

isoplanatism exists over those angular regions and those spatial frequencies where

the fluctuations in the modulus ratios and the fluctuations in phase differences are

within the bounds of modulus and phase variations associated with reasonable

picture quality.

Such a.- answer would be overlooking an important concept. The concept is

that I may be able to make partial correction to an image by linear operations over

a region in which isoplanatism exists only for that part of the image degradation

which results from nearby turbulence. By partial correction I may make a signifi-

cant improvement in image quality even though I leave uncorrected that portion of

the degradation due to distant turbulence.

I can examine this possibility by returning to my body of data and examining.

for one region, the variability of the modulus and phase from picture to picture.
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So long as the variability for one region from pictare to picture is significantly

greater than the variability associated with comparing the two regions, I can ex-

pect partial spatial frequency correction to give reasonable results.

The experiments described above do not lead to a single numerical definition

of isoplanatism, but they do tell me what I would like to know in order to process

images. i suppose this is known as the field of Partial Isoplanatism.

PHASE STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS

Consider the case of a wave distorted by phase variation only. If I consider two

points on the entrance pupil of my telescope separated by a distance d, then for

a wavelength X, the time averaged optical transfer function for a spatial frequency

f d/X cycles/radian will be determined (assuming spatial and temporal station-

arity) by the properties of the phase difference between the two points. If, for

example. I assume that the phase difference is normally distributed with a mean

equal to the correct phase difference and a variance t- (d) which is a function of

the separation, d, of the two points, then the time averaged optical transfer func-

tion will be e-o 2 (d)/2 e e (\f)/2

A question about which we were quite vocal the first week of the study was,

"Does the optical transfer function reach a plateau? " This is equivalent to asking.
"Does a- (d) reach a plateau for some distance d?" The answer to this question

weighs heavily on the feasibility of large-diameter optics or large-baseline inter-

ferometer systems. It is important to recognize that the phase structure function,
2L

a (d), is a function associated with phase difference only, i. e. due to gross

climatology there may be substantial fluctuations of absolute phase at the two

points, but it is only the phase difference fluctuations which determine the optical

transfer function properties.

There are a number of obvious approaches to determining a (d). For an

image processer, perhaps the most direct approach is to measure optical trans-

fer functions, as- for example, star image analysis. This would be a good solu-

tion provided that images of adequate signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio are obtained,

since it vields directly the statistics of the optical transfer function which can be

analyzed to investigate the existence of a plateau in the optical transfer function.

Interfetkometrv offers another direct approach. Perhaps the technique described

--- by Shack in Appendix 7 will provide a clever way of obtaining experimental evi-

dence on this important point.
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APPENDIX
10

VISUAL OBSERVATIONS OF SEVERAL SATELLITES
AT THE AFAL CLOIJOCROFT ELECTRO-OPTICAL
SURVEILLANCE RESEARCH FACILITY
Edmund T. Tyson£

The observations were made at the Newtonian focus of the 48-in, aperture 3 1 2 -in-

focal length telescope. A Unitron Orthoscopic eyepiece of 6 mnm focal length

mounted in a rack and pinion focusing tube was used to oluserve the image- The

field stop in the eyepiece is about 4 mm in diameter resulting in a field of view of

about 1. 5 min of arc. The magnification was 1, 320X. On each observing night, a

selection of eyepieces was tried and on each occasion the n-mm eyepiece was found

to be most suitable. Since the satellites subtended several Seconds of a-ze. U-se

lanet Jupiter was used as the !.est object for eyepiece selection. Ilnciden!-19

Jupiter was spectacular.) I had always regarded these sketches of thle planetf

showing many bands with some suspicion. I am convinced they exist.

The fi"rst satellite observed on 6 March 1966 was Spadet Object No. 4,6465,.

an S4 ;tage launched in January M-0-4. This rocket body is 80 ft long and 20 ft in

diameter- It tumbles with a period of about I min- The satellite was acquired at

01 35 04 UT at an elevation of 16 * azimuth of 245*. The slant range was 1,070 kin.I During the early portion of the track. the image was starlike in. appearance and

ik snowed the typical short spectrum. A~s the track progressed, the image assumed

the shape observed in p:-eviOU3 observations with an image orthicon camera.
Minimum slant range was 460 km at 01 37 20 UT at an elevation angle of 5-3' and
azimuth of 172 -The most interesting features were the shadow effects as the
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satellite tumbled. Tne en-gines and smaller diameter nose would alternately
appear and disappear. The black band painted around the base of the smaller

- cylindrical section was visible. The most surprising feature was the very light

blue appearance of the smaller cylindrical section.

The second satellite observed on 6 March 1966 was Spadat Object No. 2070,
6615, Cosmos 110, the Russian vehicle carrying two dogs. The satellite was

acquired at 01 55 56 UT at an elevation angle of 160 , azimuth of 240 , and a slant

range of 1, 060 km. The satellite had a starlike appearance and maintained this

appearance throughout the transit. Minimum slant range of 400 km occurred at

01 58 25 UT at-an elevation of 540, azimuth of 319*. The satellite appeared to

4 slowly increase in brightness as the transit progressed. No short-term fluctua-

1 tions in brightness were noted. The satellite entered the shadow at 02 00 10 UT

at a slant range of 890 km at an elevation of 16 azimuth of 320.

- The third satellite observed on 6 March 1966 was Spadat Object No. 1085,

65091, Pegasus A, a meteorite detection experiment with wing panels 96 ft long

and 13 ft wide attached to an S4 stage. Acquisition was accomplished at 02 06 10

UT at a slant range of 1,450 km, elevation angle of 160 and azimuth of 265'. The

shaf7t spectrum gradually changed into the S4 stage as the satellite moved toward

culmination. The meteorite detection panels were invisible until just before cul-

mination which occurred at 02 09 14 UT at a slant range of 690 km with an elevation

angle of 490, azimuth of 1940. The satellite was a brilliant white with no sign of

the bluish color noted on 744. Very slow rotation about the longitudinal axis was

noted. Past midpoint, the satellite had the appearance we have frequently re-

corded with an image orthicon camera. The satellite disappeared into the earth's

shadow at 02 11 20 UT; slant range was 1, 105 km at an elevation angle of 230 and

azimuth of 130 °

-Four satellites were observed on 8 March 1966. The first was No. 744

acquired at 01 53 47 UT at a slant range of 1, 050 km; elevation/azimuth was

16 */263 0, The image assumed shape as slant range decreased. Again it was most

interesting to observe the shadow variations on the cylindrical and conical ele-

ments. In one attitude the satellite appeared to be split in two by a shadow. The

nose cylinder showed the same bluish cast noted previously. The paint in the

vicinity of the engines was brownish. Minimum slant range was 410 km at 01 56 05

UT; elevation/azimuth was 65 /1830. The direction of the tumble appeared to be

aligned approximately with the earth's axis and motion was in the same direction.

The satellite disappeared into the earth's shadow at 01 57 52 UT at a slant range of

860 km. No anticipated reddening was noted.

The second satellite observed was Spadat Object No. 049, 60091, Echo I.

This object is an aluminized polyethelene balloon 100 ft in diameter. Since its
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II
launch in August 1960, it has lost its shape to some degree. Visual observations

at Sulphur Grove (near WPAFB, Ohio) in 1961 using both 5-in. and i2-in. tele-

scopes failed to show other than a starlike image. The purpose in observing Echo I

was twofold: to determine if a more powerful telescope could resolve the balloon -

and to compare the image appearance with Satellite 2070 observed previously. The

satellite was acquired at 02 03 00 UT at a slant range of 2,750 kin; elevation/azimuth

was 17°/240'. The image was starlike in appearance throughout most of the

transit. In the region of culmination, brownish blobs appeared alternately on one

side thcn the other of the almost dazzling solar reflection from the aluminized

surface. Minimum slant range was 1,450 km at an elevation of 76, azimuth of 326'.

Calculation shows the balloon subtends 4 sec of arc. This dimension is easily re-
solved with the eyepiece used. [A later satellite (1050) subtended the same angle

and was resolved. ] But the brilliance of the central image made positive identifi-

cation of the shape impossible. The iris was varied in an attempt to increase

visibility but no improvement was noted. The extrafocal images were starlike.

This was the same effect noted with satellite 2070. When this satellite is observed

again, higher magnification should be used to reduce the apparent brightness. The L
transit was terminated shortly past mid-point in order to acquire the next satellite.

The third satellite observed was Spadat Object No. 1088, 65092, Apollo B.

This satellite has the same shape and size as the cylindrical/conical nose section

of satellite 744. It was observed to determine if it had the bluish appearance of

the nose section of 744 and to see if it could be clearly resolved. Acquisition was

accomplished at 02 20 00 UT at a slant range of 1,480km; elevation/azimuth of 160/

254 ° . Throughout the entire transit, the image was a "soft" rectangle in shape

with the atmosphere prism contributing color at each end. The edges were not

sharp enough to permit a positive statement that it s resolved. No tumbling

motion was detected in accord with previous observaio-ns with image orthicon

photography. The central portion of the image did not appear bluish. Minimum

slant range was 980 km at 02 22 42 UT; elevation/azimuth was 29°/2000. The

satellite entered the shadow at 02 24 32 UT at a slant range of 1, 250 kin; elevation/

azimuth was 20°/ 157*. No reddening was noted.

Satellite 1085 was acquired at 02 36 05 UT at a slant range of 1,460 km;

elevation/azimuth was 16°/2400. The image changed from a white blob at acqui-

sition to a T shape as the transit progressed. Maximum image dimension was

4 sec of arc. Minimum slant range was 1, 220 km at 02 38 07 UT; elevation/azimuth

was 21 0/203 0. Tracking continued until entry into the earth's shadow at a slant

range of 1, 330 km at 02 39 25 UT; elevation/azimuth was 18°/1780.
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-COMMENTS

The tracking performance of the mourt was excellent. Tracking rates ranged

from 10 sec of arc per sec to 1. 2* per sec. Minor deviations about the line of

sight were-easily corrected by the off-set track capability of the 15-in. guide tele- YD

-scope and tracker.The satellite was always in the field of view after automatic
-  .tricking was initiated. t

-The eyepiece field stop is 3. 9 mm in diameter. The focal length of the
'4

telscope is 7918. 5 mm. The field of view is 3.9/7918. 5 = 4.95 x 10 rad or

100-sec of arc. The magnification is 7918/6 = 1320X. The limiting resolution of

the 48-in. telescope is about 0. 1 sec of arc. An object element subtending this

angle will appear to subtend 0. 1 x 1320 = 132 sec of arc or 2 min, a factor of 2

lIrger than the limiting resolution of the eye. "Seeing" conditions on the two nights

F "'- - were about equal perhaps 0.7 to I sec of arc. Edge sharpness and surface de--
tail observations of satellites as well as the Jupiter observations tend to confirm

this.

After the satellite observations were completed on 8 March 1966, several

stars, Jupiter, and the Orion nebula were observed. Sirius and its companion

were easily resolved. The primary problem here is one of differential brightness - i
10.6 magnitudes. The glare from the primary tends to obscure the companion.

Other stars were observed with eyepieces of varying focal length. A "zoom" C
- eyepiece was tested and is considered unsatisfactory for good visual work. Its

- - field is relatively small, it requires readjustment of focus at each focal length and

- the images did not appear to be of the same quality as with the Unitron eyepieces.

The intensity of the shadow bands in the extra-focal im .ge was weak with

relatively long striations in the direction of motion. This would be expected from

- the quality of "seeing" during satellite observations.

__ RECOMMENDATIONS

Visual obserations, with appropriate precautions, can make full use of the sensi-

tivity and wide dynamic range of the eye. Limiting resolution of the eye can be

minimized or, in this experiment, can be matched to the performance of the
um

optical system. Perhaps the most important characteristic of the eye for these

tests was the dynamic range capability, since the illuminati6n level was no prob-

lem and choice of eyepiece permitted over-matching the eye to the optical system.

The next step is to equip the Newtonian position with a reflex camera, framing or

cine, that can be operated by an observer on the telescope. The observer must be

able to see the image for guiding corrections and to select exposure and frames

for photography and to check focus. Photography with a format smaller than

A
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70 mm will require careful guiding. Wath an observer guiding the telescope, a
16 -mm format should prove quite adequate. The Newtonian focus should be re-

-imaged to f/16 or f/32 depending on the film speed. : 2==
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APPENDIXI

PHOTOGRAPHY OF SATELLITES: SOME NOTES ON
OPTIMUM IMAGE SIZE AND DENSITY

- J. S. Courtney-Pratt

~INTRODUCTION

There are several factors to consider. Assume that we hoped to be able to

resolve to p sec of arc in an extended image of the satellite (p may be, e. g., 1/10).

The image ought to be big enough to avoid undue degradation of resolution in the

photographic emulsion. This involves the dropping modulation transfer function

(MTF) as spatial frequencies increase and the rise in noise as smaller and smaller

areas of the emul.ion are considered.

A long effectivie focal length FT in the telescope gives a larger image on
T zthe emulsion, but it is less'bright in prop.rtion to FT and so longer exposures

are necessary. Fast emulsions are coarse and grainy. Long exposures will be

less sharp than very short exposures as they include the time averaging of the

image fluctuations due to the atmospheric turbulence. They also are smeared

because of object rotation and inaccuracies in tracking. If one uses a large efe c-

tive focal length, the lateral jumping of the image due to inaccuracies in tracking

is large and one may need a larger format in the camera.

-- If in processing the image, one increases the amplitudes of recorded high

spatial frequencies, then, at the same time, one increases the over-all granularity
i "  noise (but not proportionately). At very low film densities. tile rate of change of

density with illumination is small. At very high film densities, the rate of change

of density with illumination is again small. Between these there is a maximum

which, in practice, lies near the low-density end of the range. TZie optimum
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F-_ mean density for any chosen film is a function of the spatial frequencies involved
. - aswell -- of the processing conditions.

-_--_ -" P14OTOGRAPHIC DETECTION-

- he paper by P.. Clark Jones 2 entitled "On the Minimum Energy Detectable by
'Ph-togrAphic Materials." data are given on the energy detectivity and contrastI.. . detectiity " of four Eastman Kodak films - Royal-X (emulsion No. 61Z8), Tri-X

fIZ33) Plus-X (4231). and Panatomic-X (5240, now discontinued). The minimum

energy that ran be detected by any detector involves not only the properties of the

__... - det etor'but also the reliability of the detection and the number of permitted false

-arms. A simple concept is discussed in Clark Zones' paper that involves only
"he;properties othehe detector - the Noise Equivalent Energy. E,. which is defined
as the aimount of signal energy that produces a density increment equal to the root-

- - 'meansquare densitY fluctuation of the granularity. E is a function of the mean

density to which the emulsion is exposed. and also a function of the size of the -
region on which the signal falls. E is shown to be proportional to the diametern
of a circular signal-receiving region of area A (or to the square root of the area,
if the region on which the signal falls is not circular) provided both lateral dimen-
sions of the region are larga compared with I where I is a length defined in

-.terms of the point-spread function of the film. (f is about equal to the width of
the finest point or line image that the emulsion will record or is about equal to the
separation of two lines that can just be resolved by the emulsion.)

The minimum detectable signal - or rather the Noise Equivalent Energy.
--n - is obviously a function of the background density. For a very lightly ex- E ... In
posed film, the rate of increase of density with exposure is small, and so small-

signal exposures near the toe of the density/log exposure curve are not easily de-
=tectable. Furthermore, additional exposure when the film has been exposed almost

to saturation produces little detectable effect. Between these low limits lies a

maximum. The maximum is fairly steeply peaked for some emulsions, but not U.2

-for others.

*This and some subsequent sections follow the general arguments developed in
reference I, though changed where appropriate, as here we are considering

_satellite images that are resolvable in the telescope whereas there we were con-sidering u-resolved or point satellite images against a bright background.
*Although this paper was published some 8 years ago, it contains the only self-

consistent published- data of this form that I know of. In recent years there have,
of course, been advances in photographic emulsions. It would be rn-ost advan-
tageous if the emulsion manufacturers would provide data of the kind R. Clark
Jones has discussed in his paper for the newest emulsions so that quantitative

- comparisons, and assessments of the relative advantages of particular new
emulsions, could be made using the method described in the present paper. [
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In tht paper cited, curves and tables are given for the four films of density

D versus log exposure, lOgloU a , where Ua is in erg cm ; and of the root-mean-

square densi* fluctuation a for a given signal area versus density D. These may P

be used directly. However, Clark Jones has also computed and given various 4P
other functions in graphical form. Some of these are in reference 2; others are

3,4in the two companion papers.

These figures were all obtained by exposing the films to a light of a narrow

band of wavelengths near 4, 300 A. Graphs are also given of the sensitivity versus

wavelength. The films are panchromatic. Thus, to a rough approxmation, the
sensitivity ;.5 independent of wavelength over a reasonable wavelength range. In

the calculations which follow, it has been assumed that the sensitivity is constant

over the wavelength range 3, 500 A to 6, 500 A, and equal to the value at 4, 300 A.

If further it is assumed that a change of wavelength merely shifts the D

versus log U cu:rves sideways without changing their shape, and that the granularity

at a given density is independent of the wavelength. then the Noise Equivalent

Energy, En , will also be independent of wavelength in the range 3, 500 A to 6. 500

A.-

For a given signal region of area A, where the root-mean-square density
fluctuation is T, the energy increment that would give a density increment equal

to q is obviously 4rAdU/dD;

E a A (dU/dD). (). .n

If a film is exposed to background illumination and to a signal image, the
signal wili increase the density of the developed film in that region. If a photo-

electric scanning system is used to scan the developed film, its output will contain

a signal pulse as the scan aperture traverses tne signal region, and will contain

noise due to the granularity. For signal regions of significant lateral dimensions

(i. e., greater than I ), the ratio of peak signal to root-mean-sruare noise will -_ r----

have a maximum when the dimensions (and azimuth) of the scanning area are equal
to those of the signal region- That is, for optimnum phot ometer detection of the-

signal recorded on a film when the signal region is a circle of diameter i (i > Ip).

the scan aperture of the photomete: should also be a circle of the diameter iL,__-

Similarly, for a rectangular signal area of dimensions j, k (j > I k >1 ) the .___
p p__* scan aperture should also be a rectangle of dimensions j, k and should be similarly iyj-

aligned in azimuth in the film plane.
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PROBABILITY OF DETECTION
As stated above. the-minimum energy that can be detected by any detector involves

1 -not bnly the properties -of the detector but also the reliability of the detection and

the number ofmpermitted false alarms. The term used above - the Noise Equivalent

E- ieJrgy - -is de'fined as the -amount of signai energy that produces a density

-icrement equal-to the root--mean-square density fluctuation bf the granularity. a-

Suppose that-the Variation of density from the mean is of approximately a Gaussian

-istibUtion. Suppose it is known that the signal. if it occurs at all, must fall with-
- parii ular'-egion C? Suppos. a density increment AD' is measured in the

: region0 0. and.that for example AD' 0. 67u; then the chances are 50:50 that this

is-a-ri adm variation. If however AD' Z. -r, the probability is 21:I against
:this g a random variation-

It- tgh.t, therefore, be thought that a criterion could be set. and that it could
-- be- Nsaidh .tht tchances are 20:1 that the signal is real if the density increment

-AD 2. Or, and 1, 000:I if AD = 3. 3a. This would be reasonable enough if the

-coordinates on the film of the signal region V were known exactly.

Suppose now that the position of the signal region 0 is not known and that

the area.of the exposed film within which a search must be made for a signal is "A-
5

- -- where-XIA ls a large number e. g.. 10 . Consider these 105 regions of area A.

The- chances are high that in one or more of these a density deviation from the -

mean could be found that was greater than 2. Ow. To achieve a reliability of detec-

tion of Z0: when the signal may occur in any of 105 places requires a density

deviation AD greater than 5. Ow. Similarly. for a reliability of detection of 1, 000:1

when there may be 106 places to search, AD must be greater than 6cr. It will be

noted that the reliability of detection rises rapidly as P increases above 6. where P

is the ratio of AD/ .

-OPTIMUM EXPOSURE DENSITY
Consider a satellite of mean brightness (luminance) B and a small piece, P s of

_that satellite of brightness B + 6B and of such a size that it is resolvable with the

telescope that we are using-

*The analysis in this paper aims at optimizing the exposure for detection of
small differences in contrast of small neighboring parts of the satellite itself.
That is, we are hoping to detect the small piece P5 of the satellite of brightness
B + 6B against the remainder of the satellite of brightness B.

At other times we might well wish to optimize exposure for detection of a small
piece of a satellite V . (e. g., a boom or vane) that projected well out from the
body of the satellite. Then, the background brightness to be considered would
be the brightness of the sky Bsky rather than the satellite brightness B.
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For a matte white satellite, B will be about 3. 5 candle cm 1.7 10

crg sec cm - per utit solid angle (in the wavelength range 3,500 to 6s 500 A).'-

Let

F.r effective focal length of telescope in cm.

d = effective diameter of telescope in cm, I&

T = transmission factor of telescope.

R = range of satellite in cm. _-_

d = diameter of image of satellite in cm,

d = diameter of image of the small piece I of the satellite in cm.

t = exFosure time in sec. S-

U energy per unit area falling in the extended image of the
satellite in erg cm -2 . and

6U = energy per unit area falling in the etended image of the
piece P of the satellite in erg cm "

The area of the image of the piece Ps of the satellite isCL

Now the root-mean-square fluctuation of density a varies inversely as NJAE

1A 1

wher :be subscript 10 refers to a circular signal (and scan) region 10 pi in

diameter, i- e-.

1-6  -3
" . io "10 - (4)10 [-7 r J 10

*Note that tGis figure is considerably greater than the brightness of the full moon

as the albedo of the moon is so lr. B, !or the full moon, is about . 25 candle
cm 2 _ -"7 1. Z x 10- erg sec cn - per unit solid angle.

-Many satellites will not be predominantly white and their brightness B will be
several times smaller than the figure for white satellites. W will*in the subse-
quent calculations, take B = I candle cin- 5 x 10 erg sec . cm'- per unit
solid angle.
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as--sown in E q. (I J, the Noise Equivalent Energy E Au-dUJ/dD, i. en

Z 10 ~ dli

6!!-3 dtl
S 10= (5)

Fxrom-geometric-Il considerations we cpn write down

T 2(6
UzB d 2  

* ~ t erg cm

FTI
and

6U 6BdTT erg cm .(7)
&U=6 B-~-d ~~F

FT

As stated above, for reasonable certainty of detection, the signal 6U mu.st beJ

sevteral times greater than the N~ se Equivalent Energy E .That is, 6U > PE
n - f

For minimum detectable signal, take P Pot i. e. ,

6TJ P E .(8)o n

Substituting in Eq. (8) from Eqs. (5) and (7):

6B d t = 10- 3 d5  do (9)
FT

Rewriting this,

10 - &P d (Fo dU(

Sorfeteo the smals eateitcemen shul mrihnimiz the term ca elosed nbacs,

Toe. mximize where. w e ablfe t c h iiu hne ncnrs
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Iu AU 10 dtU

a iy~xinum- aprj
Film logOUIl (ergcm )1 values D 0 (eg -m A /c (m~m)j I_

i ~32
Royal-K - 2.57 2.49 -10 B.!1 0.410 0.1676: .2 0 09*1 ~ 61 0 1/30

Tri-X -2.316 6.92 10- 11.3 0.247 0.0920 1.44 102 3.44 10- 4.57 10 -

Plus-K -3.00 1.00 1 24.3 g0. 718 0.0703 1.00 10 2. 10 205- 0 1/60

Pan-K -0. 75 1.78 J 23.3 0550.060 5.62 j62.5 10 2.13 - o10 -
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-W We can use these values for any given telescope parameters and find (for

.the emulsions listed) the optimum exposures, assuming that the image does not

degrade as exposure is increased.

Actually of course, the image does increase in blur as we increase the

exposure time because of object rotation, because of imperfections in tracking,

and-because of atmospheric turbulence. For these reasons, it may sometimes c_
-be appropriate to use exposure times shorter than would be indicated by the

above analysis or to use any one of the methods of electronic image intensifica-

tion.

E,;kamples

1. Consider, as an example, photographing a satellite (as Tyson has done) with

the 48-in. aperture telescope at Cloudcroft, using Plus-X film. The effective

focal length in his records was 900 in. The size on the film of an image 1 sec of

arc across was 0. 11 mm. Most film can resolve 9 cycles/mm easily. Suppose,

however, we hope to find detail (at least sometimes) of 0. 1 sec of arc (i. e., p =

0. 1). We then are hoping to find detail at 90 cycles/mm. The MTF of Plus-X

has then fallen to about 40 percent. This is not too serious, though if p were 0. 05,

the MTF would have dropped to a few percent and detection of low-contrast features

in the object would be impossible.

The noise can be a serious problem. The mean density for Plus-X for

optimum resolution is about 0. 7, and we will assume that the exposure time t was

adjusted to give this density. From Eq. (6),

U FT 2

U T 2  (13)
T dT TT

Sowith U 0 x 10 1 erg cm 2 , FT = 900 , B= 5x 10 5 erg sec 1 cm 2 per

unit solid angle, dT = 48 in. and T = 1/4, t =3. 5 x 10-3 sec.
- For Plus-X at D = 0.7, r = 0.07. Thus for 90 cycles/mm, (- : 0.063.

The signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is adequate at D/a = 0.7/0. 063 11. However,

if we consider processing the image in any way that increases the relative ampli-

tude of the high spatial frequencies, we increase the effective over-all noise and

reduce the S/N ratio somewhat.

Thus we see that the choice of effective focal length FT = 900 in., and Plus-X

film was in this case reasonable enough if we had hoped eventually to reach a

resolution of about 0. 1 sec of arc, but the magnification would have been inadequate

if we had hoped eventually to reach a resolution of 1/20 sec of arc. The actual

value of the exposure time that Tyson used was 1/60 sec, about 5 times greater
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than the optimum suggested here, and hence his images were often very dense E z..

(though this allowed considerably greater dynamic range). For Plus-X, the

maximum of contrast detectivity is not very sharply peaked and so the longer

exposure is not too far from optimum.

If very long dynamic range, in narticular cases, is important, it would be

better to avoid high densities and keep near the optimum exposure. This could be 4
done in one of several ways: (a) One could use one (or more) beam splitters,

and take two (or more) adjacent photographs with exposure ratios of, say, 10 or

Z0 to I. (b) One could use XR film, or a modified version of this with more over-

lap between the H-D curves of the various emulsion layers. As an image becomes

too dense in a fast layer, the exposure would rie toward optimum in the next

slower layer.

If the problem is the considerable variation in the apparent brightness from

one frame to the next, rather than small highlights within any one image (as is

sometimes the case), one would do better to use an electronically adjusted exposure

time rather than set the exposures for all pictures of the sequence at a figure

sufficient to record the faint images - as this obviously leads to overexposure

for bright members of the set.

2. Consider the use of a fast film such as Royal-X. At the same value of FT

(900 in. ) we could have decreased the exposure time by a factor of 40 and might

have thought this sufficient justification for the choice of the coarser but faster

film. However, the S/N ratio turns out much worse. We would need to increase

the effective focal length (working with Royal-X and aiming to reach a resolution

of 0. 1 sec of arc) to 3, 600 in.

Royal-X film and FT = 900 in. Royal-X film and FT = 3, 600 in.

MTF for Royal-X at 90 c/mm - 5% MTF for Royal-X at 22 c/mm " 60%

Optimum density for Royal-X = 0. 4 Optimum density = 0.4

Exposure time t for this density Exposure time t for this density 
90 14sec 1. 5 msec[

1 0 for Royal-X = 0. 168 at D 0.4 -10 =0. 168 at D = 0.4

_. at90 c/mm=0. 15(forp= 0. 1) -. -at22c/mm=O. 038(alsoforp 0.1) i
S/N ratio (D/-) = 2. 5, which is too S/N ratio (D/a-) = 11, wh:ch is the

low for distinguishing even high- same as for Plus-X with a focal
contrast features length of 900 in.

Had we changed from Plus-X and a focal length of 900 in. to Royal-X and a

focal length of 3, 600 in., we would not have been able to decrease the exposure

time by the factor of 40, which is the ratio of their optimum exposure energies,
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but only by the ratio 40/16 = Z. 5. It is doubtful whether it would be worth changing

to the faster film for so small a gain, especially as the problems of keeping the

image reasonably steady in the format would have been considerably worsened.

Moreover, the sensitivity to detection of contrast is also worse for Royal-X than

- for Plus-!X by almost a factor of 3, as can be seen directly from Figure 1.

GREGORY INTEGRATION OF EXPOSURES

Up to this point in this paper, the analysis applies to any passive system of photog- I
raphy where the magnification and resolution are such that the satellite gives an

-extended-image, it the plane of the recording emulsion.

R. L. Gregory has proposed, in the first section of Chapter V of Volume 1

of this report, a system that will, in principle, obviate mar-y of the degradations

due to imperfections in tracking and due to the image distc~tions introduced by

atmospheric turbulence. (We will later consider the problem of object rotation.)

His method integrates a number of short exposures chosen automatically

at moments of low distortion and low displacement. If there were no reciprocity

-~ failure and no intermittency effect, the sum of the exposure times, in his system,

should equal the exposure time suggested by the analysis in the preceding pages.

We have measured the frequency spectra of scintillation of stars and planets

and have found no significant amplitudes at frequencies above 1, 000 cps. It would

thus seem that there would be no necessity to reduce the individual exposures in
-4 -5the Gregory system below, say, 10 (or at most 10 - ) sec. Reciprocity failure

effects and intermittency effects will thus be small; and we can, to a reasonable

approximation, use the analysis above to compute the total integrated time of

exposure that would be optimum.

We do not know what the optimum duty cycle should be for Gregory's method;

but if, at a guess, it were say I percent or 0. 1 percent, then the over-all time

for which the device should integrate appropriate exposures would be 100 t or

1,000 t, respectively.

These times might well be longer than the time for which one could consider

the object to present a stationary aspect. Some satellites rotate slowly and move

slowly across the sky - but others have a high rate of change. In these latter

cases, we might need either to select the exposures for Gregory integration during

similar short periods in each cycle of rotation of the satellite or to alter the duty

cycle to a value somewhat worse than the optimum for stationary objects, so that

there could be sufficient integration within the available time.

For example, with a satellite rolling at say I revolution per second, we

-i might reasonably integrate exposures anywhere within say 1/30 of a revolution,

or 33 msec. If the required total exposure were 3. 5 msec, we still could work f
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with a duty cycle of I:10, which might well give significantly improved images. Hns

However, with a satellite rolling four or five times faster, the time available

for integration in any one revolution would be too short, and one would need to

select similar periods from successive revolutions.

CONCLUSION

-We have presented a method for the computation of optimum exposure times for

detection of small differences of contrast in small extended images of satellites.

The exposure times with a telescope of 48-in. aperture diameter can be

surprisingly short. High framing rates are therefore quite possible. It would

seem worthwhile to take some fast sequences of pictures with millisecond expo-

sure times and to examine the results. Some, at least, of the pictures with such

short exposures may have avoided the degradation due to atmospheric turbulence. ".

It should be relatively simple to set up equipment for Gregory Integration

o exposures. Exposure times of the duration suggested in this paper could easily

be produced by summing exceedingly brief exposures. Even if exposure densities

considerably greater than those suggested by the analysis in this paper should _

prove to be desirable (because, for example, of interest in long dynamic range

rather than optimum detection), Gregory Integration could easily achieve the

desired values, without needing excessive numbers of exposures and without

difficult shuttering requirements.
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APPENDIX
12 E

ON STATISTICAL ESTIMATION
OF INCOHERENTLY ILLUMINATED OBJECTS
Robert S. Kennedy

The relevance of statistical estimation theory to the restoration of incoherent

images degraded by the atmosphere is the subject of this paper. Although the

scope, and rnore importantly, the depth of the remarks reflect the limited time

that has been available for the study, they do suggest that statistical techniques

may be quite relevant and valuable when the task is either to restore images of

many different objects or is to obtain a single image from a large quantity of raw

data, e. g., from many degraded images of the same object. It also appears that

the applicability of the techniques to orbital objects will be principally limited by

the uncertainties introduced by object motion; were it not for this motion, there

would be no theoretical limit to the quality of the restored image. The principal

conclusion is that the techniques of statistical estimation theory are sufficiently

promising to warrant a further analysis employing a more realistic model of

atmospheric degradation and focusing more upon the combined limitations imposed

by the effects of object motion and c.f the atmosphere. In the present summer

study, these effects have only been considered separately.

Our approach has been to first determine the class of image restoration

problems to which statistical theories are conceptually and philosophically appli-

J cable, and then to examine the structure and performance of the processors that
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result from these theories. A variety of simplifying assumptions are invoked

in the quantitative phases of the inquiry. but the conclusions do not appear to be
critically dependent upon them.

For example, if one supposes that the instantaneous point-spread function
-of the atmosphere is known, and that the processor noise is Gaussian of mean

zero, then the maximum likelihood estimator of the object is identical to that

ihnear edtimator which yields a zero average error and a minimum mean-square [
error. Moreover, this estimator does not differ substantially from that linear

estimator which minimizes the mean-square error without constraining the

average error to be zero. The processors that emerge from a preliminary con-

sideration of unknown atmospheric point-spread functions also possess similari-

- -ties, but the results are too incomplete to be conclusive.

In the interest of simplicity, the analysis is restricted to objects contained

MW in an isoplanatic patch, but the extension to larger objects or to less isoplanatic

atmospheres is straightforward. This does not imply that the difference between '"
isoplanatic and nonisoplanatic problems is trivial; rather it implies that the

difficulties lie in the implementation and performance of the resulting system
rather than in their analysis.

T14E ROLE OF STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES ii
It appears that restoration problems can be grouped into three classes to which

statistical techniques apply in varying degrees. At one extreme are those problems
_----wherein the degraded images of a large number of different low-priority objects

are to be restored. In this instance, highly structured processing systems which

require a minimum of human intervention are in order. Moreover, in such quan- I

tity operations, one is prone to tolerate some variability in the quality of the

restored images and is willing'to speak of the average performance of the system.

Statistical estimation theory is of course tailored to just this class of problems-

At the other extreme is a class of problems wherein one possesses a limited
amount of raw data about a very high-priority object. In this instance, it is both

reasonable and feasible to have the entire processing system under human super-

vision and there is no need to introduce any particular structure into the processor

until the data have been collected Moreover one is probably unwilling to speak of

"average performance" or "average quality" of the restored image. Rather, one

seeks to extract from the data all of the intelligence that is "humanly possible."

Statistical theory has little to offer in such situations other than to suggest some

very general and obvious processors that should be placed at the disposal of

the human supervisor.
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Between the extremes of the preceding paragraphs lies the situation wherein

a great deal of redundant data is available about a very high-priority object. As 4

the amount of such data increases, a point is reached at which the human mind

boggles and some of the human supervision and control must be sacrificed to a

i.xore structured processor. Statistical estimation theory provides one means of

suggesting structures in such applications. Although the effectiveness of these __

structures depends upon the character of the redundancy in the raw data, they

will tend to become rxther efficient in both relative and absolute terms whenever

the data consist of many "independent" degraded images of a single fixed object.

Stated alternately, they will be effective if the data exhibit the kinds of r

"statistical regularity" that is typified by games of chance. This regularity,

which appears as one considers longer and longer sequences of roughly indepen- [
dent events subject to the same conditions, permits one to make very strong

statements as to some of the conditions to which the events are subject, e.g.

the bias of a coin or the object that was observed. However, if the conditions

themselves change in an unknown manner from event to event, the statements

weaken considerably.

We mention this because the imprecisely known motion of an orbital object

between photographs represents a change in 'conditions" which limits the strength

of conclusions that can be deduced from the resulting sequence of photographs.

This situation can be ameliorated to some degree by compensating for the image

motion in the observation system or in the resulting processor. However, since

the object itself is presumed to be unknown, its motion cannot be completely com-

pensated for and a residual error will remain in the form of image d gradation _

due to compensation. This clearly suggests that the restoration and motion com-

pensation problems should be considered jointly. However, in the interests of

simplicity, we focus here upon restoration in the absence of motion.

Aside from its contribution to the problem of processing data collected with

existing systems, statistical theory can also be used to suggest and evaluate

modifications that might improve the performance of the over-all system. This __

- is particularly useful when one considers major innovations such as measurement

of the instantaneous atmospheric pe-int-spread function. Thus, as we do later, one

can inquire into the value and best use of knowledge pertaining to the atmospheric

point-spread function and into the relative advantages of short- and long-term

photographic exposures. Such applications of statistical theory are particular'!

valuable because they sometimes serve to guide one's intuition beyond its initial
- - boundaries.

The preceding discussion has been somewhat obvious at times, but it

seemed best to set forth the perspective that underlies the remainder of the
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Z= -......- i p W that accomplished, we devote ourselves to a more quantitative

-treltnent of sf'tistidal techniques ir image restoration. As a first step in that

-: - tib, -we establish an apropriate mathematical model for the degradation
bf- e -choose some performance measures.

iH MOB- J

WeV suppose that the viewed object is incoherently illuminated by white light and is

cdompletely characterized by an intensity function o ('r), where r is a position

-vector- over the surface of the object. In the absence of any additive noise, this

object gives rise to an intensity distribution, i (r), at the image plane of an optical

___ instrument. These two intensities are linearly related through the expression

where h (- is the combined intensity point-spread function of the atmospheric-

optical syE-tem.

In writing the above expression. we have supposed that the object is con-

tained within an isoplanatic patch of the atmospheric-optical system. If this is

not true, h (r- p)must be replaced by a spatially variant point-spread function,

h (7r, p). The supposition is not a crucial one and is made only for expediency.

The simplification afforded by the isoplanatic assumption resides in the

Fourier transform of o (-)and i (-. Specifically,

I(M) =H(k)O(k) , (Za)

where k denotes the spatial frequency vector and where 0 (", H (-), and I (-)

are, respectively, the Fourier transforms of o (), h (-), and i (-), e. g.,yI
SH{ ) = drh(r) exp (-j211- ). (2b)

- Although it has not been explicitly indicated, the quantites of Eqs. (1) and (2)

are, in general, functions of time because of the time variations of the atmosphere

and, perhaps, of the object. We now consider the character of this time depend-

ence for the frequency domain representation of Eq. (2); entirely analogous

remarks apply to Eq. (I).

Suppose that 0(1) does not change with time so that the time variation of

I (it) is entirely due to the time variation of the atmospheric transfer function H(t).

If the data collector integrates the received intensity over the basic observation

interval, as it almost invariably will. the recorded intensity and its transform
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SI(k) will he related to the object transform O(k) as indicated by Eq. (2) with 14(k)

_being the integrated transfer function of the atmosphere over the basic observation

interval. Consequently, if Ok1 is fixed during the observation interval, time
enters the problem only through the statietici.l description of H( k). On the other

hand, if the atmospheric transfer function does not change during the basic obser-

3M vation interval whereas the object does, the integrated value of I(k) will be given
by Eq- (2) with O(ks) being replaced by its time integral over the observation
interval, i. e., the recorded image will be blurred due to object motion. More EE

generally, if both object and atmospheric changes occur during the observation
interval, each side of Eq. (2) must be integrated with respect to time over that I7
interval and the resulting I(k) will -not be a product of integrals of O(k) and H(').

In the sequel we suppose that there is no object motion, so that the image is
related to the object through Eq. (2) with H(Ik) being the time integral of the

-r instantaneous atmospheric transfer function over the observatio'a interval. This

supposition is a restrictive one since object motion is important for orbital ob-
- - jects; indeed the supposition will lead us to conclude that long observation periods

should be employed - periods so long that object motion will most assuredly occur.
.H Unfortunately, the re!striction ht-as been dictated by the limited time available for

-- the study.

Thus far, the presence of recording and processing noise has been igaored.

In many existing -.ystems such noise is of secondary importance, but there areF

statistical as well as physical arguments which suggest that it should be as i--

portant as atmospheric effects in a well-designed system. Stated alternately, one -

can ameliorate atmospheric degradation by resorting to technioues which tend to jj7

increase "processing noise, " and these techniques are profitable until the noise

becomes as bothersome as the atmospheric degradation. £
The detailed character of the processing noise will depend upon the particular

recording mechanism employed; but to a first approximation it may be supposed j

to be a zero-mean white Gaussian process which is added to the recorded inten-

sity i (r) - In the frequency domain, this noise wiL also appear as a noise. N( )[A} N added to I ,k) i. e. ._=

;1c1 = 01oh H (it) + N (r). (3)

Moreover, the real and imaginary parts of this noise will, in a half space (say k I  I
> 0), comprise zero-mean white Gaussian random processes which are independent

of each other. The process in the remaining half space is the complex conjugate

of the given half-space process. -L
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it is worth noting that the transformpal.on of the white noise into the frequency

domain conftitutes an abuse of the mathematics, as indeed does the use of white

noise. However, t ie resultant model is a plausible one and can be placed upon a

firm mathematical basis by appropriately limiting the bandwidth of the original

noise spectrum. This is the first of many instances in which we will use sloppy

mathematics to obtain results which are gexerally agreed to be valid.

It remains to generalize the model to allow for sequences of observations.

That is, we suppose th- cae can collect a sequence of images or, equivalently,

a sequence of the transforms, Ii (c), i -It ... n, where each such transform is

given by the expression

1. -0 0(]Z) Hi(-k ) + Ni(z ) , ~ .. n. (4)

I

We employ the very reasonable assumption that the noises added to the !

various transforms are statistically independent )f each other. We also suppose

that the atmospheric transfer functions, Hi(kI, associated with the various i

• bservations are statistically independent of each other and are identically

distributed. This assumption is not a crucial one but it does lead to a substan-

tial simplification of the ensuing analysis. Moreovei it is often satisfied in

practice.

We hale supposed in the writing of Eq. (4) that O() does not change from

observation to observation, i. e. , the target is presumed to be stationary during

the complete i)bervation sequence. This condition will invariably be violated

for an orbital object as the total observation interval increases, so there is again

the conflict between atmospheric degradation on the one hand and object motion [

on the other. It is possible to allow for some such motion, e, g. , translation, in

the subsequent analysis, but the complication is unwarranted in this preliminary

investigat.on. I

To complete the model, it is necessary to specify the statistcal properties i
of the H(I). There is some reason to believe that they comprise either Gaussian

random processes or log normal processes, but neither assumption can yet be .

considered "alid. For the most part, only first and second mome: -.s are required

in the sequel so the model will be left in its present uncompleted form. The

development of a complete statistical model is, however, a prerequisite to more

comprehensive analysis.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

The choice of quantitative performance measures, difficult in any problem, is

very nearly a black art when the human senses are involved. The "best" possible

restored images are de:ired, yet "best" cannot be defined until the question to be

answered from the image has been formulated, and this formulation often takes

& place after the image has been studied; hence the circle is closed. There are, in

addition, performance principles which provide reasonable guidelines for system
development without establishing a measure of performance; one such principle

is that of maximum likelihood.

Integrated Squared Error

AIf the restored image of the object, o (), is denoted by o (r, the integrated"B :

-"squared error, E, between o () and o() is defined to be

d -r or() - r) (5a)

Alternately, by Parseval's theorem,

_ 

A

where 0 (k) and 0 (') are, respectively, the Fourier transforms of o (r) and

The integrated squared error is one of the most familiar, maligned, and

abused performance measures in existence. Its merits are simplicity,, analytical

tractability, and the assurance that, if e is zero, o(r) and o( r) are identical.

Its great limitation is its tenuous relationship to subjective picture quality, e. g. ,

a reduction in c does not always result in a better restored image. Some such

limitations are inherent in any attempt to measure quality by a single number, but

some are attributable to this particular measure. For example, a restored

image with a few large errors may possess a larger value of e than an image with

many small errors, whereas subjectively the picture with a few large errorsI, may be preferred. Or, for another example, the difference in contrast between

the restored and original image may result in a large value of 6, whereas in

reality such differences are rarely important.
On the other hand, there is little reason to believe that any single parameter

measure of quality is really satisfactory for all applications and the integrated

- squared error is probably, by and large,, no worse than any other. Moreover,

NN

. ~there is some comfort in the observation that any system which minimizes the :
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integrated squared error between an object and a restored image will also mini-

mize the integrated squared error between any derivative of the object and the

derivative of the restored image. Such derivatives are of interest, for example,

if the object is known to be black and white.

Given that we choose to employ the integrated squared error as a measure
of restored image quality, it remains to reduce this to a useful measure of system

performance. Because of turbulence and noise, the restored image will in general

be a random function for any given object; thus it is appropriate to regard E as a

random variable characterized by its conditional probability distribution given

the object. This distribution function, given as a functional of O('"), provides a

very complete and useful description of E for any given system. It is, however,

oft .n difficult to compute and even more difficult to optimize; therefore, we will

employ a simpler description in spite of our belief that the distribution function

of t provides a much more meaningful description.

Specifically we shall employ 7, the conditional expected value of C with

respect to the atmospheric and noise fluctuations, given the object. By virtue

of Eq. (5), this mean integrated squared error is equal to the integrated mean-

square error, 1. e. ,

= d 0 () r ~)1 24 1
and j

1.J(6)

F where the super bar is employed to denote the expected value given the bject.

It will also be convenient to speak of the conditional average error of theL restored image given the object. If this conditional average error is zero for all

values of r or l a.d for all objects of interest, the system is said to provide
E an unbiased estimate of the object. That is, a system is unbiased if, for every

Aobject of interest, the conditional expected value of -o'() equals o(#) for all ',
A

....... or, equivalently, if the conditional expected value of 0O(1 ) equals 0(V) for all It1ROM Although the conditional integrated mear-equaree error may provide an

adequate means of comparing specific systems, it is of less value as a guide for

This is easily seen in the frequency domain, since differentiation appears there
as multiplication by frequency.
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system development and optimization. The difficulty is that any attempt t3 mini-
mize _ say, is likely to result in the conclusion "given that O(r) was the object

say that O(k) was the object." lhis occurs because it is difficult to prevent the

minimization procedure from exploiting the conditioning which underlines T. This

degeneracy can, in principle, be remedied by a variety of techniques which sup- -.

I press the conditioning of the performance measure upon the object, e. g., by

averaging e over an ensemble of objects. That is, one can consider

=~ 1dIO~ O~r (7)
I :-I

where the double super bar has been employed to denote the average over the triple

ensemble which comprises the object, the atmosphere, and the additive noise.

In the sequel, we will have occasion to consider the structure of systems

that minimize subject to some restrictions. We do this, primarily, because of

the comparative and supporting results obtained rather than because of any belief

that i is inherently an appropriate performance measure. One might. however,

argue that it is appropriate to the low-priority bulk processing discussed above

under The Role of Statistical Techniques.

One escape from the conceptual and analytical difficulties associated with

an ensemble of objects and with e is provided by the maximum likelihood principle.

According to this principle, one presumes that the object was that one, among

all possible objects, for which the conditional probability of the recorded data
A

given the object is greatest, i. e. , the estimate O(r) given I(l ) is chosen so that
^I

p(,/A) >p(1/0) for all 00. (8) f

In this expression, p( I 0) has been used to denote formally the conditional

probability of I (k) given 0 (k). More precisely, it denotes the conditional

probability density of the set of observables that are used to represent the

recorded random process. We note in passing that it makes no difference whether

one applies the maximum likelihood principle in the frequency domain or in the

intensity domain; the resulting processors are identical.

There is no fundamental reason why one should employ a maximum likeli-

hood estimator in perference to an estimator which, say, minimizes the integrated

mean-squared error; both are rather arbitrary. However, the maximum likeli-

hood estimator at least eliminates the need to specify an object ensemble and is

also frequently feasible to implement when the minimum integrated mean-squared

error estimator is not. Moreover, it is intimately related to the minimum
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integrated mean-squared error estimator in an important asymptotic situation.

Specifically, if in accord with Eq. (4), a sequence of n degraded images is used j
to obtain a maximum likelihood estimate of the object, the estimate will, under

rather general conditions, converge to the minimum integrated mean-squared

error estimate with increasing n. Precisely stated, the estimate will become

unbiased, the conditional integrated mean-squared error will vanish, and for

every object, the ratio of the conditional integrated mean-squared error to the

minimum attainable integrated mean-squared error will approach unity. This

result, which is usually referred to as the asymptotic efficiency of the maximum
likelihood estimator, provides a powerful argument for its use when a large
number of independent pictures are available.

There is another reason for the use of a processor which bases its decisions

upon the likelihoods, if no, upon the maximum of those likelihoods. Specifically,

if only a finite number of objects can occur and if the objective is to minimize I

the unconditional probability that an error is made in identifying which object is

present, the optimum processor maximizes the a poster-ori probability. That is, I
the processor presumes that the object is that one. say 0 (r), for which

A Al
p(0/I) > p(0/I) for all 0 #0 , (9)

where we have again used a purely formal notation for the probability in question.

711 Equivalently, the processor chooses 0(k) so that

anA A A

p(I/0) p(O) > p(i/0) p(0) for all 0 0,

1 where p(O) denotes, formally, the a priori probability of the object 0 ('").
It is worth noting that this a posteriori probability rule differs from the

maximum likelihood estimate only through the presence of the a priori probabilities A

p(O). Stated alternately, if all the possible objects are equiprobabiz, the maxi-

mum a posteriori probability estimator redvces to the maximum likeiihood esti-

mator. Although the maximum a posteriori probability estimator has the disad- j
vantage that the a priori probabilities of the different objects must be specified,

it is significant that these probabilities enter only as biases which can often be j
left as adjustable parameters in the system. This is very desirable since it

permits the operator to resolve the very subjective question of how the a priori

U probabilities should be chosen.

A complete discussion of these topics will be found in Cramer the transition
from Cramer to the statement given here follows upon expressing - in terms of
the real and imaginary parts of 0 (r) and 0 (r) and then applying Cramer's I
result to each part separately.
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Our discussion of performance measures and principles is now complete,

and we proceed to apply them to the model of the previous section. This will

first be done under the assumption that the atmospheric transfer function is known

albeit random, and then that it is unknown.

KNOWN ATMOSPHERIC TRANSFER FUNCTION L__ -

We suppose that the atmospheric transfer function has been measured precisely

during tl.e recording of the data, so that the only uncertainty in the collected data

is due to the additive noise. This assumption is a useful one in that it provides

a measure of the best possible performance that could ever be obtained; thus one

has a standard against which to compare systems that do not presume knowledge

of the atmosphere. Of course it may be that the standard is not attainable. It

will also lead us to conclude that linear processing is all that is required when

the atmospheric transfer function is known; that is, nonlinear processing should

only be employed in an attempt to measure the atmospheric transfer function.

It is well known that the (unconditional) integrated mean-squared error is

minimized by taking the estimate of the object to be the conditional expected value

of the object given the recorded data. However, there are few problems for

which this conditional expected value can be expressed in any useful form. Two

almost trivial but instructive extremes occur when the additive noise is either

extremely large or extremely small. In both these extremes the resultant pro-

cessor is linear and this suggests that linear processors might be effective,

albeit nonoptimum, no matter what the noise level. Therefore we next inquire

as to the minimum integrated mean-squared error that can be realized with
Ilinear processors. Specifically we take the estimate 0 (k) to be of the form

n

0 (k) = Gi(k) I. (k) (10)

where G.(k) is the transfer function of the linear filter through which the ith
recorded image is passed. We seek to determine the Gi(k) that minimize the

conditional, and also the unconditional, integrated mean-squared error with and

without the constraint that the estimate be unbiased. The use of the conditional

mean-squared error is appropriate in .his instance because the linearity (and

spatial invariance) of the processor prevents the degeneracy discussed in the

preceding section. The results we seek are as follows; their derivation is con-

tained in Exhibit A.

For any given object, the conditional integrated mean-squared error is

minimized by choosing the linear estimate to be
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0-1 1. +

[ml L (t) j~ I
where the H.(V) are the known atmospheric transfer functions, 2 is the power

density of the additive noise, and * denotes conjugation.

The linear estimate with the minimum unconditional integrated mean-squared

error differs from Eq. (ii) only in that O(k) 2 is replaced by its average value.

m In either event the processor passes each image through a filter which is matched
to the corresponding atmospheric transfer function, adds the outputs together, and

then passes the result th -ough a filter whose transfer function depends upon either

the particular object of interest or the average object according to whether the

unconditional or conditional integrated mean-squared error is being considered.

The linear processor of Eq. (11) requires a knowledge of the object or its

statistics. This knowledge is not utilized in the linear processor which minimizes i

the integrated mean-squared error subject to the constraint that the estimate be

unbiased. In fact, this unbiased linear estimate is

A 12
-t () n ( )  n ,(12)

ji~~i J j=l I
which is just what the general linear minimum mean-squared error estimator

becomes as the noise density, a , approaches zero- It is quite significant that

the estimator of Eq. (12) provides as small a conditional, and unconditional,

integrated mean-squared error as can any unbiased estimator be it linear or not.

This statement follows easily from the Gramer-Rao inequality for unbiased

estimates.

Processors of the form described by Eqs. (11) and (12) are also suggested

by maximum likelihood arguments. In fact the maximum likelihood estimator

over the set of all possible functions O(k) is just the unbiased estimator defined

by Eq. (IZ). Moreover, the maximum a posteriori probability processor dis-

cussed in the preceding section need only extract the quantity

1 Ii (k)  n 2

IH. (k)/
j=l
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from the recorded data, i. e.. this quantity is a sufficient statistic.

It is significant that all the processors considered above compute a quantity

of the form

OH)Qk i ,(t) H (1a)K

where
n 11

Q('k) W~k) + (I I.iI](3b)

and where W(It) is determined by the particular criterir-n employed. This cer-

tainly suggests that Eq. (13) provides a very reasonable estimate of O(t) for

some choice of W(Tk) and that the choice might well be left to an operator, or _

at least determined by experiment. Alternately in the interests of simplicity

one might merely set W(k) = 0.

UNKNOWN ATMOSPHERIC TRANSFER FUNCTION

The repeated appearance of linear estimators when the atmospheric transfer

function is known raises the question of their utility when it is unknown. There-

fore, we next determine the linear estimator which minimizes the integrated

mean-squared error under these more general conditions. Finally, we determine

the maximum likelihood estimator that results when the noise dominates each of

the recorded transforms but does not necessarily dominate the restored image.

Although the maximum likelihood processor becomes linear in some circum-

stances, it is usually nonlinear. Thui, wt- conclude that the almost universal

optimality possessed by the linear processor when the atmospheric transfer ------

function is known is lost when it is unknown.

Linear Estimators

We again consider an estimate of the form given by Eq. (10) and seek to minimize Y

the resulting integrated mean-squared error. For brevity we only consider the

unbiased estimator; an expression for the biased estimator is presented in

Exhibit A, where the unbiased estimator is also derived. To facilitate comparisons

with the results of the preceding section, we do not invoke the supposition that

successive observations are identically distributed.

M2-
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The minimum integrated mean-squared error linear unbiased estimate of
the object, given a sequence of image transforms lI(k). i = , .n, and given

only a statistical description of the atmosphere is

0 (k) I Iik) (k (14)

w h e t1

-where i( ) denotes the average value of the atmospheric transfer function

associated with L.(i). As was true for a known atmospheric transfer function, the
requirement that the estimate be unbiased causes it to be independent of the sta-
tistics of the object ensemble.

Comparison of Eqs. (12) and (14) shows that, lacking knowledge of the- atmospher-c transfer function, one supposes that it is equal to its average value.
Of course, if the atmospheric transfer function is almost always equal to its
averae, the error introduced by this supposition will be quite small. To gain
some further insight into the effects of these uncertainties upon the system per-
formance, we now consider the integrated mean-squared error of the unbiased
linear estimator when the atmospheric transfer function is known and when it

is unknown.
It is easy to show that the integrated mean-squared error, averaged over

the atmospheric and the noise fluctuations but not over the object, is given by

the expression

n ... n d +k 0 dj(k)I (I 5a)

when the atmospheric transfer functions are unknown, and by the expression

= d / k J>S 11(5)

if they are known. In writing Eq. (15a) and in the subsequent discussion, we
* reinstate the condition that successive atmospheric transfer functions are identi-

cally distributed. The super bar again denotes average and

V(k) = H(ik)j -
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The right-most member of Eq. (l5b) follows from a convexity argument.

The degraded performance that results when the linear estimator is

employed with an unknown atmospheri, transfer function, as compared with a

known atospheric transfer function. is immediately apparent from Eq. (15). _

Indeed, even if there is no additive noise, the error in the latter instance will E

be zero, whereas in the former instance

i _ 10 k (k) . (16)

Of course this residual error can be decreased as much as desired by increasing

n. Alternately, if the time statistics of the atmosphere are stationary, it can

also be decreased by increasing the basic observation interval, or exposure time,

T7.

These two approaches are almost equivalent for stationary processes, since

k~) can be shown to increase linearly with T whereas V(k) increases no more

rapidly than linearly. Consequently, the error is upper bounded by a quantity that

is inversely proportional to nT. Thus the simple linear estimator can be made to

* yield an arbitrarily small error, in the absence of noise, by resorting to sufficient-

ly large values of n or 17. However, for any fixed value of n and T7, the system

which lacks knowledge of the atmosphere will be inferior to that which possesses

such knowledge.

It is worth noting that, for an unknown atmosphere, the integraed mean-

squared error of the linear processor will approach zero as 1/n even when noise

is present. Moreover, if the time statistics of the atmosphere are stationary,

the error will also vanish as l/T. In fact, as 7 increases, ---

2 2
0

0

and

V~) < T Vi)

- where the subscript o denotes that the quantity is independent of T. Consequently,

for an unknown atmospheric transfer function

< d k~ Sd [[ (17) J
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Although the error can be made to vanish as I/T, this often is not an

efficient means of operation. because as T increases, the high-frequency re-

sponse of the atmospheric transfer function will diminish and hence the integrated

mean-squared error may actually increase-. That is, Eq. (17) does not insure

that the error decreases monotonically with T and, in fact, it usually does not.

Rather there is some optimum, finite value of T for any given values of a, V(

and H(1).
Finally, it is important to note from Eq. (15) that knowledge of the atmos-

phere can improve the performance of a linear processor but it cannot alter the

rate at which the integrated mean-squared error vanishes with n; that rate is

proportional to 1/n in the presence or absence of such knowledge. It is significant

that no processor, linear or nonlinear, can yield an integrated mean-squared

error which vanishes at a faster rate. This result follows easily from the Cramer-

Rao inequality. Thus the only improvement that can be realized from more

sophisticated data processing, insofar as it is measured by the integrated mean-

squared error, is a reduction in the constant of proportionality. Of course, such

a reduction may be of considerable value when a limited number of images are

available. To gain some preliminary appreciation of the possibilities for improve-

ment and the means of their realization, we consider maximum likelihood esti-

mators.

Maximum Likelihood Estimators

The structure of the maximum likelihood estimator is in general a complicated

function of the atmospheric statistics. There are, however, a few simple and

important situations for which it can be determined.

One of these occurs when the additive noise is negligible; then the problem

can be transformed into the classical signal plus noise problem by taking the

logarithm of the recorded Fourier transforms. IiI. Whether or not, the resultant

maximum likelihood processor is linear will depend upon the statistics of the

logarithm of the atmospheric transfer function. Uf the transfer function i?.Af is

log normal, its logarithm will be normal and the resulting estimator will be linear

in the logarithms of the I.(k), but it will not be linear in the (k) themselves. On
the other hand, if the atmospheric transfer function comprises a Gaussian random

process. the maximum likelihood estimator will be a nonlinear function of both

the i.i) and also of their logarithms.

it turns out that the processors which result from these wo analyses are nrt

very similar, so the question of which statistical description is appropriate be-

comes important. in reality, both are probably inadequate, s-) lacking further

statistical knowledge of the atmosphere at this time, we will not oursue the
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subject further: rather we will ecamine another situation for which a complete

determination is possible.

We noted earlier that a long basic observation interval, or exposure time,

is sometimes undesirable; better high-frequency response can be obtained by

decreasing the exposure time- This decrease causes a relative increase in the

noise level of the resulting image, but the object may still be recoverable if a

sufficient number of images are available. These comments suggest that the

problem wherein the noise dominates each of the recorded images may be an

im-.ortant one. It is also an appealing one in that the maximum likelihood esti-

mate can be described fairly simply if n. the number of images, is not too large.

Stated precisely, it can be determined in the limit of increasing noise eensity, =-

for any given r. The derivation is presented in Exhibit B.
A

The resulting estimate, O(q), is given by the solution of a Fredholm

integral equation of the second kind- Specifically

cry! (q) Y(q) =O()& ]H d_0k qk

where

Y( - no 1 q

and

G(q.- q (q) ) H (q) H(k)j

This equation ca be solved by Fredholm techniques. In particular, ii the

variance of the atmospheric transfer function is zero. C (q., k) vanishes, and

the esti mate reduces to that of Eq- (14), i. e.

Ao(q) CH (q) Y'-

More generally, the resulting estimate will be a nonlinear function of

G ( q. k) but, even in the general case, the estimate depends on the recorded

data only throAgh the quantities

8q
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and

Time has not been available to evaluate the improvement in performance If
that the maximum likelihood estimator provides over a simple linear estimator; i

however, it should be substantial. This is not to say that it is necessarily the

best processor to use; rather it suggests that substantial improvements over

simple linear processing may be possible. Further study is required to deter-

mine the appropriate atmospheric models, to establish the resulting optimum

processors, and to evaluate their perfoimance.
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EXHIBIT A

S_1bject to the assuinpticans of the section beginning on page 72, estimates of the

form iY

Oat' (~GG) (Al)
IAG(t

yield conditional integrated mean-squared errors, Eof the form

To inim~iize this error with respect to the G.(r), we minimize the integrand

for each k by finding its stationary points. The resulting stationary point equation

is, by the independence of successive observations

('k)] + G.(It) fl.(k) = 0 all i,It------

where

The solution of this equation is clearly of the form

G. k) =Cmk (A4)
+ Vi(k)

where C(V) is a function of k but not of i. Substituting Eq. (M4) into Eq. (M3) and

solving for G(ik) yields

1 )2 ]1
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We next minimize the conditional error subject to the constraint that the I
estimate be unbiased. It is easy to show that the constraint requires that iT

1Z (k) G (i ali (AS)

Upon adding this to the integrand of Eq. (AZ) as a Lagrangian and again seeking
stationary points, one obtains

k) k)~ . (k) ,(6)

where X ("), the Lagrangian multiplier, is independent of i. Finally, substitution
of Eq. (A6) into Eq. (A5) yields

G. 
(A 7)

JI

These results can be applied to known atmospheric transfer functions by replacingthe Vi( ) with zero. The result of Eq. (A4) is easily extended to ensembles ofobjects (unconditional integrated mean-squared error); the result is Eq. (A4) witho Q(1 )1 z replaced by I 0
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EXHIBIT B

Maximum Likelihood Estimator

To determine the maximum likelihood estimatur, we first represent the transforms

of the image, object, and noise by samples. Since these transforms are complete-

ly determined by their behavior in a half space (say k I > 0), it suffices to employ

only samples in that half space. The conditional probability density of the image

samples given the object samples is then expressed as the average, over the

atmospheric transfer function, of the sample density conditioned both upon the

object and upon the atmospheric transfer function. The result is next differentiated

with respect to the real and imaginary parts of the object samples to obtain

maximum likelihood equations. These operations yield, after some manipulation,

- H Hexp Ik-OkHk 0 allg,

"" (B1)
i i~

where I and H denote the gth frequency samples of the ith recorded transform
g g A

and its associated atmospheric transfer function, 0 denotes the gth sample of the

object transform, and the super bar denotes average with respect to atmospheric

fluctuations. The form of this expression follows from the facts that the noise

is white and Gaussian and that the real and imaginary parts of the noise are un-

correlated over a half space.,

The supposition that the atmospheric transfer function is statistically inde-

pendent from observation to observation permits one to express Eq. (Bl) as

S0. (B Z)

i r I

exp H{k 2k k
k

2 z-

We next suppose that the noise density, o- , is quite large. The noise term

kthen dominates Ii and, as increases, 17-
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Fk=

has an average value that approaches zero and a variance that approaches unity.

Upon introducing F k into Eq. (B2) and expanding to first order in the I/o, one

obtains

g Yg 9O IHgI 7 2 Ok Vgk Zgk] +410 k Vgk Zgkj

(B3)

where

Y I jF
g n 9

zg = .± F (F)
gk n 9. g

-Aa

Vgk H H ~ H H

gk n g~ [ kF1

I--
V H -

gk g k g k

Upon letting the samples become dense in the positive half space and passing,

formally, to an integral, Eq. (B3) becomes

o-H((g) g- ()Hg)j + d 0 V(g, k) Z(g, k)-r

(B4

1. 90



where the integral is over a half space and where g anid k now represent vectors

of spatial frequencies, and

I.()L 1)

V~, ) H H)(~) H H(g) H('~)

no

Finally, we employ the conjugate symmetry possessed by transforms of

real' functions to eliminate the second integral in Eq. (B4) and to extend the domain

of validity to the entire frequency space. The result is

EL
_ _ _ 0

CH (g) Y(g) 0(g) IH( gI) dk~ 0(k (g.k lg, (B5)

where

G =,k Z(g 1c) V(, k).
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I. H. Cramer, Mathematical Methods of Statistics, Princeton University Press,
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APPENDIX
13

ON LINEAR LEAST-SQUARES FILTERING
OF DISTORTED PHOTOGRAPHS
David Slepian

INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY T F

Consider a rectangular distorted photograph that occupies the region

lxii <- L, x 1x2 < ()

-in the x X7 plane. We describe its density in some suitable units by

f~x 1 ,xx. lxZ

and we extend f(x 1 , x.) to the entire plane by defining

f(x1,x 0. XO , li Ll. lx.l I L 2 . (3)

We suppose that this distorted photograph is the result of noise added to a filtered

- version of a desired undistorted photograph with density g(xl.x,). Specifically,

we write

93
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iI

f(x i x,) = dyly dyzkx 1 -y , x" y2 ) g (y l . y 2 )

-wO -CO

+ W(Xlx ) n (xlX 2 ), -O < X1 ,X < c (4)

Here
IIXlI<--L't < L? .

w(x I x2 ) = (5)
0, x ,l > L it Ix ?l > L , _

iLI a window function and n(x I , x) is a sample of a spatially stationary two-

dimensional noise process. We suppose the undistorted photograph to be of limited

extent and extend the definition of its density by

g(x 1, x 2 ) = 0 , Il > a 1 , lx?1 > a?. (6) I
Similarly, we suppose k to be of limited support so that

k(x 1 ,x 2 ) 0, l b' x2  > b 2 "  (7)

Finally, to avoid cumbersome edge effects we suppose that

a + b < L i , a 2 + b, < L2  (8)

so that the first term on the right of Eq. (4) vanishes for I x, > L! l x? L?

and hence that equation holds for all points in the plane as already indicated.

The foregoing assumptions form a model of the process of photographing a

small object against a uniform background. The background is taken to yield

density zero on the photograph. The imaged object must be smaller than the size

of the photograph. The function k(x l , x 2 ) is the point-spread function of the optical

system. We complete our hypotheses by assuming that k is stochastic in nature,

i. e. , for each different photograph made of the object, a point-spread function

k(x 1 x 2 ) is drawn independently from an ensemble of point-spread functions. We

further suppose that for all x i1, x 2 , x1' x'2 the random variables k(x I , x 2 ) and

nlx( ' x ) are independent.

Consider now processing the distorted picture by a linear filtering operation

to obtain a restored picture with density

94
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(X1 , 2 Xdy 1  \dy 2 q(xI y,, x. y?) f (yly9.(9

The mean-squared error between the restored picture and the undistorted picture - -

is

OD 00

E dx dx2 1(x 1,xz) - all (10)
- 1 -00

where the expectation is taken over the point-spread function ensemble and the noise

ensemble. in the following section we determine the processing filter q(x.x I

that minimizes i. We conclude by describing some possible shortcomings of this

mitnimal mean-squared error criterion for choosing a processing filter.

The least-mean-square filter that we derive in the following section is most

easily specified by its transfer function

in-i' X + X2

QM Q(X X) dxl d:c-e 2 q~xI X2%. (1

-00 CID

We show that

IG(k)I 9EW(-k) {

TM + jG(3T) E'K(-k)I

Here

00 00

2 dx: 5 xe gX 2 (13)

G2o) - -00

is the complex amplitude spectrum of the undistorted photograph and

K(T) = .I.~ dxl 5 ,ezeit k(x x.) (14)
CC)) -00

is the transfer function of the optical system. The over-bar denotes complex con-

jugate. The quantity 11(k) is a filtered noise spectrumn related to the power dez'ity V.-

spectrum N(X) of the noise n(x1 x,) by
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OD sn'NX, 'L sin(X2 -XN' IL2

Ti~l 16 d v, X~

The noise power density spectrum is of course related to the noise covariance by

P (Yx1 x2  En(y,y 2 ) n(y, + xl .y+ x)

OC Cx~X(Z
3 dX1  ze (6)

We have assumed that En(x1 .x 2 )=0 [If this is not the casee-g.iEnxx)

mxxz.one need only replace f(x 1 .x) by f(x1 .x) w w(XI x?) .n(x I x2 in the

analysis as is seen from Eq. (4).

-1As is to be expected, the optimal filter dependF only on the second-order

statistical properties of the optical transfer function znd these enter only throughL

the quantities EiR(k) and EIK(k)I12. It is not,.:worthy that if no noise is present, =0

ie. , 1(1 M , the optimal restoring filter is idpneto h nitre

picture. in this case idpneto h nitre

OX) = K(X) H7)

In many practical situations, the film and processing noise n(x1 , x) is very small

compared with turbulence or optical noise represented by the variations in K. The

universal filter given by Eq. (17) can then be expected to give nearly optimial

results for a wide class of undistorted photographs

IIThe mean-squared error obtained using the optimal filter given by --q. (12Z)

will be shown to be

CO C

C i'2 I G(T) IEK i

mC In d\ dX2 T)) z1-j. (8

It will be shown that the quantity in square brackets here can never be negative

and cannot exceed unity, The expression vanishes only if the additive noise

n(x, x ) vanishes and if the optical transfer function K(k) is deterministic (i. e-,

not stochastic).
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If one 'Arshes to mtinimnize Eq. (10) averaged over anidevendent ensemble
nurdistorted Pictures -1s well as ovee the other- en:obies already considei-ed-

the optirnz! filter is given by Eq. (I -t i(~i reolaced by EIGI X 01 Thezarne substjtutj-on in 4--- (18) vie'ds the minmmma-:ae ro nti

To avoid unduly comiplicated formulas we adopt vector notation and write

Adk fe r ~d. C-

wiha simijar convention for integration with =espert io the components of te
Z-vectors

it ~In the Present notation- Eqs. (4) and (9) aire. respectively,

fRx) dy ~ k -Th 1~ A w( 1n ) 0 (9,

gix = oq(~yf ) 
(20)

Combining these staternents. we write

A.-g(x) =g 1 (x) f 1 () 
21

where

-9 ~ andS

For the mean-squared error. Eq. (10). we now find

E dx (()-gR) dx=E5h {~ g(r~)l + r~

z (24)



sinfor ~ r-- .'" thep 'ross productf ter have

E Ix n ()[ (~)-g)J dx En1 (x gi - ()

for . W prceedto rea th twoters o Eq (24 searaely

from the assume-i independence of n(x) and k(7) and the zero n.ean assumption

From Parseval's theorem, we have

dx () gR) 2  E d\1GCZ G(t) 2  (25)

wh~ere upper-case letters are used to denote the two-dimensional Fourier trans-

forms of o,"ar1tities denoted by corresponding lower-case letters. From Eq. (22)

and the cony' lutiori theorem,

so that Eq. (25) becomes

'dx - g( X)J d 5 X dG(T)1 I(~ 'Z 112 (26)

For the second term of Eq. (24) we find from Eq. (23),

(27)

where p, the covariance function of the noise, is defined in Eq. (16). Now for the

x integration in Eq. (27) we havej

jdxq(Z-7)q(_-'j") 3 dx I -)I~ ~d L(3 (T) 28
y y y

where we have again used Parseval's theorem and made the definition

I(X) =q(t-7) d $cX ei' ( 7 Q(~
y

It follows from the transform of this equation that

L.(T) e YQ()
y

so that Eq. (28) becomes
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dx q( -)q(-- 7 t' d dXlQ Ie1 (y'V

Equation (27) now becomes

5dxn 1 (x-)2 SdXIo(Th1' 5dy Ydy' ei ' ~w(y~w~y")P(V-7')

Here we have set

LL L L g
= dy1 I dy? dy'1 I dyI e y Y)Ypy~

2 L 1 L 2 L

II
d~ VNX N(' y 2didl d-e

nsetin Eq. (6) nd 29) in.(24) we fin for the mensqae erro

We sgeent miiithi 1)exp vess bys proer choic of) and(1). Sneecemi

the integrand is nonnegative, the minimum value of r: is obtained by minimizing the
ks ~ integrand at each point in the X,- X? plane. To carry out the minimization, we

adopt the notation
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X~ + +y

EK(X) =a+ (31)

EIK(X)1 A,

where on the right side we have suppressed the dependence on-t. In this notation
the integrand of Eq. (301 is

1. ~~P [JGJ2 EIQK-11 Q%

I IGl [A (2+ Y) 2ax + 29y + I +x 2 + y2)i (3 Z'

The minimum is found by setting lap/cx = 8p/ay =0. These conditions give

X &IG12  131G1 2
2 y (33)AiGd +~ 2II

Equations (31) and (33) yield our main result, Eq. (12). Substitution of Eq. (33)
in Eq. (32) gives

2 ~2) 1 2 ]
Pmin 1GI 2  

- II (34)

Inserting this in Eq. (30) and using the definitions Eqs. (31) yields Eq. (18).
The magnitude of the quantity in brackets in Eq. (34) can be readily bounded

by using the complex Schwartz inequality

5dx f (X (X)J < dx If~ (ZI dy Ig( 1' (35)

with equality only if f is proportion~al to g. To apply this inequality set f( )
(x x)'pxx)and g(Zt) = 'J~ 1 x).Here we have set K(T) x i ix2
andhav wrtte p~i x for the joint density of the random variables xand x.

The inequality (35) now reads

1100
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i Equality holds only if p degenerates to a delta function. -

_______- __+ Io__l ___ --

with the right equality holding only if 1 0 and K is deterministic. The last two

sentences below Eq. (8) then follow.

Returning to Eq. (30), we see that if g() is also regarded as stochastic and: *independent of k( ) and n( ), then further averaging e over the undistorted pic-

tures results in replacing G(r) in Eq. (3 0) by E G( . The full p a ragraph  .......

following Eq. (18) follows from this observation.

DIS CUSSION ((

The analysis presented here is open to criticism on a number of points. In the ---

first place, a not very serious shortcoming is the infinite range of integration

which we have adopted for mathematical convenience in the definition (Eq. 10) of

the mean-square error. It will be ee that hi original distorted photograph nd

o~ i s the region Ix L _ " , i" _ ., so tha a o mparioon of the processed
picture with the undistorted picture only over this region would form a more

i reasnable error criterion. Such an analysis can readily be carried out. The

results, which aorpaci me compl i cated than Eq. (-1 2), are presented in

~~~Exhibit A. They do not permit an explicit solution for the filter characteristic. r__

oBy using an infinite range in Eq. (0)for the sake of mathematical simplicity

we have allowed part of the restoration potential of the filter to be expended in I

m atchihiw eahavedado te fo r oathe m at e niend to infinity. In cases of practical

interest, this los is proaly most small, especially in those cases where the in-

equalities t8) can be replaced by a + b << L l  a + b << L r o th p ces
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Open to more serious criticism is our adoption of

I dx 2 g(-)]2 (37) -

dx_ 1  _3 _

as a measure of the quality of a single restored photograph. This integral can

A
have a given value because g and g have a certain small mismatch everywhere

throughout the rectangle or the same value of e can be achieved with g identically

g except in a minuscule area where the discrepancy is large. In general, in

practice the latter restored photograph would be much p-eferred to the former,

though our analysis treats them as equally desirable.

Even if one adopts the smallness of Eq. (37) as a reasonable criterion for

judging the merit of a single restoration, one can still with reason challenge

the philosophy of choosing a filter to minimize r averaged ov _r an ensemble of

many pictures of an object. A given mean for e averaged over many photos can

be obtained either when all of the photos have a given moderate individual E value

or when many of the photos are perfect (t = 0) and a few have large errors. In

practice the latter situation is generally preferred by far, although our analysis

treats them as of equal worth.

We have treated the case of a minimum mean-squared error filter because

of its mathematical tractability and because of our inability to define a more

suitable tractable measure of restoration quality. We conclude with the obvious

support for the criterion adopted: if the mean-squared error is small enough,

at least one of the restored photos is bound to be good.

_IM
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EXHBIT A

When the error criterion (Eq. 10) is replaced by

f = dx w~t (x ) - g(Z)J (Al)

the leas t-mean-s quared filter has a transfer function Q(X) given as the solution

of the integral equation

dX' H(r, r) QUO) Rp'X) -Co < x"v x < 00 (A2)

Here

R(r) dV dXW(r- r')Gr)(Z') E r) (AM)

where G and K are as in Eqs. (13) and (14) and W(3r) is the transform of the window

w of Eq. (5). The other quantities are given by

p EK(r) (rt'

i1(7' ~") 16 X N~) sin(X1  X) L1  sin(X2 X- I' LzI
1  1  z 2  ' z

-I (X X1

few( ke stp in th dervaton qato (25 becmeI x
(k - ki (X X-

2I
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ES x Pw K { ") g(t) T) ~ EEdjKx~ (TI) + I (A)J

MN Equation (28) becomes

ti jrl -Y

j so that

5dx w(; ) [nI(X)] Ydy 5d Y d%' k" W(X TO') Q~

xew(y-) w(y' p (y-y.)

dX 5 d X11 d (KIw(V.K) Q~r U~r TIM' r )

The mean-squared error is the sum of Eqs. (A5) and (AC). Straightforward
calculus of variations arguments then yield the results (A2), (M3). and (A4). if
W in Eqs. (A3) and (A4) is replaced by the delta function, Eq. (AZ) yields Eq. (12)
once more and Eq. (Al) becomes Eq. (10).

Ia.
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APPENDIX
14

SOME NOTES ON FILM GRAIN NOISE
T. S. Huang

INTRODUCTION

We show that for the pictures we are interested in, such as those taken by E. T.

Tyson at Cloudcroft, the grain noise is approximately multiplicative. Therefore.

in analyzing the limitatons of various image-processing methods, the case of

multiplicative noise should be considered.

A MODEL

A model for a film transparency is shown in Figure 1. This model is reasonable

under the assumption that the reading aperture is much smaller than the sizes of

the point-spread functions of all the systems prior to the aperture, but is much

larger than the grain size.

THE H-D CURVE

By proper development, one can make the H-D curve such that over a range of

densities (a typical range Z 0.3 - Z. 7) AT c AE, orAJ AE. (AD= 7AlogE.

U Therefore by controlling y, one can make AT c A E, or A, A E. We have

used Ax to denote an increment in x.)

NOISE IN TERMS OF D

Extensive measurements have indicated that, in terms of density, the grain noise

is approximately Gaussian and white, and that, for a fixed aperture, the standard
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deviation of the noise satisfies approximately the relation

orD = kDP

where k and p are constants. and 0 < p < 1. According to the well-known Selwyn
law, p = 1/ 2. However. more recent measurements Iindicate that it is more

accurate to take p = 11 3. Therefore, using the notation of Figure 1, we havej

D =D + kD 1/3 n,(1)
r 5

where n is Gaussian and white over the bandwidth of the aperture, has mean

zeroand arince 1, and is independent of D ;and k is a constant.

NOISE IN TERMS OF T

D -og T. (2)

D -log T5  
(3)

-D
T 10 r (4)

r

-D
T = ~(5)

-D 1/3 lT / 3

T =10 10o sT1 =T1 (10

MTF 2 H - D s Corre-ction I Reading

Cuv + fonhir iy Aperture

Noise

White Gaussian
MeanO0A
Standard deviation i = kO 3'

where k is a constanp

FIGURE 1Model for a film transparency. E, exposure; T, intensity transmission;
D. density.
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THE CASE OF SMALL NOISE

Assume

k (-log TS)l 1/ 3 << 1 .(7)

Then. roughly speaking,

T T f I k log e(-log T )13ni T k klog e T (-log T )3n.
r S S s S S

CORRECTION FOR NONLINEAR H-D CURVES

Suppose the H-D curve is nonlinear in T:

T A fE),9

where f is a nonlinear function. Since T is inaccessible to us, we can only apply

- ~ the correction g() f (-)to Tr
Ur

E gIT1

I1/3:1~g[T~ - klogeT5 (-log T n]

Sg(T) - g' (T'~ k log e T 5 (-log T 1/ n, (10) F

U assuming that the noise is small and that the function g is approximately linear

j over any range the size of the noise. i
Let (1

Es= g(TS) (1

g be the corrected (i. e. , linearized) value of T . Then

1/3 1 ;ii
E =E 5- klog ef(E )[-log f(E 5 )] -jP--( 1- (12)

S

_ ~where f is the function representing the intensity transmission versus exposure 1
a curve as indicated in Eq. (9). An alternative expression for Eq. (12) is

E E + kD n-- E1kn (3)We-
1/ s d Z1n.(3

I~ IDD 1 n~ ~(D 1 E

-~~ Assume that over a range of densities
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D = log E+ 6 (14)

where y and 6 are constants. Then over this range, Eq. (13) becomes i

E +k 3 1 1 D 1/3 n
s o -ge -s s_

3 1 - E/3 1/3

- E 5 +k l E (log E _1/ n . (15)
D1/

Assume that in the range of interest, D/3 varies much more slowly than E_ Then I
the r.oise will be approximately multiplicative. Let us consider an exampla. For I
4X negative films using a normal development procedure. a typical usable density

range is 0. 3 < D < 3. The range of exposure required to obtain this density range I
is 5 decades. Therefore, the noise is approximately multiplicative. I

I 
-

LINEAR T-E CURVE CASE I
In the case where the T-E curve is linear, we can take T in Eq. (8) as the signal,

and the noise is given by the second term of the same equation. The signal-

dependent factor in the noise is

t = T s (-logT 5 )1/3 (16)

This is sketched in Figure 2. It is seen that t is approximately linearly proportion-

al to T s for 0 < T < 0. 5, which is the usual range of intensity transmission.

Therefore, the noise in Eq. (8) is approximately multiplicative for the range

0< T < 0.5.

CONCLUDING REMARKS I

It is shown that the film grain noise is approximately multiplicative both for the i
case of a linear T-E curve and for the case of a nonlinear T-E curve (the non-

linearity is afterwards corrected, on a computer, say), under the following

assumptions: (a) The reading aperture is much smaller than the sizes of the

point-spread functions of all the systems prior to the aperture, but is much

larger than the grain size- (b) The grain noise is small compared with the

signal. Tbe grain noise is approximately additive (independent of the signal), if

the additional assumption is made that the ac signal is much smaller 'han the dc j
level, i- e., the picture is of low contrast. =

~I.
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is not valid. However. in most cases assumptions (a) and (b) roughly hold. The

graia noise can then be considered as ap-roximately multiplicative.

We propose therefore that in analyzing the limitations of various processing

methods. te case of multiplicative noise shon, ecnsdrd
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APPENDIX
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IMAGE ANALYSIS WITH THE ISODENSITRACER
Daniel H. Lufkin ii.

In the great majority of cases, the point-spread function associated with turbulent

perturbation of an image proves to be of a nearly Gaussian form. If we only

require that the point-spread function be unimodal, and not even necessarily

symmetrical, this criterion will be met by nearly all photographic systems. Of

course, as exposure tine decreases, as the angular subtense of the object de-

creases, or as the turbulence takes on certain special characteristics, the point-

spread function loses its smoothed form and the simple criterion of unimodality

is no longer met.

Until then, however, the image, even though degraded, has an important

property: each point on the image receives the greatest part of its illumination

from its conjugate point on the object. Thus a relatively bright point on the object

is always imaged as a relatively bright point on the image; only the contrast be-
tween the point and its surround has been reduced. Thus, the image still carries
some amount of information so long as the point-spread function 3till exhibits

any peak at all.

This information is of no use, naturally, if it falls below the detection thresh-

old of the receiver. in usual photographic practice, the receiver is the combina-

tion of the silver halide emulsion and the human eye. Nearly always the human

eye is the member of be partnership which sets the limit to the ultimate perform-

ance of the system. The commonly accepted jower limit to visual contrast

detection is (B 1 - B2 )/(B1 + B 2 ) > 0.04, where B1 and B are the luminances of

a point and its surround. Almost all usual photographic -amulsions will record

iii
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contrast about an order of magnitude lower. In short, there is nearly always

some information, even in a badly degraded image, which has been recorded

Ibut is not visible without some form of contrast amplification.

__ The simplest method of amplifying photographic contrast is to make a

straightforward print on high-contrast em.:lsion. This method is very widely

used in photointerpretation units and, given a skilled technician and a certain

amount of cut and try, the results are often gratifying. Various edge-enhancement

techniques involving the use of photographic marks are also used occasionally,

but t-hese are not easy to control and often introduce confusing artifacts into the

image.

Direct measurement of the photographic density by instrumental means has

the fundamental advantage that the whole process can be kept under close physical

control. The distribution of density in the photographic image can be mapped at

a convenient scale and presented to the eye in such a way that human ability to

perceive weak contrast is no loz,ger a limiting factor.

For practical use, a specialized instrument, the Isodensitracer, has been

developed and marketed by Technical Operations, Inc. Burlington, Massachu-

setts. The Isodensitracer (!DT) is an ingenious adaptation of the Joyce-Loebl

double-beam microdensitometer, an instrument very widely used in densitometric

work. (See Figure 1.)

The photographic transparency to be analyzed is fixed to a specimen table (I)

which is drawn through a beam of light which originates at a lamp (2) and, passing

through a conventional microscope optical train, is brought to a focus at an

adjustable field aperture (4). Another beam, the reference beam, originates at the rI
same lamp and passes through an attenuator wedge (3). The beams pass alternately

I

I I12

41/ 5

I 1 3
3 1

FIGURE I IDT schematic.
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through a chopper (5) and fall on a photomultiplier (6). A circuit compares the

intensities of the two beams and, by means of a servomotor (7), adjusts the

position of the attenuator wedge until the reference beam and the specimen

beam are equal. The position of the wedge is then a measure of the density of

the transparency at some particular point.

The wedge servomotor also drives a commutator disk (8) which contacts

three pick-ups sequentially. These pick-ups, in turn, control circuits in a power

unit (9), which drives a solenoid (10) to move a ballpoint pen.

The pen is mounted on a lead-Fcrew over the recording table (11). As the

specimen table moves under the scanning beam, the recording table is driven by

the lever (12) at a speed ratio which can be varied from 1:1 to 1:2, 000. As the

scanned density varies during the table stroke, the movements of the reference

wedge are translated by the commutator into signals to the pen solenoid which

cause the pen to stay up, to oscillate up and down, or to stay down. This se-

quence of signals will leave a record of a blank, a line of dots, and a solid dash

on a sheet of recording paper attached to the table. The density value of any T

code mark may be determined by inserting a photometric step-wedge into the j
specimen beam, and the density increment required on the scanning table to

change from one code mark to the next is determined by the density gradient of

the reference wedge and by the pitch of the commutator. In practice, absolute 0

density measurements are rarely required. The density increment for one code

change can vary between 0. 005 and 0. 12 density units. By convention, the

sequence blank-dot-dash indicates the direction of increasing density.

After the code marks for one scan-line have been recorded, the control

unit operates two stepper motors (13 and 14) which move Zhe two tables laterally

for a new scan. The ratio between the lateral movements is adjustable; normally

it is set to match the lever-arm ratio so that an undistorted enlargement results.

The minimum scan separation on the specimen is 1. 25 i.

Figure 2 shows a 40X enlargement of a photograph of the satellite Pegasus

A taken with a 900-in. focal length carnera on 4X film. Slant range to the object

was 432 miles. The IDT recording of the nigative from which Figure 2 was

printed i-a shown in Figure 3. The density increment represented by -ch full

code cycle is 0. 24 D, so that a change from one code element to another (dots

to line, for example) represents a contrast of about twice the detection threshold

of the eye. Even so, none of the detail is vis.ble to the eye because t1-e density

gradients are confused with the grain noise.

Looking at the closed isodensity contours, the analyst can see nat the ends

of the "wings" are progressively more squared off en the inner contours, while

the end of the "body" remains rounded. Choosing the innermost closed contour -
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as a working boundary for the object, the analyst can sketch an approximate
outline of the object. By comparing the IDT records made with different
aperture sizes, the ar-lyst can form a rnental picture of the effects of grain
noise, which decreases wvith increasing aperture size, and of the effects of the
inbtrument transfer function, which effects decrease with decreasing aperture
size. With these effects in mind, some of the smaller details of the isodensity -A
distribution can be interpreted in t-.rms of likely object structure sketched in

Figure 4,
Figure 5 shows an artist's rendering of the actual satellite. The shape of -

the body and the "wings. " the ribbed structure of the panels, and the general -
proport.ins of the objcct are seen to corre.pond well with the analysis.

This aspect of the IDT analysis is still largely subjective. Only by corn-
paring details of the distribution in question with those of IDT analyses of M
known geometrical forms can the analyst interpret the patterns he sees.

In this connection, the role of a priori information in the analysis must
be mentioned. In general, the anrAys! will know that the object is man-made, m
composed of an assembly of a lir-iited number of simple geometric forms such
as plane squares and rectangles, cylinders, spheres, thin straight lines, and

cones. He knows, furthermore, that the image is composed of random photo-
graphic grains which are being integrated in density over the area of the scanning
aperture. The analyst will normally have made more than one IDT analysis with
varying apertures. In this way, he can mentally evaluate the effect of the
scanning aperture's transfer function upon the analysis. He will often have a
"library" of IDT analyses of the typical images of various objects, which he
will use as a photointerpretation key to help him understand the meaning of the

isodensity contours. In this way, the analyst has the advantage of information
which helps him restrict the range of decisions affecting his interpretation.
At the same time, this a priori knowledge does not usually force the analyst

into an uncomfortably narrow range of interpretation. The number of different
configurations which can be built up out of a modest store of basic shapes is
very large indeed.

There is no question at all that the goal of an image reconstruction program
should be to produce an end product so clear and unambiguous that anyone would

be able to recognize and describe the object at first sight. It is important,
nevertheless, to bear in mind that the problem of extracting information from
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DYNAMIC RANGE OF BRIGHTNESS OF SATELLITES
- ILLUMINATED BY THE SUN

Edmund T. Tyson

One of the problems encountered at Cloudcroft during satellite image recording

experiments has been the large dynamic range of surface brightness exhibited by

satellites. Typical sensors that have been used for recording are image orthicons

with a dynamic range of 2. 5 decades and films with ranges from 2 to 6 decades.

The purposes of this note is to define the range numerically. With this in view,

several satellite shapes are used to describe the ranges encountered in practice.

The source of illumination is the sun, whose surface brightness is Z25, 000

cd/cm . The sun produces an illuminance of 15. 3 m/cm2 at the distance of

the earth. This illuminance will produce a brightness of 15.3/-ff 4. 9 cd/cm on

a diffuse reflecting surf-ce normal to the sun's rays.

The brightness of a diffusely reflecting surface element is proportional to

the cosine of the angle between the normal to the surface and the direction of the

sun's rays. The dynamic range of a diffusely reflecting, spherical satellite is a

function of how close to the terminator one wishes to obtain an image. For ex-

ample. at 5' from the terminator, the dynamic range is over 10:1; at 1 , it is

nearly 60:1.

The observed intensity of a specular, spherical satellite is due to a mirror-

like reflection of a solar image arom a small region of the satellite's surface.

The diameter of the solar image is the product of the spherical radius and half

the angular diameter of the sun. The image is a few centimeters in diameter on

even large satellites such as Echo I (r 3000 cm).

119
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Slant range: 1, 020 statute miles

Angular size: 8 sec of arc

Exposure time: 1/250 sec

Remarks: Visually, this object
appears as a small crescent.
pearly in texture, with a brilliant
specular reflection halfway be-
tween the limb and the terminator.

FIGURE I Satellite Echo II. showing
effects of specular reflection.

I Slant range: 560 statute miles

Exposure time: 1/125 sec

Remarks: This picture illustrates
the effect of a specular reflection

from a normally diffuse reflecting
surface. A line image of the sun,

reflected from the cylindrical S4
rocket stage, caused diffusion in

the emulsion and completely ob-
scured the tank and one meteorite
detection panel.

FIGURE 2 Satellite Pegasus C. showing
effects of specular reflection.
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Echo II exhibits both diffuse and specular characteristics. The measured

intensity of the satellite can be accounted for by the specular reflection. However,

visual observations and photographic records show the spherical Shape of the

satellite. The brightness ratio of the solar image to the diffuse background is

of the order of 225, 000:4. 9 or 50, 000:1. The ratio may well be larger. since

the diffuse component probably has a reflection coefficient of less than 0. 1. On

the other hand, the apparent brightness ratio on the film is reduced, because the

bright specular point has been diffused by "seeing" and by diffusion in the

emulsion.

A cylindrical satellite with the normal paint surface appli-d for temperature

control exhibits both specular and diffuse reflection characteristics- This surface,

in the proper orientation, will reflect a line image of the sun while presenting a

diffusely illumir-ated area. The brightness ratio will be comparable with that

noted for Echo III.

More complex structures, such as a cylindrical satellite with solar paddles.

can provide specular and diffuse reflections from separate components. A transit

of an Agena with. two solar paddles attached was observed during which one of

the solar paddles was in a specularly reflecting attitude. Diffusion in the photo-

graphic emulsion was sufficient to completely obscure the image of the rocket

body and the second paddle.

The brightness of the night sky is 10 - cd/cmt and is so far down it does not E
-1enter into the problem- The brightness of the day sky is 10 cd/cm - and will

set a lower limit to the brightness range that can be observed-

Figures I and 2 are photographs illustrating the dynamic range problem in

satellite photography. Both were taken through the 48-in. telescope at Cloudcroft

at a focal length of 900 in. and recorded on Eastman Kodak 4X 35-mm film using

a Leica Ic camera.
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APPENDIX
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LINEARITY AND DYNAMIC RANGE OF FILMS
J. H. Altman

In this paper, the terms linearity and dynamic range will refer to the relation

- between density and log exposure in the common photographic sensitometric curve.

The first requirement of wide-range photography is that this curve maintain a

useful gradient - i. e., not "shoulder off" - over the necessary exposure range.

Dynamic range is defined here as the exposure range over which such a useful

gradient is available. Linearity then refers to the relation between density and

log exposure on the straight-line portion of the curve: this is not, of course,

linearity in the optics-electronics sense. Linearity is desirable but not absolute-

ly necessary for recording, so that in many cases, the useful dynamic range will

-exceed the range over which the D-log E curve is straight.

_- As normally used, black and white photographic materials will cover a range
3

of perhaps 10 or less before shouldering. One available emulsion which covers

significantly more range is the XR (extended-range) film of Edgerton, Germeshau-
1

sen and Greer. An early form of this film has been described by Wyckoff. It is

a three-layer material similar in construction to Kodacolor, except that the thrae

emulsion layers are differentiated by speed rather than by spectral sensitivity.

In use, a very low exposure will register only in the fastest layer. On the other

hand, a very bright object will overexpose this fastest layer, but register at

correct exposure in one of the slower layers. After exposure, the film is put

through the Kodacolor process, producing a dye image in each of the three layers

and removing all silver. The observer obtains the image from the correctly

exposed layer by viewing with a filter whose color ie complementary to the dye in

123
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this proper layer. The fact that the faster layers are badly overexposed is-no

problem because with a subtractive color system. only the layer complementary

to the viewing filter can be seen. The others are effectively transparent.
18

The film is reported to cover an exposure range of 108 At the time of
wtitIng (July 1966),. it is understood that a modified XR film has been coated

experimentally, and that information and possibly samples are available from

-P. Emerson of Edgerton, Germeshausen and Greer.

In-addition to this, it also turns out that some common black and white

materials will respond over a range of approxcinately I00 (though this is not true

of all materials). Tw-. in particular which have been shown to work are Kodak

Plus-X Roll Film and Eastman 4X Negative Film (type 5224). Others can no doubt

be -found. Processed to normal gammas over extended exposure ranges, such -

materials w ll give maximum densities of 4. 5 or greater, which may make read-

out difficult. This problem can be eased simply by decreasing the development

7and working at very low gamma, the implications of which will be discussed later.

L At this point it is worth noting that a phenidone developer recently described by

M. Levy for extended--range processing was tested with 5ZZ4. The resulting

D-log E curves are shown in Figure 1; the plots are essentially linear over a range
06of 10 with slopes of the order of 0. 15. The minor departures from linearity may

well be real.

However, it is- not enough to consider only the sensitometry of the film -

developer combination; we should also consider the structure of the resulting

image. This has been done by Courtney-Pratt in Appendix 11, and there is no

point in repeating his analysis here. However, some additional notes on dynamic

range may be useful, as well as a comment on the problem of image "blooming."

In Appendix Ii Courtney-Pratt has derived a quantity J which is to be

maximized for most efficient detection of satellite images. For the present writer,

it is convenient to rewrite J in terms of more familiar photographic quantities.

____ From Courtney-Pratt's Eq. (12):

- ~ t dD
10

where U signifies exposure. Rewriting,

1 UdD

10

But U/dU = I/d logU- 0. 434/d logl 0 U, and by definition dD/d logl 0 U is photo-

graphic gamma. Therefore, 120.

j = 0.434 y/- .
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Levy Developer /0'

1.0-

I I!I .1

0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

FIGURE I D-log E curves for 4X negative film tyne 5224 processed as shown
at 8

where (!0 signifies the rms granularity of the image area as measured with a 10---

scanning aperture. Since by Selwyn's law the rms granularity varies inversely as

the scanning aperture, we have finally that J o, where a is measured for any

image size of interest, and the symbol V refers to the slope of any point on the

D-log E curve (not necessarily the straight-line portion). This is the signal-to-

noise (SIN) ratio of the output image. L

Since, in general, a for black and white films increases as D 1 where D
4

is the density, it follows immediately that optimum SIN ratios are achieved by _

recording at the lower end of the straight-line portion of the D-log E curve.

-When a very wide range of exposures must be recorded, it should be useful

to determine curves of y/ for the material. For some wide but finite range, i

the optimum exposure region is that which gives maximum area under the curve.

Alternatively, the exposure range over which some selected SIN ratio could be

maintained can also be determined from such a curve. Finally, it should be __-_-_
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instructive to compare very low gamma processes such as Levy's to more typical

processes with the aid of this criterion. (Levy's developer gives lower granularity

on 5224 than does D-76, but quantitative data are not available at this writing.)

Even this is not the whole story, however. Photographs provided by Tyson

_(se*; Appendix 16) indicate that the "blooming" of very heavily exposed images is -

at.least as serious a problem as the shouldering of the emulsion. The blooming

can arise from-three factors: (a) image spread caused by the atmosphere and

other system 1actors; (b) image spreading within the emulsion layer; and (c)

halation from he support returning to the surface of the emulsion. Data are

needed on the elative importance of these three effects. Effect (a), of course.

cannot be-controlled by emulsion factors. Effect (c), if it is important. can be

-reduced by using better protection than gray b. e - such as an "antihalation

undercoat" (AHU). A measure of the magnitude of effect (b) is given by the

point-spread function of the emulsion. Such spread functions can be calculated

from published modulation transfer curves.

At least in some applications, the emulsion spread function should be small

compared to the system spread function, and in any case the two can be convolved

6
using well-known techniques. Note, however. that the combined spread function~
is the spatial distribution of exposure in the image, and that the resulting distri-

bution of density in the record may be somewhat different after development.

At any rate, it appears that a figure of merit for wide-latitude photography of

satellites might be -f the form

(log E2  log Ell /as3r

where a is the area of the system spread function, and where E 2 and E I are the

exposures between which some specified value of SIN ratio can be maintained. At

present, data are lacking on minimum useful values of SIN, as well as on the

relative importance of the several factors. Note that it may be preferable to

replace the spread function term l/a with a factor l/w, the rate of widening of

the developed image with exposure.

Tyson has suggested that as an operational matter, the time of exposure be

limited to not longer than 0. 01 sec. If exposure time is stated, this converts

the abscissa from log E to log I, the illuminance in the image plane in meter

candies. And for a camera of given F-number, this illuminance can be related

to the brightness of the object by the well-known expression

= wiBT

4(F/ No)
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- Where T is the transmission factor of the system. Thus the effective exposure

latitude for a given emulsior. looking at a target of given brightness range an be

- derived. Courtney-Pratt has discussed this aspect of the problem also.
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APPENDIX
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SOME FUNDAMENTAL ASPECTS OF FILM SCANNING
James L. Harris, Sr.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss some fundaniental aspects of the problem

of scanning film to obtain data input for computerized image processing. Many of
the requirements for such a scanner are similar to those associated with precision

microdensitometry. There are, however, a few important distinctions. We must

keep in mind that image processing amounts to an attempt to obtain approximate
solutions to a convolution integral equation involving the irradiance map which
constitutes the-image, The purpose of scanning the film is to make measurements

which will allaw determination of the image irradiance map-o the precision re-

quired by the subsequer.t processing operations_

"TRANSMSSION" OF TIME FILM

A piece of film has rather complex transmission properties. HI we picture a
narrow collimated beam incident at some angle with respect to the normal on one

side of the film, then on the other side of the film we find a rather broad angular -

distributiov of transmitted flux, generally peaked at the angle of incidence. If we
now repeat the operation for a piece of film of higher density, i.Re, lower trEns-

mittance, we find that in addition to a reduction of total flux passing through the

film, the shape of the angular distribution of flux coming out of the film has been _-__

altered. Similarly, if we change the angle of incidence of our narrow beam, we

see changes in the angular distribution of the transmitted flux. These observa-

tions lead to an important conclusion; i. e., the "apparent transmission" (trans- .

mitted flux divided by incident flux) depends on the angular distribution of the

129 
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flux used to illuminate the film, and on the geometry of the angular acceptance
cone associated with the measurement of transmitted flu:-.

It is for this reason, primarily, that two projection densitometers of
different optical design can read the same film gray scale wedge and produce
significantly different renderings of the characteristic curve of the film, in-
cluding dynamic range and gamma. for example. It is therefore more proper
to say that we have measured "a transmission" rather than "the transmission." IThese observations should also make it clear that the process of scanning a gray a

- scale along with images is an operation which serves to provide calibration,

not only for the film, but also for the properties of the scanning device itself. F
GENERAL SCANNER LAYOUT

Figure shows a typical optical layout for a projection densitometer.-

* 0) I 0) 'OCFiii~~~Photocell 1

Light Mrjection Film Plane Reimaging Scanning Field
Soirce Optics Optics Aperture Lens

System

FIGURE I Projection densitometer optical layout.

The light soukce and projection optics furnish illumination of the film. The
film is reimaged in the scanning aperture plane and the flux passing through the
aperture is deposited on the photocathode of a multiplier phototube, usually by
means of a field lens which images the exit pupil of the Feimaging optics onto
the photocathode.

-- The systcm is called an object space scanner if the scanning operation is
accomplished by moving the film, and an image space scanner if the scanning
oeration is accomplished by moving the scanning aperture.

OPTICAL TRANSFER FUNCTION OF SCANNER

Consideration must be given to the image-forming properties of the projection
system. As an example, suppose that we are recording images with a diffraction-
limited telescope of f-niumber (fI)-T' Then the spatial frequency Cutoff or the

film will be

m x - e
T-y cycles/meter , (I)~max 'f T y
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1.0 where Xis the wavelength in meters.-

n similar relationship holds for the

M- optical transfer function of the

scanner reimaging optics. Hf we -

assume that the magnification is

0 large, i e. film located .in the focal

f plane of the lens, then -

Spatial Frequency E

maf cvclesjmeter. (2)rm ax = 76/ )S

FIGURE Z Schematic optical transfer
function. where (f/)s is the f-number of the

scanner reimaging optics, provided

that the scanner optical system was diffraction limited. Since the optical transfer

function is a function of the type shown in Figure 2, it follows that (f/ << (f/ 1T
I if we are to pass the image on the film without substantial degradation- But

what about the assumption of diffraction-limited optics in the scanner? _

An important factor in determining whether an optical system. can be

diffraction limited is the angular field of view which it is required to present.

E In the telescope the field cf view associated with a film image of width w is

4w

= O radians. 131
T

aT
where F is the focal length of the telescope. In the scanner,

SS

so that the ratio of the two fields of view is given by

-I T5OEM

T F(

which can be a substantial factor. Whether or not this is any problem depends ERE

entirely on the specific values of w and F S in Eq. (4). One reason why most good

densitometers are film plane scanners is that since the scanner always operates

* on the axis of the optical system. high-quality imagery only needs to be maintained

over a $-u d of view which is determined by the aperture dimensions.

Stppose that we have designed reinjaging optics which are diffraction limited

over a satisfactory field of view and suppose that the optics are such that (f/) S <<

(f/ )T" Have we satisfied our requirements for resolution in the scanner? Not

necessarily, because the optical transfer function associated with our reimaging

4
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on the manner in which the optics are illuminated. For example, in most inex-

pensive projection systems, visual observation of th- exit pupil of the lens system

reveals a dramatically nonuniform illumination, frequently in the form of a fila-

ment image. The optical transfer*function for such a system would be found by

performing the-autocorrelation function over the exit pupil and would be much

j - worse than that associated with the lens system. Therefore, if we are to maintain

good resolution in the system, the light source and projection optics must be

desigr.cd so that the exit pupil of the reimaging optics is uniformly illuminatd.

In theory- it can be argued that we can tolerate great loss of resolution in

the scanner because the scanner optical transfer function acts on both the film

signal and the film noise, and therefore does not lower the signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio providing the scanner noise is sufficiently low. This argument is loot usually

valid, because in most scanners there is significant partial coherence in the

plane of the film and the coherent optical transfer function must be used. In this -

case we cannot fully recover from the loss of resolution by making corrections
with incoherent transfer functions. A less sophisticated but important objection 0

to the argument is that in the rea. world we seldom can make full recovery of U

losses which take place for a whole variety of frustrating nonfundamental reasons.

FLARE

Stray light of any origin is a matter which deserves serious consideration in any

precision film reading system. With a good optical design, the stray light can

usually be reduced to that associated with the reimaging lens system. It is im-

portant to keep this lens dust free. Even so, some residual dust, imperfections

in the optics, and multiole re-flections will generate stray light. Where the

resolution and field of view requirements will allow, it is best to select a lens

system having a small number of elements to reduce the effect. This can be

accomplished with object space scanning, i. e., moving the film, since the field

of view is very small. Another advantage of the object space scan is that a small

aperture can be placed just behind the film, so that only that small region of the

film to be examined is illuminated. This greatly reduces the total flux incident

on the reimaging lens and therefore greatly reduces the flare. This cannot be

generally accomplished with image plane scanners.

The effect of flare can be quite pronounced, and flare is not automatically

compensated by gray scale calibration pr-cedures. This fact can be visualized

from the following example. Suppos .. %serve a piece of film on which we have

a small gray scale with a dark surround. We read the gray scale with the scanner.

Now we substitute an identical gray scale except that it has a bright surround. The
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flux incident on the reimaging Ions
will be increased and therefore the
flare will be increased. The results

T of our transmission readings for the
two cases might be a.-i shown in

Figure 3(a) or 3(b). Obviously, hen,

if the flare conditions for the images

0 to be scanned are different from theExposureExor flare conditions for the gray scales,

the result will be a failure to cali-

brate properly for film nonlinearity.

For the scanning of small images,

%0 flare czan be much reduced by mask-

ing the film to just the region to be

Flare scanned. Whether or not flare is

an important consideration for a

particular scanning operation must

Exposure be determined by study of the

(b) specific conditions associated with

the task.
FIGURE 3 (a) Transmission readings;
(b) reciprocal transmission readings.I FILM AND SCANNER NOISE LEVEL

We assume that noise on a photo-

graphic emulsion is described by Selwyn's equation,

1* D G (DiA)l/Z (6) T

where oD is the standard deviation in density D, G is a constant, and A is the area

_= of the scanning aperture. But

D KuT/T = G(D/A)1/Z , (7)

so that

ST = (GT/K) (D/A)I /2 (8)

If we illuminate the film to be scanned with a flux density E, then the flux passing

through the scanning aperture will be
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F EAT. (9) 1

The change in F due to a film noise AT is

A EAAT, (10)j

-so that ...

AF AT G (D/A) /Z)

or in terms of photocell output I
.i (D/A)I/ 2  j

The photon shot noise associated with the reading would be I
----- N = * EATSAf (12)-N

where S is the sensitivity in amperes per lumen, E is the electronic charge, and
Af is the electrical bandwidth. The ratio of shot noise to the average current is

UN/i =I 2Af/EATS (13)

We can rate the efficiency of the scanner by forming the figure of merit, I
Ai/i - DE (14)

We make the observatioi, from Eq. (14) that y is independent of aperture size. I
The total noise standard deviation will be

z1/2
T F ! + (/Y ] , (15)

where a is the rms film noise. it would be good to have y 10 in order to be

sure that :he film noise is truly limiting the system. From Eq. (14) we note that
the lowest values of y will result when T is small. We must therefore design for
that condition. Equation (14) allows us to relate flux requirements to scanning

speed. The G to be used in the equation should be selected for the finest-grain film
which will be used in the scanner. There are no fundamental reasons why we

cannot achieve scanning rates as high as Eq. (14) will allow.
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HOW MANY GRAY SCALE STEPS?

U. Equation (7) indicates that a* /T is relatively insensitive (D to film density.
T

This suggests that a logarithmic gray scale is best suited to the task. We would

like to have steps smaller than the film noise if we are not to lose information.

If we specify a maximum and minimum transmittance and stipulate that the steps

will be smaller than film noise by a factor K I, then we can easily add up the

number of steps since each step is an equal increment in density. The formula

i then becomes

1 (Dmax -Dmin )n - - D mm (16)

where n is the number of steps required. By substituting Selwyn's equation and

V approximating D by its average value, we obtain

K (D D A
n , (17) j

i AI/Z 
iZ

GD /av

which makes it clear that the number of gray scale steps denends on the quality of

I the film through G, and also on the dynamic range of the film (D - Drai), the
scanning aperture size A, and our precision factor K 1. For the films we have been

j using and for our 100-R scanning aperture and a precision factor of K 1  4, a range

of density of 2 would require approximately 2,000 steps.

iI [1
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k SOME CONSIDERATIONS WITH RESPECT TO
THE DESIGN OF SCANNING MECHANISMS
FOR RESTORATION OF PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGES
R. V. Shack

The considerations to be discussed here are made under the assumption that the

scanning process is intended to convey the pictorial information in a photographic
L negative or transparency with the minimum distortion of the pictorial information i
F yet with the maximum discrimination against noise (grain structure), taking into

Laccount the fact that the image scanned is nonlinearly related to the exposure

image which produced the picture.

-First we note that the variable describing the scanned image is the trans-

mission of the image, if we are to treat the scanning process as a linear operaton,

=0 so that we can simply correct for the blur occurring in the scanning process, e.g.,

from diffraction by the reimaging lens and from the finite size of the scanning

aperture. That this correction is necessary under optimal conditions will be

demonstrated later. The proper calibration function relating the transmission

AN of the developed image to the exposure which produced it is the transmission
versus exposure curve. A typical curve is schematically illustrated in Figure 1.
It is clear that high-contrast images will be transferred from exposure to trans-

mission in a highly nonlinear fashion.

Now the exposure image is band-limited by the diffraction of the optical

system which took the picture, and no pictorial information exists in the exposure

image at spatial frequencies beyond the cutoff determined by diffraction. However,
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the transmission image, being de-

I rived from the exposure image

through a nonlinear transfer, will9 contain spatial frequency components =

beyond this cutoff, and if they were

to be removed in the scanning pro-

'et21cess, then the implied exposure:;/- Dnsiy = Desity 2
"i0 Exposre, Densimage obtained by transi %rring back

E xposure,£ through the nonlinear conversion

would be distorted. Thus the trans-

FIGURE 1 Transmission versus fer function of the scanning system

exposure curve. must extend further out in the spatial

frequency range than the transfer

Spatial Spectrum of Transmission Image function of the system which took

Transfer Function the picture (Figure 2).
-" sa ofS-'annSystem Even apart from the above con-
Spectrum System
of Exposure ! -.--.... - - sideration of generated high-frequency
Image "-irv

Spatial Frequency Spatial Frequency content, it is desirable to have the
Cutoff of Exposure Cutoff of Scannirg transfer function of the scanning
Image System

A system extend further than that of -

FIGURE 2 Spatial spectra of exposure the taking system, not because of

and transmission images. the extended frequency range, but

in order to retain a reasonably high

response over the frequency range of the taking system.

The scanning system also passes noise in the form of grain structure in

the image, and the small scanning spot implied from the long transfer function

means that the scanning output will of course be much noisier than it would be if

its cutoff were made to match that of the taking system. This condition, however,

is unimportant with appropriate treaement, as will be seen later.

Now let us consider the sampling interval for digitizing. First we note that

if a sampling interval appropriate to the cutoff frequency of the exposure image

were chosen, some of the frequency content generated by the nonlinear process

would be folded back into the spatial frequency range of the exposure image; but 2'

what is more important, the noise spectrum would be folded back too, making the

apparent noise level higher than is necessary. If instead we choose a sampling

interval appropriate to the scanning system so the structural information passed

through it is not aliased, then we can correct for the drooping transfer function

without introducing additional noise in the system.
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Note that this sampling interval implies considerable overlap in the spread
-fuctioiof the scanning system from one sample point to another.

After the latter correction is applied to the scanned image, we have an
accurate representation of the transmission image out to the frequency limit of
-the, scanningsystem, If we are careful to have this limit far enough out, no
ringping effects will be observed in the transmission image structure, but the
sharpWcutoff will affect the appearance of the grain. In any case, the sharp cut-
off cat be ameliorated by rounding off the correction at the high-frequency end.
This rounding-off corresponds to suppressing the wings of the corrective con-

-~ - - Volution -function.
Once this accurate representation of the transmission image is obtained,

- the image in the spatial domain can be transferred back through the T versus E
-curve to obtain the exposure image. The latter will now be band-limited to the
cutoff of the taking system, and our sample interval contains redundant informa-

- . tion about the image. This redundancy can be used to reduce the apparent noise
by increasing the data interval to that appropriate to the cutoff frequency of the
exposure image by appropriate averaging (corrective convolution or equivalent
operation in the spatial frequency domain), thus reducing the noise level to that
which existed in the transmission image over the same frequency range. This

residual noise is irreducible for a single image, and the implied exposure image
- - we now have is in the best shape we can obtain for restoration processing.
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: 20

'i~ i A CONCEPTUAL DESIGN FOR AN IMAGE

i ~ SPACE SCANNER FOR IMAGE PROCESSING

i H. L. Kasnitz

E
EI

In this paper a conceptual design is given for an image space scanner of limited

-. preci!;ion but very high speed. built around a standard vidicon. The design pro-

-E rides for production of up to 250, 000 picture elements. The system is self- =

~storing and no computer storage of these input data is required. In addition, the
i scanner may be used on-line in conjunction with a coherent optical processing

; facility and provides a mechanism to couple optical processing techniques with "

.= digital computer processing techniques, as suggested by Huang and Kasnitz in

' LINCOLN LABORA1I ORY VIDICON SCANNER

3S

~~A new vidicon scanner is being developed at Lir.coln Laboratory. The most impor-=
rant characteristic of this development is that by appropriate treatment of a stand-

ard vidicon, a linear dynamnic range of three orders of film density has been

achieved. --:

This system operates at standard TV rates of 30 frames/sec° It is presently

:_ being used to provide a high magnification analog viewer for the examination of

~film recorded spectroscopic data. The readout beam on the retina of the vidicon

is approximately 50 tx in diameter, and with the 20 times optical magnification .

usually used, this correspon ds to a 2. 5-p spot on the filmed data. The system has =-
resolved a set of 50-1 bars on the retina with 15 to 20 percent modulation.
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The system is regularly used to study images recorded on Kodak 4X negative

film. With this film, grain noise is clearly discernible and electri-al noise is

much lower than grain noise.

The system will read density to an accuracy of 0. 015 to 0. 020 density unit,

-corresponding to an accuracy of about 3 to 5 percent in transmitted light. The

system is linear over three orders of film density with a gamma of about 0. 7. _-M

The output of the present system is a conventional TV display. A logarithmic

amplifier is used to convert the intensity readings to density. This also com-

presses the range of the output to allow for convenient display on the TV monitor.L

An adjustable and positionable synthetic electronic slit is available, and an A-

scope arrangement displayed on a test oscilloscope presents selected data as a

conventional trace of density versus distance on the film.

As in all computer-associated scanners, stability or repeatability is of

prime importance. The computer can linearize the position coordinates of any

stable scanning device. With image space scanners, stability in the response of

the system to input light intensity is also required. Photosensitive surfaces will

vary in their response as a function of position on the photosensitive surface.

This variation on the vidicon is of the order of 15 to 20 percent. It can be

corrected by mapping the intensity response of the system as a function of position

__ and applying a correction function in the computer up to the uncertainty inherent
in the measurement of density.

The investigation of the wide dynamic range vidicon is still in progress and

_ all results are to be considered very preliminary.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR AN IMPROVED SCANNER FOR IMAGE

RESTORATION PROCESSING

The vidicon described above provides a good match to the films used for recording
. the images which must be restored- The design of a suitable scanning system |

will be detailed.

Geometrical Considerations

We use a vidicon of the general characteristics listed in the preceding section.

Resolution element size on the vidicon: 50-u diameter

No. of resolution elements: 500 x 500 = 250, 000

Field size at 1 to 1 magnification: 25 x 25 mm

Field size at 50 to I magnification: 500 x 500 g

A set of lenses installed in a turret will give a selected set of resolution

elements and corresponding frame sizes varying over this range. At the highest
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magnifications, the lens design may limit the effective resolution. Optical dis-

tortion and vignetting effects due to each lens may be mapped along with the

vidicon characteristics and the entire system corrected by the computer ir. one

operation. The active lens is coded into the computer, and the computer

may, if desired, be programmed to select the appropriate magnification. ..

Assume, for illustrative purposes, that it is desired to read, at any single

resolution available with the lens turret, an image which extends over a 10 in. x

10 in. plate. For such a requirement, one may purchase as a stock item an air- 4

bearing stage which can be motor driven at a rate of 2 in. per sec or faster,

while the motion of the stage is continuously monitored to a precision of 1 L- In

operation, the stage would be stopped at a known coordinate position, and the

dat a would be read providing for a matrix of 500 x 500 resolution elements. When

these data are processed by the computer, the stage would be moved a precisely

known distance in one or both axes, and the next frame read. Precision servos

are not required. Precision encoding is necessary. In general, the stage would

be moved a little less than the size of the scanning field that is used. The com-

puter would have precise information as to the amount of movement and could

reject the redundant data points.

The computer-scanner combination can thus b iotstrap itself to read its way

across a large plate. It could, for example, read data at the center of a plate

and then find and read edge fiducial marks. The lens turret should not be moved

during such an cperation, as it is not possible to mechanically reindex a lens axis

to better than a few thousandths of an inch accuracy with a quick-change turret-

Increased stage position accuracy could be obtained with laser interferom-

eters if needed.

It is thus seen that the limitation of the scanner to a 500 x 500-element field

need not limit the applicability of such a system. With suitable transports and

stages, filmed data of any size and any format may be accommodated to the

highest resolution of the bcanner.

Data Rates

It is arbitrarily decided that the scanner will be operated at a 30-cycle framing

rate to produce 30 noninterlaced fields, each containing the full 250, 000 pictule

- elements. In order to get satisfactory intensity readings from the vidicon, this

rate cannot be changed and must be accurately clocked. To insure repeatability,

digital circuits will be used to generate the line and point deflection system. The

point driving system must operate at the rate of

500 (500) 30 = 7.5 Mc/sec
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The line stepping rate isI

500(30) 15, 000 cycles/ sec.

-Flyback time is ignored in this calculation. These rates may easily be

-achieved with modern solid-state digital circui~s.

The digital- position generator would drive analog sweep circuits with a

stability of one part in 2, 000 or better. Thus, for each sample point in the scan-

to the order of one quarter of the beam resolution element in each coordinate.

Some CRT scanners do better than this. The actual system will include linej

synchronization marker codes, and may have an automatic settling time built 3

in to allow for flyback and line increment transients,
There is an operational reason for insisting on the 30-cycle framing rate.

We wish to provide on a TV monitor a continuously available picture of the film

plane being scanned. In image- restoration processing, this means that the de-

graded image will always be visible as long as the film is being scanned. Operator -

decisions. based on the image being scanned, may be made when necessary and

communicated to the computer by means of a light pen or other appropriate indi-

cator directly from the picture. The TV-type display is driven from the same

circuits that drive the scanner, although the precision of the visual display need

be no better than one part in a few hundred if it is to be used for viewing only.-

If this display is also to be used for photocopying of the restored data, full pre-

cision must be preserved. The use of separate equipments for visual display

__ and for photography is strongly recommended.

The Measurement of Incident Light Intensity

It is assumed that the scanner covers a range of densities of three orders of
3

magnitude. corresponding to a range of input light intensity to the scanner of 10

One arbitrarily decides to digitize this range to II bits or one part in Z, 000. It

is true that the basic performance of the scanner may be good to only 3 to 5 per-

cent; but the computer typically handles words of 16 or more bits and will carry

the extra bits in any case- This gives a grand total of se

- -in 500 x 500 x 30 x 11 yb82.5 megabits/sec.

produced by the scanner.

The TV monitor display discussed above will not have a dynamic range of
3

10 p It can most economically be driven, in parallel with the digitization process,

directly by the analog signal. Adjustable clipping and threshold levels can be
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introduced into the analog signals which drive the display (they would not affect

the digital intensity values), and different portions of the intensity range of the

original picture could be displayed at the operator's option. It may be desirable

to compress this signal with a logarithmic amplifier so that a signal proportional

to the film density would be produced. Digitization of the den3ity and introduction

of this value into the computer is pose ible. Digitization to 512 parts or 9 bits

would give a density increment of abo,:t . 006, Wich in of the order of a factor

of 2 better than the performance claimed for the vidicon in the first section of

this paper. In image-restoration processing. there seems to be no point to

unnece--sarily introduce the film density-

The Input Buffer

Let us now consider whether a buffer can be built to accept I -bit words at a 7. 5-

mcps rate. This can definitely be done. One has a choice of using modern inte-

grated flip-flop logic or a high-speed core buffer- Lincoln Laboratory is presntly

building a system which includes buffers capable of accepting words at a t0-mcps

rate. M_1

We must also ask -hether it is possible to digitize a voltage to H1 bits at a =

7. 5-mcps word rate. The answer to this is a qualified yes. There exist AID

converters capable of providing 9 bits at a t0-mcps rate, and it is highly possible

that I I bits at 7.5 mcps has already been accomplished- We may, at worst, have

to sacrifice one or two bits at this point, but a digital resolution of *2 parts in

1, 000 is probably better than the film.

Thus a suitable input buffer can be achieved. A buffer to handle the entire

scanning field would require Z50.000 words. This is manifestly impractical.

The Photograph is a Disk File

One should recall that the requirements for the scanner driver called for line

and point counters so that a unique digital address was associated with every

resolvable picture element- The picturc being scanned in effect constitutes a

disk file with an access time ts any point (or any predetermined group of points)

of 33 resec. This is an illustration of the principle that when a proper scanner

is available, a picture is its own best storage.

One may now determine how large the special purpose high-speed input buffer

must be. The buffer must contain the number of points that the computer and the

program can effectively use in a 33-msec interval.

The optimum size of the buffer can only be determined when the computer

configuration and the programming details are approximately known. One can.

however, make some estimates. For a I -psec cycle computer. the buffer cannot
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be larger than 33, 000 words. Indeed, it cannot be anywhere near that large,

since one must allow t'Tne for the incoming data to be processed. Assume, for

example, that the buffer contains 1, 000 words. Then 33 computer cycles are

available to process each input element of data. This estimate is probably good

to within a factor of 4.
I

Note that it is not meaningful to ask how long it would take to read tko data

into storage. The data being scanned are in storage. If it should require 33 com-

puter cycles (of l-±sec dur. -on) to input process each data point for image res-

toration processing, then the entire field could be input processed in 500(500) x E

33 x 10"  8. 25 sec. In general, it will not be necessary to process all of the

field since there is no point in processing areas on the film that do not contain

data of interest. The TV-type input display could be used by the operator to

indicate the areas to be processed to the computer with a light pen. As the pro-

gram becomes more sophisticated, it could search the field, find the areas of

data. and read only those regions.

The Pseudo-Random Image Space Scanner

In order for this system to work, the operation of the buffer must be synchronized J

with the scanner, and an addressing system must be provided so that the corn-

puter may direct the buffer to read in the required block of data on the next scan.

in the most general case, every digital address in the picture must be available

to the computer ts the starting point of a data block. It is probably sufficiently

general to require that the computer be able to select rectangular blocks parallel

to the coordinate axes of any extent in both coordinates as long as the buffer size

is not exceeded. The computer must associate these coordinate read orders with

each data block, so that the geometry of the picture may be reconstructed.

A CRT object space scanner is a powerful instrument because it is com-

pletely addressable. This image space scanner is also completely randomly

accessible for a single point at a 33-msec rate. This is interesting but not very

efficient. However, there is no built-in restriction in this system which requires

that successive blocks be contiguous or that successively demanded blocks have

the same shape. Thus a true random scanning capability is achieved in the

selection of successive blocks of data. The necessary repetitive scanning of the

complete frame bv the vidicon is not disturbed. It neither knows nor cares what

the buffer is d( ing.

Block operation is sutable for operation with a large fime-sharing com-

puter. A CRT scanner under complete computer control requires an order every

20 Lsec or so. Time-sharing computers are not available at this frequency. A

set of orders and a data transfer from the scanner to the main frame every 33 i:
msec is quite in order with modern time-shaiing concepts.
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Tricolor operation for XR film is eabily available by sequentially changing

color filters under computer control. The system can read a Fourier transform,
imaged on its retina, with the same facility that it can read a film negative, so
that tbj inherent advantages oi both coherent optics and computer processing may

be at least conceptually realized.
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APPENDIX
21

PHOTOELECTRIC ARRAYS OR EQUIVALENTS
James L. Harris, Sr.

The success of image processing is greatly dependent on the signal-to-noise (S/N)

ratio associated with the original image recording. Any step in the direction of I
improving this SIN ratiu is therefore a substantial step in the direction of giving

maximum yield from image processing techniques. Photon noise limited measure-

ment is the desired goal.

The sensor elements which are convenient to use, such as film and TV -RD

camera systems, fall considerably short of attaining the precision of measurement

set by the photon limit. This paper is directed toward a discussion of photo-

electric sensor units which can achieve substntially higher SIN ratio.

Before we consider possible instrumentation, let us study the potential

improvement which is possible. For this purpose it is convenient to use the

numerical example which has been worked out for the case of film in Appendix I.

In that appendix, Courtney-Pratt shows that it is not unreasonable with Plus-X film

to photograph a satellite of luminance B 1 candle cm -
, with a "resolution" on

the order of 0. 1 sec of arc, with a telescope entrance pupil diameter cf 48 in. , a

focal length of 900 in., a transmission factor of 0. 25, and an exposure time of

3. 5 x 10 - sec. My interpretation is that he feels Plus-X film is a reasonable

choice for this task.

He finds that the film noise corresponding to 0. 1-sec-of-arc resolution is

equivalent to an rms density variation of 0. 063. If

D = y log E, (1)
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where D is the density, y is the slope of the D-log E curve and E is the exposure,

then

D + AD - ylog(E+A E), (2)

and subtracting Eq. (1) from Eq. (2),

AD yflog(E+&E) - log EJ ( 3)

or

AD ylog[1+(,E/E), (4)

A so that

-E:E log (AD/y) - 1 . (5)

For a AD of 0.063 and y = 1,

AE/E 0.16 (6)

-- Now let us examine the performance of a photoelectric device. The flux, in

lumens, associated with the observation is

F = BnALTT hm, (7)

where B is the luminance of the object, 92 is the solid angle associated with the

resolution element, T is the transmission of the telescope system, and AL is the

area of the entrance pupil of the telescope. If this flux were incident on the photo-

cathode of a multiplier phototube having a photocathode sensitivity of S amperes
per lumen, the current would be

i = B fALTTS A • (8)

The photon shot noise associated with the measurement would be

-i [2-i A fl A , (9)!' in

where i is the rms noise current, c is the electronic charge, and Af is the elec-

trical bandwidth of the receiver. For an equivalent to A E/E we form

.1/2

in/i Z Af J(10)
n/ = BALTTS
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For the numerical values of Courtney-Pratt's example, and a sensitivity S of
-410 - A/im,

i /i = 0.0173,

n

which shows a precision of measurement improved by approximately a factor of 10

over-that given in Eq. (6).

An SIN ratio improvement of a factor of 10 is very significant. It would

mean that, for -he observation described in the example. image processing could

be achieved at spatial frequencies whose modulus is down by a factor of 10 from

that achievable with a film image, i. e. , significantly higher resolution. It can

also mean any of the compromises implied by Eq. (10), such as operation on ob-

jects having 1/100th of the luminance, or exposure times of 3. 5 x 10 - sec (im-

portant for the case of very rapidly tumbling objects). Additional benefits of the T

photoelectric array might include increased dynamic range and maximum use of L.

available observation time.

If we agree that there would be great merit in achieving the S/N ratio im-

provement just described, what type of instrumentation is required? The calcu-

lation was made as if we had an array of multiplier phototubes. For a 5-sec-of-

arc field of view and 0. 1-sec-of-arc resolution we would require 50 x 50 = 2500

elements in the array, or for a 10-sec-of-arc field of view, 100 x 100 10, 000

elements.

If we picture conventional large multiplier phototubes, the prospect of arrays

with 10, 000 or more elements is awe inspiring. A more plausible picture is

obtained by considering the developments currently under way in small channel

multipliers. Arrays of such elements could provide a reasonably compact sensor

package. Perhaps there are solid-state photosensitive elements in development -M.

wh~ch rival photoemissive sensors in terms of S/N ratio.

There is also the question of data recording from such an array; i. e., what

do we do with the 10. 000 outputs? We might visualize terminating each output in

a simple low-pass filter and sequentially sampling the array. If we think ahead to -:

the time of possible on-line operation with special purpose computers, then per-

haps it is not unreasonable to assume that we might carry the image matrix into

the computer in parallel, rather than filling an internal computer matrix sequen-

tially.

Such a large array of detectors would undoubtedly have significant variations

in individual sensitivities and calibration procedures would be required, as, for |

example. periodic uniform illumination of the array. Stability of the sensitivities

would be required to the level of the precision of measurement (in the example,

I percent) during periods between calibration.
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A possible substitute for the concept of an array may be that of special use

of television-type systems, perhaps involving image intensifiers and vidicons._

specifically designed in terms of scan rates and spot size, for example, to meet

the needs of this application. The critical question is simply: How close can such

a system come to the S/N performance achievable with an array?

The number of if's, perhap's, and maybe's contained in this paper is suffi-

cient indication that, within the limitation of knowledge of the author, an array or

its performance equivalent in a TV system will not be placed in operation in the

very near future. However, we would conclude that the final image quality achiev- I
able with such a sensor package warrants a reasonable research and development

effort directed toward this goal.
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APPENDIX
22

DIGITAL FOURIER ANALYSIS
T. S. Huang

THE PROBLEM

Ve wish to calculate the Fourier transform of a complex function g (x, y) of two

spatial variables x and y. The function is zero outside a bounded region in the WO

x-y plane. We wish to do the calculation on a digital computer.

For the sake of simplicity, we consider the one-dimensional case. The

extension to two dimensions is straightforward.

Let g(x) be a complex function of one spatial variable x, and let g(x) 0

for x < -A and x > A. We wish to obtain the Fourier transform of g(x):

G(u) g S (x) eial1 x()

-00

where u is the spatial frequency in cycles per unit length. The function G(u) is in

general complex. and has an infinite duration. See Figure l(a).

To calculate G(u) on a digital computer, we have to sample and quantize g(x)-

The effect of amplitude quantization will be discussed later. Now, we only con-

sider the effect of sampling. Assume that samples are taken from g(x) with a IN
period Ax, to get

(Ajax) I
A
g(x) g(x) 6 (x-kAx, (2)-

k -A/Ax
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g(x) G(u)

-A 0 A x 0
(a)I§(x) Gu

-A 101lA X
ax
I (b) A

~(x) &U)

2A

0 x

Ax

FIGURE I A function g(x) and its Fourier transform G(u). (a) Function and
transform defined over an infinite interval; (b) effect of sampling 1g(x); (c) effect
of sampling a(u.).

where 6(x) is the Dirac delta function. The total number of samples is

N. =ZA/A x (3)

assumingt for simplicity. that A/Ax is an integer. What we calculate on the comn-
A

puter is then actually the Fourier transform of g(x):

A

IG(u) G u -k (I/Ax)I (4)I

k -00
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which is periodic with a period 1/Ax. See Figure l(b). it is only necessary to
A

calculage 0(u) for one period, say -1/ZAx < u < 1/2Ax. Since Gfu) has an
A -

infinite duration, aliasing occurs in: G(u), and

A
G(u) G G(u), -li2Ax < u < 1/2Ax . (5)

However, one can always choose Ax small enough so that (5) becomes essentially

an equality.

On a digital computer. the answer also comes in sampled form. Since
A A
g(x) is strictly limited in duration, it is sufficient to sample G(u) with a period

I/2A (or smaller). Assume that a sampling period 1/2A is used so that we are

actually obtaining

A
G(u) Gu) 6[u - k (1/ZA)] , (6) A-

which is the Fourier transform of

V A
g - g (x k2A) ,(7)

k = -oo

which is periodic with a period 2A. See Figure 1(c). We are therefore actually

carrying out a Fourier series calculatior, rather than a Fourier transformation,

on the digital computer.

Since we only need to calculate G(u) for -1/2Ax < u < 1i/Ax, the number

of samples in the answer is

I/Ax 2AN ° = -TZ = (8)

We cbserve that

N : N. (9)

i. e., the number of output samples is equal to the number of input samples.

Notice that one can get g(x) back by calculating the inverse Fourier transform

(or rather series) of G(u). This g(x) will agree with g(x) at the sampling positions,
A

whether or not aliasing occurred in G(u).
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ALet the values of the samples of g(x) be go, I1 2 ... and those
of G(u) be Got G1 G?.. G~l Then

N-II

0k = gw-jk (10) -

j 0

whe e i(Zwr/ N) (11)1

Equation (10) is a discrece approximation of Eq. (1), and can be written in matrix_-
form:

G] W Wg] .(2

wherei

GI

II
G (13)

GN-1

and

1 56MR
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1 I. .... ~.....I

i -2--- -------------- 2(N-1)

W (15)

Li -(N-) -2(N-1).....

TIME ESTIMATES -DIRECT METHOD VERSUS COOLEY-TTJKEY ALGO0RITHM

Asuethat we take N samples from g(x)- Then we need N samples for the

Fourier transform, which can be obtained by carrying out the matrix multiplica-

tion of Eq. (12Z). To do this matrix multiplication directly, we need N Zbasic

o perations, a basic operation being defined as a complex mitpiieation plus a

coniplex addition. To get each of the N4 output samples, we need N basic opera-

tions on the input saniples. Therefore, the computer time required for the

direct method is

T =k N- (16)d d

where k is a constant, depending on the particular tornputer and the particular

program.-

An efficient method of digital Fourier analysis. which had been su:ggested
I 2

by Good, was recently de-veloped by Cooley and Tukey- This method is based
on. dle following theorem.

te Let N = r, x r 2 x.. x r . where r1 , r7' ... , r are positive integers. Then

teNx N matrix W of Ec- (15) can 'Ie factored into n matrices:,

W W W .. W (17)

where the N x N -natrix W. has only r-N nonzero elf nents.I> It follows from this theorem that Eq. (12) can be written as

GJ WI W2Z- ng.(8

If we do the matrix multiplication step by step, multiplying W and g Ifirst, thenn
multipv~ng and the product W-l gJ etc. then the computer time required
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Tc kc(r tr ... rt r) N, (19)

where k is a constant.
c

The case r 1  r 2  . rn= 2 offers important advantages for computers

with binary arithmeti.., both in addressing and in multiplication economy. In

particular, the entire calculation can be performed within the arrdy of 2N storage

location. used for the input. (The input samples are in general complex; hence,

each sample takes 2 storage locations.) For this special case the computer time

required is, according to Eq. (19),

S kc 2N iog 2 N (20)Tc

The constant k , of course, depends on the particular computer and the particularc

program.

We note that while in the direct method the computer time, Td , is pro-

portional to N , in the Cooley-Tukey method the computer time, T c, is pro-

portional to N log 2 i. Therefore, for large values of N, considerable savings

in computer time can be achieved by using the Cooley-Tukey algorithm.

Wolf 3 has written a program for the Cooley- Tukey method in the MAD

language, and has run it on an IBM 7094 computer, which has a cycle time of

I jRsec. It was found that

k s 3 0 lisec. (21)
c

For the direct method 3n the same computer, a reasonable estimate for k isd

kd ;e 30 Lsec. (22)

Using these figures, we have
r

For N 64 x 64, T= 8 min, T= 3 sec
d c

For N 256 x 256, T = 30 hr, T = I min
0 c (23)

For N= 51Zx5l2, Td= 20 days, Tc 5min

For N 1024 x 1024, Td yr, Tc 2.min

The above estimates were trade based on the assumption that the computer memory

is large enough to store all the input samples. The problem of insufficient storage ,- -

will be discussed later. Also, the estimates do not include the input/output time.

If a CRT is used to scan a real image on the film transparency, a reasonable

estimate for input time is 30 j.sec per sample. The total input time is then
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T. 30 N sec (24)
in

which is small compared to Td and T.

PRINCIPLE OF THE COOLEY-TUKEY ALGORITHM

We shall now sketch an indirect proof of the theorem of the preceding section, for

the special case of N 2 n*. The proof can readily be extended to the general case.

For the sake of simplicity, let us take the case of N 2 8. The input

samples are g,,, g. .., g (at x -20, A x, 24,x, .. ) nd the output samples

GO) G, 0.IG~ (at u 0, l/2A, 2/2A, .).Instead of calculating the G.'s

directly, we do it in several steps:

1. Let

7

A A A
W.(-x gi) (x j ,x) ),(25)

9 ga)xa + g x x
j=0

where
_K

A (x g ( j x (26)

j=0, 2,4.6 I
and

A

j=1,3,5,7

A A A A
Let the Fourier transforms of g (x) and g(x) be Ga(u) and Gb(u), respectively.

Then Pf

A A A x2u
G(u) G G(u) + G,(u) e (28)

A A A
Instead of calculating G(u) directly, we can calculate G (u) and G (u) and then use

A a A
Eq. (28) to obtain G(u). Only 4 samples are required of each of t (u) and Gb~)

which have a period half that of A a)
A A----

Let the values of the samples of Ga (u) a-nd Gb(u) be (Go', G21, G4
1 G6 and

G,, G, C , G7 ) respectively; and assume these samples are taken at u 0,
3 5

'/2A, 2/12A, .. Then G. and G.' are related as shown in Step 3 oi: Figure 2 in

flow graph notation.
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Step 1 Step 2 Step 3

0 00
G G G

G G2 2\

G G"

93 G"

FI G 11 Fow- grp.SldlnGniae nt atr ahdln niae

6ount fatr 3

2. Let

A G A
g~~x g~(x~x) g~(x + ~~(x- ~) ,(29

where G=,,, I
A (x).6(Xj~x) 30)3

9 ~~ GI
an I

G60

- G~ G ------



7b g. x -(j-2) AxJ.()
jL; 2,6

LtteFuirtasomofA A ALtteorertaso s aa(x) and g :x) be U(u) and Ga (u), respectively.
Then

A A A -i2ax2nu
Gau aa (u ab (u) eU(32)

Instead of calculating Ga Mu directly, we can first calculate G M aGa A Gaan Gb(u)and then use Eq. (3 2) to obtain G (u). Only w ape r eurdo ahoG ( u an y t o f s A m p e r e u r d o a h oG )an Gab(u)' which have a period half that ofGa (u). Let the values of theaaA asamples of 6 (u) and Ga (u) be (Golf, G4 ) and (G 11, G6
1 ) respectively; and

assume the samples are taken at u =0, 1/2A, 2/2-A,....Then G' and GA are
related as shown in Step 2of Figure 2.

AA similar discussion applies to Gb~)

3. Let

9 x)~ gi 6 xjzx Aaa (x a (x-4Ax) (33)

where 04

A
g~(X) =go 8 (x) 

(4

and

A 
19aab(x) 9 4  (c). 

(35)

oA A AALet the Fourier transforms ofg (x) and aa be G u)adGb()*rpc
tively. Then aa g ()b

A A A-ixZrGa (u) G (u) + Gb(e

- ad he ue 36 aa A au we anfirt)

Insea o cacuatngG (u) directly, wecnfrtcalculateG G(u) andnd thnus q. (3)to obtain G (u). 
CbuOnl 

uan a 1 Yone sample is required o ahoAA 
o aho

Ga () a b(u), which have a period half that of G (u). Let the values ofthe samples oft (u ad6 u) bGInadG
4 W, respectively; and assumethesamles are~'an aab be antesmlsaetknat u = ,1/2A, 2A. Then, the Gm ndG'aei

related as shown in Step 1 of Figure 2.
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A A A
Similar discussions apply to Ga (U), G (u), and G.

al) ba bb(u)

4. The calculation of the Fourier transform of a single sample is trivial.

In fact,

G = g , (37)

33

In summary, in this case of N= 23 8, we can calculate Gi (j =0, 1,... 7)

in 3 = log2 8 steps:

-j1 G." G.' G . (Figure 2)
3 3 3 .1

At each step, one does 16 = 2 x 8 basic operations. The total number of

basic operations is 2 x 8 x log 2 8.

It is obvious that for N Zn, the total number of basic operations is ZN log 2 N.

This proves the theorem of the preceding section. From a flow graph such as

the one shown in Figure 2, one can figure out the factor matrices W1 , W 2 .

COMPUTER STORAGE REQUIREMENTS

As mentioned earlier, the storage requirement of the Cooley-Tukey method is 2N,

where N is the number of input samples. After the calculation, the output samples

will appear in these same 2N storage locations. No separate storage is required

for the output. Of course, some additional storage is required for the program

and for generating the exponential factors.

It is clear from Figure 2 that each output sample depends on all the input

samples. Therefore, in order to achieve the time estimates stated earlier, it

is necessary to store all the input samples ir the computer before the calculation.

If the computer memory is smaller than 2N, what can we do? One possible answer

is to use some auxiliary storage and do the calculation in several stages.

We see from Figure 2 that:

1. At each step, each output sample of the step depends on only two cf

4- the input samples of that same step.
k

2. Each output sample of the kth step depends on 2 original input

samples (i. e. , input of Step I).

Let the number of input samples be N n Assume the computer can store

at any one time only 2 samples, where k < n. Then we can first calculate the: n k 2 n - k

output samples of the kth step (cf. Figure 2) in 2 n/ 2 k chunks. For each

chunk of 2k output samples (of the kth step) only 2k samples of the original input 1
are required. Therefore, we read in the original input samples 2 k at a time,
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kI
calculate 2 samples for the output of step k, and put them in auxiliary storage

(disk file, say). After we have all the output samples of step k in auxiliary

storage, we start to calculate the output samples of the (k -r i)th step. Each out-

put sample of the (k + 1)th step depends only on two output .iamples of the ktlb step.

iiowever, to save time in communication between the compute: and the auxiliary
kstorage, we probably should bring in from the auxiliary storage 2 output samples

k-I k-lof the kth step at a time (2 from the first chunk and 2 from the second

chunk, to start with) to calculate 2 k output samples of the (k + l)th step. These
2 newly calculated samples can be put in the auxiliary storage in the same loca-

ons where the 2" output samples of the kth step were. After all the output

samples of the (k + 1)th step are calculated and put into the auxiliary storage, we

start to calculate the output samples of the (k + 2)th step. and so forth, Zntil we

get the final output; i. e. , the output samples of the nth step.

It is seen that in this procedure, the required capacity of the auxiliary

storage is 2N locations (for N complex samples). The input samples have to be

read in only once, but not sequentially. Therefore, unless the read-in device

(e. g. , a CRT) has random access to the input data, the entire input probably has

to be read in (but not stored) 2 n - times. The total traffic between the main

computer and the intermediate storage is (2n - 2k - 1)N samples. The total

time required for this procedure, excluding output time, is therefore

T T + T. .+ T (38)c c in s

where

T k2Zlg (39)
c c lg 2

T = k. 2 n- N k- (40)i n in 1in

and

T = k (2n -2k- 1) N -(41)
S s

Since the traffic between the main computer and the intermediate storage is

essentially sequential, a reasonable estimate for k in the case of disk files is
s

k z 100 ILsec (4Z)

As discussed before, k z 30 ilsec. and k. z 30 usec.c in

16 3

M
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Let us. consider a numerical example. Suppose N - 256 x 256 2 (n 16), M

and suppose the main computer can handle only 212 = 64 x 64 (k = 12) samples

(as in the case of the IBM 7094 computer -rhich has a capacity of 32K 36-bit words).

Then

T. = 30 sec,in

T = I min,

T = 2-1/2 min.

QUANTIZATION AND ROUND-OFF ERRORS

Aside from the effect of sampling, the errors in the output of a digital computation N
are due to two factors: initial quantization of the input samples and round-off

during calculation. The ntmber of quantization levels to use depends on the noise

in the input data. Usually. there is no advantage in using a quantum step much

smaller than the rms noise.I

For the type of input we are interested in, 1,000 levels (- 10 bits) probably

are sufficient. The existing Cooley-Tukey programs use floatlng-po-nt arithmetic.

A floating-point number in the IBM 7094 has 28 significant bits. Therefore, the

errors due to round-off are negligible compared to those due to the initial quanti-

zation.

Incidentally, the round-off errors in the Cooley-Tukey algorithm are

smaller than those in the direct method, because the former involves a smaller

number of basic operations.

SPECIAL-PURPOSE DIGITAL COMPUTERS

If Fourier analysis is to be done roLtinely. then it is probably worthwhile to build

a special-purpose digital computer. From Figure 2 it is clear that the operations

during any given step could be done in parallel.

in the extreme, if all of the operations at each step are done in parallel,

then the computer time can be cut down by a factor of N, the number of input

samples. In general, if P operations are done in parallel, the computer time

is cut down by a factor of P.
rbya

%] CONVOLUTION BY FOURIER ANALYSIS

Consider the convolution of two functions, f and g, of finite durations. Assume

N[ samples are taken uniformly over the duration of f, and m samples over the
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N

- duration of g. The sampling periods in f and g are the same. The number of

output samples is (N + in). Let us assume that m << N, as is usually the case.

T3 carry out the convolution directly according to the equation

mn-i1

h k f k- g J; k =0, 1,., (N +m-l1) (43)

j= 0

where (f.; j zG, 1, ... N-1), (g; jO = , .. in-1), and (h; j=0. 1,.,3

N + m - 1) are the samples of f, g, and the output h, respectively, would require

roughly inN basic operations. The required computer time is therefore

T, kdmN. (44)

*where k dis a constant. For the IBM 7094 computer, as mentioned earlier,

d

Then

T1  30inN jisec. (45)

We can also4 calculate h indirectly by first calculating the Fourier trans-

forms of f and g, multiplying them, and taking the inverse Fourier transform. ME

The computer time required would roughly be

T2  k c 4 N log, N. (46)

As Mnentioned earlier, k z30 gsec. Therefore,
C

T 120 Nlog2 N sec. (47)

3 From Eqs. (%45) and (47), we s'ie that the Fourier analysis method would require

less computer time, ifV in 4 log'ZN . (48)

For N = 64 x64, Eq. (48) becomes m >48 7 7x 7.

For N 256 x 256, Eq. 148) becomes m >64 8 8x8.
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The indirect method of doing convolution via Fourier alysis is straight-

forward except for one minor point. As is evident from Figure 1, on the com-

puter we are actually calculating the Fourier transforms of iand j7 (pc iodically
A A A A

extendi versions of f and g). Therefore, we would get ®( ) g instead of f t(g.'

Errors would be introduced in h 0 , h I ..... hm-" This can be easily avoided

by introducing m zero samples in (f 0, fl .... fN-l to get

m zeros

0, 0, , ' 1

where

fV..m f ; j 0,1.... N-I,
mTj

an i then discard the first xi. samples of the output.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the case of restoration of satellite images degraded by the atmosphere, the
16

maximum number of input samples per image will probably be N = 256 x 256 = 2

To calculate the Fourier transform of such an image on an IBM 7094 computer
17

(cycle time = 1 jtsec, memory = 32, 786 36-bit words) with a disk file of 2

131, 072 36 -bit words, would take about 3 min. For a computer which is 10 times

faster than the IBM 7094 and has 4 times as many words in the memory (one such

computer is the IBM 360), the same Fourier transform can be performed in

about !/Z minute. Special-purpose parallel processing digital computers can

be built to cut down the time further. In the extreme case, where the computer
17 17

has a 2 -word memory and can perform 2 basic operations in parallel, the

time requirement would be K log2 N = 16K, where K is the time for one basic

operation. For K 30 1 sec, say, the time required is 1/2 msec, excluding input

and output.
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TWO-DIMENSIONAL CONVOLUTION
WITH A SEPARABLE KERNEL
T. S. Huang

INTRODUCTION

When the kernel in a two-dimensional convolution is separable, the computation

time can be greatly reduced. This is probably the case in restoring long-exposure

atmospherically degraded images.

THE CONTINUOUS CASE

Consider the convolution of a two-dimensional function f(x, y) with a kernel h(x, y): " -

!-h

Assume h(x, y) is separable, i. e.,

h(x, y) h, (x) h? (y) (2)

Then Eq. (1) can be written as

x. g y) f (x-, q- hl (9) d9 h? (1) d'j (3)
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Thterefore, the problem of evaluating a two-dimensional integral is reduced to that

of evaluating sequentially two one-dimensional integrals.

THE DISCREIZ CASE

'Ihe discrete version of Eq. (1) is I
Z1  Z -a, k-b b (4)

a=0 b=0

0,. k =0, 1,... N + m n I

assuming that f has N samples, and g has m samples.

A~ssume that m << N. as is usually the case. Then the number of basic

operations required in calculating Eq. (4) is approximately N ni . One basi :

operation is defined as one multiplication plus one addition. If tne calculation is I
done on a digital computer, the required time is

T =k N (5

where k is a constant. For ani IBM 7094 computer, a reasonable estimate for k I
is

k ,z 30i sec. (6)1

If N = ZOO, and mn = 20, for example, then T =8 min.

If the kernel h is separable,

hb = h' h*' (7)

then Eq. (4) can be written~ as I

La ~J-a, k-b b ha(8

(j, k 0. , X= N+ r l)=.-
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7

M-

We can calculate the -uner surmmation first, then the outer summation. For each

a we need only Zm ba sic operationa, instead F r n as in Eq- (4). The total N

-number of basic operations !or all a. is therefore appromamatelv

T, N- .9

Again, if N = 200, and m = 20, then T= 48 sec. In general. if h is separable then

the computa:ion time can be cut down by a factor m/.

LONG-EXPOSURE IMAGES

In the long-exposure caae, the restoring kern~el can probably be approxi-

mated by a two-dimensional Gaussian function

2 2
h(x, ) = A e " b 10)

where A. a, and b are constants- This function h(xy) is clearly separable, and

the discussions of the precedng sections apply- F

In general, in any cas2 ;-here the exact shape of the kernel of the convrolution

-s not important, it pays to ior an approximation which is separable or is a

sum of a sinall number Z<mI. 2% ,f separable functions.

a

ME

-
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COMPLEX SPATIAL FILTERS FOR OPTICAL SYSTEMS
G. 0. Reynolds and C. E. Thomas

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF OPTICAL FILTER GENERATION TECHNIQUES

In general, the filter in a coherent optical processing system p.ust be complex;

it must vary the phase as well as the amplitude of the Fourier transform light

distribution. The light amplitude distribution can be arbitrarily mnodified by

density miodulation of fine-grain silver halide film. Real-time amplitude varia-

tion will soon be operational via electron-beam recording on photochromic film.

To modify the t:-dnsform phase distribution, two general Lechniques are

applicable. The thickness of a transparent substance can be varied as a function

of distance. This relief image phase-modulates the light distribution. Manufac-

turing techniques are difficultand in general not silfficiently reproducible for

routine phase function generation.

INTERFEROMETRIC FILTER TECHNIQUES

A more generally applicable technique has been developed by A. B. Vander Lugt 1

for producing arbitrary complex spatial filters. The general approach is to form

an interference pattern which co--ains both the phase and amplitude information.

This pattern can be recorded on film.

Consider a complex light distribution:

F(u, v) =A(u, v)ei (u v  , (I)

where
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F(u, v) = Fourier transform of processing point-spread function,

A(u,v) Amplitude of transform,

4 (u, v) = Phase of transform.

A normal photograph records only the intensity,

I(u,v) F(u, v) F*(u, v) A (u, v) , (2)

which loses phase information.

If we add a coherent reference beam represented by Re , the interfero-

metric intensity pattern becomes

I(u, v) [A(u, v)ei ¢ (U' v) + ReiwV] [A(u, v)e " '!(U, v) + Re-I~v]

2 2
S[A(u, v)] + R + 2RA(u, v) cos [wv - (u, v)J , (3)

o r

I(u, v) I.F(u, v) 2 + R2 + RD(u,v)e-" + RF*(u,v)e i~v  (4)

Equation (3) "idicates that the resulting intensity pattern contains both ampli-

tude and phase information. When this filter i; reinserted into the optical system,

three images are generated. Equation (4) defines these three images. The "dc"

image pieoceeds along the optical axis and contains the first two terms of Eq. (4). _-

The power spectrum of the filter, iF(u, V) 12 in general extends over much of the

(u, v) plane. The third term of Eq. (4) propagates at an angle determined by . -

It is modulated in amplitude and phase by the desired transfer function, F(u, v).

In this application, this is the desired term and would be separated from, the

other two images by the direction of its propagation. Finally, the last term is

propagated ir the mirror-image direction and is modulated by the complex con-

jugate of the transform, F*(u, v).

TYPICAL OPTICAL COMPLEX SPATIAL FILTERING SYSTEM

The system suggested by Vander Lugt to generate these complex filters is

more stable than most interferometers. A laser light source provides sufficient

temporal coherence to allow slightly unequal path lengths in the signal and refer-

ence beams, as shown in Figvre I. The small off-axis lens generates a reference

beam which is collimated at an angle by the transform lens. This same lens

Fourier transforms the "signal film." To make the complex filter, the processing

point-spread function is recorded on the "signal film. '" Finally, the interference

pattern previously described is recorded on the "complex filter plate."

I1t2
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iLi
Pinhole Reference Beam E l

/ Complex Filter Plate

SLaser _t_

Microscope Objectivel
O tnal Film Transform Beam

Collimating Lens

FIGURE 1 Complex filter generator.

Recording Film
(or TV Vidicon)

Complex Filter Plate

Zignal Film

Reconstruction Plane

FIGURE 2 Optical restoration equipment schematic.

The same system is used for image processing =s for filter generation (see

Figure 2). The developed filter is reinserted into the system and the reference

lens is covered to eliminate the reference beam. The degraded image replaces

the impulse function. Another lens is added to reconstruct the filtered image in

Figure 2. The restored image can be observed through a microscope, recorded

on film, or viewed via a closed-circuit TV system-

REFERENCE

1. A. B. Vander Lugt, IEEE Trans. on Information Theory IT-, 139 (1964).
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OPTICAL FREQUENCY PLANE SCALE SEARCH
G. 0. Reynolds and C. E. Thomas

In many restoration problems, the form of the processing transfer function is

known but the scale varies from one picture to the next. A digital processing

system would have to sequentially process such a photograph with various sizes

of transfer functions. The optical system of Figure 1 allows routine scale search P

of the transfer function while observing the processed image in real time.

in Figure 1, the degraded image transparency f(x, y) is illuminated by a plane

wave, and the far-field diffraction pattern is proportional to P:

F(u, v) = f(x, y) exp (ux + vy dx dy.
XR

Degraded Photograph

-- P inho le f. (X Y
x" I  .t/-Filter

Laser 05

Mc os bjective\

Microscope. 0Restored Image

FIGURE 1 Coherent optical image restoration system with frequency plane scale.
search.
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- IN
Hence the scale of the transformation varies linearly with R, the separation i
between the transform plane and the degraded negative. As the tiansform plane-m is moved, the last lens and the output sensing device must be moved in synchronism

to maintain the restored image in focus. A closed-circuit televiion monitor can
be used in this system to observe in real time the effect of changing transform

Iscale.
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PHOTOGRAPHIC LINEARITY
IN COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEMS
G. 0. Reynolds and C. E. Thomas

A linear relationship between the amplitude transmission of the degraded image

film and the original exposure (product of light intensity and time, neglecting

reciprocity failure) is essential to a coherent optical analog system. The follow-

ing technique has been successfully used in the past to linearize the photographic

process. Further experiments are needed to determine the utility of this technique

for the atmospheric turbulence reszoration problem.

Consider the Hurter-Driffield (H-D) curve which represents input-output

characteristics of a given film-developer combination, as shown in Figure 1.

Mathematically, the straight-line portion of this curve can be representea by

D -log T log E - log k ()

or

T = k (2)

I I/El

or

-==, - / 1

iI
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II=--.- " here T 1 is the intensity transm-ission and tt is the amphtude transmission. Now

suppose that the original negative is contact printed. The amplitude transmission

of the positive transparency will be

Y 2/ 2 -
t = K,/E 2 (4)

But

E 2 = K'TI K1 /E 1 (5)

so-I
yi_ vj2so -

t 2 =KE .(6)

From Eq. (6), linearity is achieved provided that

i 2 (7)

This derivation assumes that all exposures on the degraded photograph lie j
on a linear part of both films' H-D curves. Thus, if any part of the degraded
image receives no light, then the initial film must be pre-exposed to a uniform I
light level, to bias the film above the toe of the H-D curve. f

Figure 2 indicates the impr-vement in linearity resulting from this contact- r
printing procedure. A sinusoidal intensity pattern was used to expose a test film.
This film was develop.:d to a gamma of I. A spatial spectral analysis of the film

showed considerable second harmonic
-/ distortion resulting from film non-

linearity. The top graph of Figure
Slope--, 2 shows the output from the spectrum

D -analyzer.
Next a contact print of this film

t' a was made. The contact print was
-- l ogE developed to a gamma of 2, thereby

satisfying the linearity criterion of

Eq. (7). The second spectral analy-

sis of Figure 2 shows no detectable

second harmonic distortion. The
curve. where y slope gain of the system was increased in

of curve, D = density of developed nega-
tive, E = exposurz of negative (input), and the last analysis to show no second
T = intensity transmission of developed harmonic above the noise level.
negative.
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Ccond Harmonici

(a)(b) (c)

FIGURE 2 Second harmonic distortion test. (a) Spectrum of
original negative,N = 1; (b) spectrum of contact print, Z;-

(c) spectrum of contact print, gain increased by 20.

Harmonic distortions of less than 1 percent in amplitude have been obtained

routinely by this technique with manual film processing. The actual distortion

may be much less. It is possible that by controlled machine processing, one

may obtain less than 0. lpercent distortion.

Ff
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LINEARITY AND DYNAMIC RANGE
IN COHERENT PROCESSING
J. H. Altman

For the purpose of this paper, linearity is defined somewhat differently from

cnnventional photographic usage. Frequently in photography, "linearity" signifies 'M

a linear relation between the developed density and the logarithm of the exposure

received bv the emulsion. Such a system is nonlinear in the optics-electronics

sense. In the present context, "linearity" will mean either that

(a) T = KE, where T is the transmittance of the developed sample

and E is the exposure; or

(b) 'JT KE.

-= Which of these is required depends upon the particular optical processing system --

involved. Coherent systems will require (b).

By definition, we write T =KE , y being the slope of the straight-line

portion of the normal photographic D versus log E curve. it follows directly that

when y = -!, then T = KE, which is case (a) above; and when y= -2, then NT = KE,

which is case (b). Physically, these cases mean positive images the slopes of

whose D versus log E curves are I or Z in the straight-line portion, as the case

may be. Dynamic range can then be defined as the exposure range over which the

curves do not depart significantly from the required gradient.

Sensitometric response of the .4T = KE type has been obtained by a positive-k| negative technique in which a low-gamma negative is printed onto a high-gamma

positive so that the resulting gamma product = 2. A simpler method has been
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demonstrated in which Kodak Minicard Film is reversed by a procedure which
I

gives y = -Z with a dynamic range of at least 16:1 (1.2 log units). This particular

emulsion is quite sl:w (< MicroFile) but is very sharp and fire grained. Maximum

high-contrast resolution is of the order of 1. 500 lines/mm. Spectral sensitivity

is either ortho or pan. The process can be adjusted to give y -1 by changing

some of the immersion times; in this case, the indicated dynamic range is about

100:1 (2. 0 log units). The resulting silver deposits are not quite neutral, but

slightly greenish. For monochromatic or narrow-band illumination, however,

this merely means a suitable adjustment in the process times so that the densities

measured at the wavelengths of interest give the desired gamma. Details of this

process are available from the Eastman Kodak Company.

Finally, it might be noted for completeness that a new type of emulsion

whica gives a direct positive image on normal single-stage "negative" develop-

ment has recently been introduced by Kodak. The presently available version is

identified as SO-136; it is a fine-grain slow material giving y = -1 with a dynamic

range of 25:1 (1.4 log units). The gamma change which can be induced by proces-

sing variations is limited.
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COMPARISON AND POSSIBLE COUPLING OFCOHERENT
OPTICAL AND DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING
TECHNIQUES FOR RESTORING DEGRADED IMAGERY
T. S. Huang and H. L. Kasnitz

INTRODUCTION

The restoration of degraded images calls for both linear and nonlinear mathemati-

cal operations. The linear operations (Fourier transformation and filtering) can Yj -7-1

be done either by a coherent optical analog system or by a digital computer. Each

of these two methods possesses certain advantages. There are some differeeCes

of viewpoint between advocates of analog and digital methods. This paper will

compare these two methods and explore the possibili-_ of eoupling them together-

COMPARISON OF COHERENT OPTICAL AND DIGITAL COMPUTER PROCESSING

Flexibility

Coherent optical systems are essentially limited to linear operations on the ampli-

tude transmission variations of a film transparency. On the other hand. digital

computers can be used to do linear operations on either the amplitud- transmission, -

or the intensity transmission. or the density. More importantly. digital computers

can also be used to do nonlinear operations- In fact, they can be used to do essen--

tially any operations one can specify.
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Capacity and Speed

In a coherent optical system, the film is used as the storage, resulting in an

enormous capacity. More importantly, the data on the film can be operated on

in parallel, so that the speed is limited, in principle, only by the speed of light.

Although a digital computer usually has a limited memory, any amount of auxiliary

memory can be attached to it. If the computer has a film scanner, then films

can also serve as its storage, However, present-da.j digital computers operate

essentially sequentially on the data. Therefor--, if a large number of data points

need to be operated on, it takes a loag time to bring the data into the central

processor, and &till L longer time to process them.

Let us consider an example. A giant coherent optical system I at the

Institute of Science and Technology, University of Michigan, is capable of proc-

essing 7-h-mm films with a resolution of 100 cycles/mm. It can therefore do a
8Zourier transformation on approximately 2 x 10 data points essentially instan-

taneously.

Now suppose we do the same thing on a digital computer, e. g., an IBM 7094,

vhlch iias a cycle time of 1 Isec, It would take more than an hour just to read in

iii data points, if the computer film reader reads at 30 }sec/point. Assume that

the efficient Fourier analysis algorithmn of Cooley and Tukey is used, and assume

that the computer had a core memory of more than 4 x 108 words. (The actual

memory size is 32 K. ) It still would take about 100 hr to perform the Fourier

transform.

We note in passing that in a coherent optical system, the actual operation time

is negligible compared with the time spent in processing the film, aligning the

optical system, and making the spatial filters. These chores could be quite time -.

consuming, but in most cases, they would certainly take much less than 100 hr.

Accuracy

In digital processing, there are inherent errors due to sampling and amplitude

quantization. These errors, however, can be made arbitrarily small by increas-

ing the sampling rate and the number of quantization levels. In practice, the

accuracy of digital computer image proc essing is limited by the film scanner.

It is probably difficult at present to build a film scanner with an accuracy better

than 0. 01 percent.

In a coherent optical system, there are various sources of errors:

(a) Imperfcct optical components

(b) Dust and scratches cn optical components

(c) Film grain noise and nonlinearity
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(d) Spurious thickness vari;tions if film emulsions -o

(e) Errors in spatial filters

(f) Nonuniformity of light beam across the input aperture -

(g) Imperfect alignment of the optical system

These errors are not easy to control. One can get an accuracy of only 3 to 5 per-

cent in a coherent optical system.

Cost

Coherent optical systems are usually cheaper than digital computers. However,

large-apertui ! diffraction-limited coherent optical systems can be rather expen-

sive. The giant system at the University of Michigan which we mentioned earlier

cost about $ 500, 000.

In summary, the main advantages of a coherent system are its information |

storage cap,.city and processing speed, and the main advantages of a digital com-

puter are its flexibility and accuracy.

It strikes one that the two methods should be coupled together, preferably

in real time, so that the advantages of both can be utilized. For example, a high-

resolution image on film may first be corrected for nonlinearity on a computer,

then its Fourier transform may be taken on a coherent optical system, then the

computer may be used to do some nonlinear operation on the Fourier transform,

and finally the coherent optical system may be used to take the inverse Fourier

transform to reconstruct the image.

AVAILABILITY OF HARDWARE FOR COUPLING COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEMS

AND DIGITAL COMPUTERS

Suitable hardware is required to allow communications between a coherent optical F
system and a digital computer. A conceptual design for a high-speed film scanner

built around a standard vidicon has been described earlier. By a technique de-

scribed in the following section, it is possible to read in both the amplitude and

the phase of the light distribution representing the Fourier transform of an image.

A coherent optical system operates on hard copies (or their equivalents) of

images. To transfer data from a digital computer to a hard copy, a CRT display

can be used to expose some medium. Possible media for this purpose are silver r
halide film, photochromic glass or film, and oil film (Eidophor system). The

latter two media have the advantage of being erasable. A real-time link from

the computer to the coherent optical .ystem can, for example, be provided by a

loop of photochromic film whose motion is controlled by the computer and which

passes through the computer CRT, the coherent optical system, and a suitable
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Complex data can be handled as suggested in the section on page 187.

DATA TRANSFER FROM COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEMS TO DIGITAL

COMPUTERS

In restoring degraded imagery, the coherent optical system will probably be called

upon to do two operations: convolving a pogitive real image by a real kernel
(linear filtering) and Fourier transformation.

--F-, the linear filtering, the output image is usually positive and real.

Therefore, the output image can be focused directly on the computer scanner for j
read-in. If for some reason, the output image is partially negative, a dc bias can

be introduced to make it positive.

In the case of Fourier transformation, the output image is in general corn- I
plex, and we are interested it; both its amplitude and phase. If the Fourier trans- I

I
form is focused on the computer scanner, only the square of the amplitude will be

read in and the phase information will be lost. However, b the following scheme,

one can preserve the phase information.

Let g(x, y), where x and y are spatial coordinates, be a positive real image

whose Fourier transform G(u, v), where u and v are spatial frequencies, we wish

__- to read into the computer. Then R . G(u, v), the real part of G(u, v), is the Fourier I

transform of

(J/2) [g(x, y) + g(-x, -y)] ,

and Im G(u, v), the imaginary part of G(u, v), is the Fourier transform of

(1/2i0 [ g(x, y) - g(-x,-y)]

If we choose the origin so that

g(x, y) = 0, for x < 0, x>A -

and y < 0, y > A

where A is the width of the image, then the nonzero parts of g(x, y) and g(-x, -y) -

will not overlap, and g(x, y) + g(-x, -y) can be synthesized by combining two [

identical transparencies, both with amplitude transmission g(x, y), one of these

transparencies being rotated 180' around the origin, We can put this combined

transparency in the input plane of the optical system, get Re G(u, v) in the fre-

quency plane, and read IRe G(u, v) + K into the computer, where K is a properly

selected dc bias to make [Re G(u, v) + K ] nonnegative. Similarly, using the

same input transparency and appropriate phase plates, we can record

- Im G(u, v) + K 1 I? where K 1 is a constant.
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In reading in Re G(u,v) + K and fim G(u, v) + K1  the components at

u 0 v may have to be suppressed to reduce the dynamic range requirement of

the computer scanner.

DATA TRANSFER FROM DIGITAL COMPUTERS TO COHERENT OPTICAL.....

SYSTEMS

In restoring degraded imagery, the computer will probably be called upon to

transfer a two-dimensional function f(x, y) to the coherent optical system to get

its Fourier transform.

If f(x, y) is positive and real, then we can display it on a CRT, which in turn

exposes a piece of film. A photochromic material may be very useful here. 'Ihe

computer can be programmed to compensate for the nonlinearites of the CRT and

the photochromic film so that the amplitude transmission of the exposed film will

be f(x, y).

If f(x, y) is partially negative, a dc 3ias can be added to make it completely

positive.

if f(x, y) is conplex, we can generate A transparency wit'h amplitude trans-

mission

jbx2f(x, y) + Be

where B and b are constants. If this transparency is placed in the input plane of

the coherent system, the Fourier transform-of f(x, y) will appear in the frequency
plane off axis, if the constants B and b are properly chosen.

MAKING SPATIAL FILTERS BY DIGITAL COMPUTER

I= some cases, although the filtering is best done by a coherent optical system,

the spatial filter is most conveniently made on a digital computer.

The technique of making spatial fi'ters on a digital computer is the same as ___ -

the technique described in the preceding section for transferring data from a

digital computer to a coherent optical system.

A silver halide or photochromic transparency is made from the computer

CRT, with amplitude transmission H~u, v), the filter transfer-function, if H is P

_ real and positive, or

H(utv) + Be
jb u

where B and b are appropriate constants, if H~u, v) is partially negative or corn .ex-
Again, the computer can be programmed to compensate for the nonlinearities o?

ar
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the CRT and the film. This piece of film transparency is put in the frequency

plane as the filter. The desired filteret' output will appear in the output plane,

either on axis or off axis, depending on whether M(u, v) or

JM(u, v) + Be~~

was recordec as the filter.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

It is obvious that digital computers and coherent optical systems have their re-
spective advantages and disadvantages. We propose that ti-ey should be coupled
together so that the advantages of both can be utilized. It is seen from our dis-

cussions that data transfer between a digital computer and a coherent optical 

system is at least conceptually possible. Much theoretical analysis and experi-

mental study need to be done to determine the accuracy and speed of the specific I
methods described in this paper as well as other possible methods.
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ANALYSIS OF WAVEFRONT - RECONSTRUCTION IMAGING o;
THROUGH RANDOM MEDIA

- J. W. Goodman

~In this paper we study a number of analytical problems associated with wavefront--

reconstruction imaging through random media. The reader is referred to the

first and second sections of Chapter IV of Volume I of this report to obtain -

perspective as to the circumstances in which these problems arise.

RIGOROUS ANALYSIS BASED ON DIFFRACTION INTEGRALS

A rigorous formulation of the problem of wavefront-reconstruction imaging through

random media can be constructed romn the Kirchhoif diffraction integral as ar

starting point. Let the object and reference point sources be located at coordin-

ates ( , q1) and (0, ) respectively, in a plane parallel with, and at distance Rr

from, the collecting aperture. The object-reference separation is thus S =
a a 1/2
[ + i ] . The random screen is again assumed to be located at distance p

from the collecting aperture. Using the usual quadratic approximations to

spherical waves, the fields incident at point (x, y) on the random screen from the -- -

~reference and object can be written, respectively, as

(l)ErXS Y) Ar x ~~ x+Z} '()-

() (xy) = Ao exp Q. ( -p 1r.y x - )Z + (y .1 )2 } ,(2)
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where A and A ar~e simply complex constants, and X is the optical wavelength.

Representing the complex amplitude transmittance of the random screen by t(x, y),

the fields incident on the collecting aperture may be written (using the Fresnel

approximation) as

Pr r2 2)

r Ar ff t (x,y) exp ( )

IT r

*exp 2x + Y dxdy, (3)

00

=At(x y) exp T 9 Y-n

-00

exp, {(a. [0 X) +W U)2 dxdy. (4)

With considerable algebraic manipulation the incident fields can be rewritten as

Ar exP r 0txy

I f-CO

0RR- 2 2

exp ( Y-dd 5

-WpTR---p
__+ 

f+ 1 1 Z1  ddy( 6
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The cl-ndition required for an uincorrupted inte~ference pattern is thus

4' P eta R-p p) a _ R_ 1 )< (13)1
-R- --- R RI

or equivalently,

Nb 1<<~A (14)
P

____ in which case the uncorrupted interference pattern, I

r At ' A1*

r+ A'*A e (5

r 0

is obtained-
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Thus sufficient conditions for the formation of an unperturbed interference

pattern in the presence of the screen are the inequalities (9) and (14). Condition (G)

requires that the coherence width of the wavefront emerging from the screen must

be larger than the first Fresnel zone generated at the screen by a point-source

located at distance p I1 - Ip/R) ] from the screen. Equivalently, diffraction effects

must be egligible. Condition (14) requires that the object and reference be within M-A

a single "isoplanatic patch."

EFFECTS OF VIOLATING THE FRESNEL-ZONE CONDITION

While sufficient condition-; for the formation of an unperturbed inter-.-rence

pattern have been found, it is extremely important to consider the effects of

violating one of those conditions, namely the Fresnel-zone condition (9). In

effect, we are simply investigating the effects of diffraction by the turbulent

medium- Since it is certain that diffraction effects aze introduced by high-

altitude turbulence, the investigation is an important one.

To find the effect of violating (9), let the result of the integration in Eq. (5)
be represented by some unspecified complex function as follows:

Dt(xy)expQ rR (- [ dxdy

a I (a,3) exp jO 1 (el (5a)

Similarly we represent the integral of Eq. (6) by another complex function

OD _____ R-p& +RPppZ1xd

= a .( 3, ) eP (a,. (6a)

Now note that when 0!  0 and a, a 2 ( a), the intensity distribution across

the (cer,) plane becomes a purely amplitude-modulated fringe pattern,
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Such a result is obtained, of course, only when the two integrals above are equal-

To find the conditic: required for equality, make the change of variables

x = x + (pIR),

y = y (p/R), -

in (6a), yielding

CD

expQX(Rp) [x. -V ') + (yA- dxdy

= a. (a.-) exp P2 W

Now note that if (p/Rig << and (pIR)r << A3 we have

t[x' - (p/R) 5 v' -(p/R) YJ = t(x'y ' )

and the two integral= are therefore identical. Hence the amplitude-modulated Z_

fringe pattern of Eq- (1Sa) is obtained, with the only requirement being that the

isnplanatic condition is satisfied-

To summarize, when the isonlana'ic condition (14) ad the Fresnel-zone

condition (9) are bouh sattsfied, a -erfect tterxerence "zattern is obtained and

clean diffraction-limited images can be formed. When the Fresnel-zone

--- :--- £ ....-_ _ .... ... .. : _:-. : - .... .. _ -=:i= =- t
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condition is not satisfied, the result is a random amplitude modulation of the

fringe pattern. The effects of this random modulation on the quality of the re-

constructed images is considered in the analysis that follows. The effects are

extremely important; as we shall now demonstrate, they introduce a random noise

in the reconstructed inage. thus providing a fundamental limit to the quality of

the image data.

Under the isoplanatic condition, the intensity modulations of each of the l

incident waves are identical, and the intensity -L:ttribution (Eq. 15) across the

interference pattern can be again written

I(&.3 I ll in a2U.7j) + IVYQ a 2 (c0)

-j -T-2, al

+ A' A' NO a (c.e,$e (~+~j
SA r A0

ZV

+ A* *A a ( u ) e (16)
r 0 _

there the function a(or. f) represents the common amplitude modulation of the two

incident fields.

The intensity distribution 3(u. v) in the plane of the reconstructed images is

proportional to the squared modulus of the Fourier transform of I. The resulting

expression cortans sixteen terms, of which only a smaller number are of interest _

in the weak-object case (i.e.. when IAt0  C< IAN~I) As a consequence of the
random modulation of the hologram transmittance, two major sources of noise

arise: light is deflected out of the strong zero-order component and may tend to

obscure parts of the i-nage that lie close to the reference; and a portion oi the light

in the images themselves is spread out, yielding a diffraction-limited image super-

imposed on a blurred backgzound. In the analysis that follows., the signal-to-noise

(SIN) ratios due to these two effects are found. Ln each case, only the intensity

of the deflected light is calculated. Thus interference effects are nglected. an
approximation that will yield accurate predictions only for high SIN ratios. Again

attention is restricted [o a pont-source object, but the results also apply directly

to an arbitrary object.

Consider first the light deflected out of the strong zero-order reconstruction

component. The noise arises from the variations of a- about its mean in the term [

_9
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L/2

J 0 (uv) IAII 5' ~(17)

On the other hand, the desired twin images arise from the mean value of a i

the terms 
i

c* (u,v) IARZ I'I
IL/2 

2

2 -jZ2ur -l + vU* ~.3
(aAp ea j (18)

Let the variations of a about its mean be represented by

A a (a a a (a,. (19)

~ I Then the average noise intensity across the image plane can be reduced to

4'N(U. V) = A'R , A(- )A(49R za

- (20)

whereT
A~x) (21

A-W { iil lx I < 1(1
-0 otherwise.

In a similar fashion, the intensity in either of the twin images reduces to
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am_ -4MM _ _

Js(U. V) -A' I A' o 12 aA -)A( :

....R ) = (ra 0  (a + (Z3)

Aa 2a2 exT~()+()1(3

then under the condition that the intensity-correlation interval is much less than

the aperture width L, the S/N ratio reduces to

12) [ 2 1
is ~ A'012 t ~ ~ 2  exp 'a-zJ(4

where 0 is the angular separation of the object and reference.

Thus for narrow-angle scenes (small 0), a major source of noise arises from

light deflected out of the "zero-order" reconstruction _ompoient, a consequence

of the random intensity modulation of the interference :.attern. The average noise

intensity is strongest at object points nearest the reference and grows smaller as

the object-reference separation increases. Note that to achieve a specified S/N

ratio in the reconstructed image, the reference intensity should not exceed the

object intensity by more than some calculable factor. By way of illustration,

suppose that an S/N ratio of 10 is required for all points further than I sec of arc
(5 x 10 - 6 rad) from the reference. Then, from Eq. (24), the ratio of reference to

object intensities must satisfy

-6" 22IAtR 7 ]Z L )Z exp j(x 1O).z

LAO 12 10La it
a
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As typical values we take

X = 7 x 10 7m (ruby laser),

9- _- " 0. 12 x,

a/cr2  3,

yielding

4= - R 3

Thus the reference intensity should not be more than 5, 000 times the object in-

-tensity. The SIN ratio will, of course, substantially exceed 10 at points on the

object that are further than 1 sec of arc from the reference. Furthermore.

the S/N ratio at all points is improved by increasing the aperture size.

Consider next the second source of noise, namely light deflected out of the

reconstructed images themselves. Such noise results from the variations of a

about its mean in expression (18) for Jl(u, v). Calculation of the S/N ratio due to

this effect yields

• =J4 _ a z  Lz

-- ~ (25)

For the numbers of the previous example this yields an S/N ratio of about 300.

However, this result is overly optimistic, for a number of bright object points

will generally lie close enough to the one point source assumed h-re to contribute

additional noise at the image point of interest. The analysis becomes rather corm-

plicated in this more general case, and we must refer to the experimental results

__ shown in Figure 21 of Volume I of this report to verify that usable S/N ratios

-. can be achieved in practice. This particular aspect of image quality requires

further exploration. In particular, the crucial question of what S/N ratios can

be achieved in the real atmosphere must be- answered.

EFFECTS OF TARGET MOTION

We consider now the effects of target motion during the illumination period. Of

particular interest are the limitations to exposure time that are implied by

linear translation of the satellite vehicle, and by rotation of the vehicle. To
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analyze the effects of such motions we first develop a temporal filtering property

of holograms.

Let the time interval over which the reference wave illuminates the detector

be represented by T. This interval is determined by the duration of the trans-

mitted optical illumination, or alternatively by some shuttering mechanism.

The total energy density 9 incident on the detector at point (a, ) is thus

T/Z7

I 5' r. IPt) dt .(26)

-T/ 2

where I is the point-by-point intensity at the detector, and for convenience we

have defined the time origin at the center of the integration period. --

Even though the transmitted light is approximately monochromatic, the
light incident on the detector will no longer be monochromatic. Rather, each

point on the object and reference will introduce a Doppler shift determined by

its particular radial component of velocity at the time of illumination. We m

assume that the reference is a single point source with a well-defined Doppler

shift, and we again write the complex amplitude of the reference at the detector ___

as 2 (a. 0). The complex amplitude of the incident object wave can then be _

written as ('E f ;t), where all phasors are taken to rotate at the angular

frequency of the reference. The total energy incident at (a, P) can then be MEW

written

T/2

= Er + I(2)Eo t)

_T/2

+ (2)E*r ( ( 2 )E (r,)F ; t) + (2)E r(t,) (a)Eo(a, ; t dt. (7-7)

The last two tei-ms are responsible for generating the twin images. Restricting __-

attention to one of the twin images, consider only the term

0, P = (21E*r1a,1 12 1E (a, t) dt. (28)

_T/2 _

To find a convenient interpretation of the effects of the object time variations,

we manipulate the expression for el (a, P) to yield a frequency-domain relation. V
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Let Eq. (28) be rewritten as

...... me (f -P) rect t(aP; 0t, (29)r 0~ et '

ST T

re't 4 130)

0 otherwise

We now use Parseval'3 theorem to write

~(~3) (Me* (ar, T ~'sinc Tf (Z)%(a,.8;f) df ,(1

-O

where
~~~Ai -Tli Tf131--

sine T f =(sin r Tf)/ (32)

nd- nd(2 a. 0; 0 is the Fourier transform of ME (a, 0; t).

Tio interpret this result, note that the uniform time exposure of duration T

is equivalent in the frequency domain to a ilaear filtering operation with (temporal)

transfer function

H(f) = sinc Ti. (33)

Thus the intensity of an object point with a Doppler shift that differs from that of

the reference by f cps is suppressed in the reconstructed image by a factor sinc 2 Tf.

If the object point happens to be moving such that its Doppler shift is niT cps (n

is an integer) larger or smaller than that of the reference, that object point will

be entirely suppressed in the reconstructed image. Thus for high-quality imaging

of the object, the maximum allowable Doppler difference between the object and

reference points is about 1/2T cps.

To estimate how short the exposure time must be for typical satellite pr.)b-

lems. consider first the lateral translation problem illustrated in Figure i- A

rigidly attached point object and point reference are t;-aveling parallel to the

ground with velocity v. The angle between object and reference when the vehicle

is directly overhead is represented by . When the vehicle is not directly over-

head, the.angle of departure from the normal is represented by 0. The radial
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bject Reference velocity components of the reference and

V // object can be written, respectively, as

0 coss
/ / vR= vsinO + (4 cos0)/Z)]

oth 1/et v v sin 0 cos 0)1 ]

or. Zor small.

IR
FIGURE I Linear translation (33) -

The radalveoctyifernc is thus v[i

As might be expected. the maximium radial velocity difference occurs

directly overhead (e = 0), yielding a maximum Doppler difference of

AV 2(v/c) f, = Z(V/X) 4 (37)

where f is the frequency of the transmitted light and c is the velocity of light-=

Since the maximum Doppler difference must be less than li/ZT for high-quality

imaging, the exposure interval must satisfy

T < V4v4, (38)

For the following typical numbers,

Xi 0-7 M

v 8000 m/sec.

= 20 sec of arc (10 rad),

we find that the maximum exposure period is about 0. 2 ILsec (200 nsec). Longer

exposure periods can be used at larger satellite angles and for smaller satellites.

Consider next the problem of angular rotation of the object. To take the

worst possible case, suppose that the rotation axis is normal to the line of sight.

We also suppose that the reference is on one side of the vehicle, rotating toward
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(or avl'ay from) the receiving point. To
Refere.iice -Axis of Rotation obtain .i satisfactory image of the portion

of the vehicle on the opposite side of

(~cY~Ob~ct Pintthe rotation axis from the reference (see
Figure 2), the maximum Doppler differ-

ence must be less than l/ZT cps. Let

the angular rotation rate be w and repre-

__________________________ sent the maximum distance between

- ObservatIon Point ojcnd reference (normal o te

rotation axis) by 6. The radial velocities

- FIURE2 Rtaton o th saellte, of the reference and object (assuming

they lie symmetrically on opposite sides

of the rotation axis) are

(39)
V_

0

or a Velocity tlfierence of w 6- The Doppler difference is therefore

Af = 2C6/x (40)

Fora high-quality image the exposure time must satisfy

T < X/(4 ca6) .(41)

-Alternati-Vely, 'if we specify the shortest pulse duration that we can cozveniently
generate (T - ~the maximum angular rotation rate w~ can be written

min max

W =X/(4 T ) (42)

To illustrate with a typical examnple. suppose

6 l0in.

T 20 nsec, La
X ~7 x10 m.

-Then
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7x

..... .. -

7 1 0-7 -
max - 8 x !0 7  I~1 rad/sec _ -

Thus angular rotation rates less than I rad per sec can be tolerated in this worst
geometry. When the rotation axis is not normal to the line of sight, or when the
satellite is smaller than 10 m, higher rotation rates can be tolerated. M-

In summary, angular rotation places far more severe restrictions on ex- -_
posure duration than does linear translation. To obtain high-quality pictures of -. .
rotating satellites, it would appear imperative that short-pulse Q-switched lasers
be used as the optical source. Even when such a source is used, there will occur
some extreme geometries for which successful imaging cannot be performed __
over the full extent of the satellite. The occurrence of such unfavorable situa-
tions would appear rather rare, however.

0

I: _ _
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APPENDIX
30 _-

DIFFRACTION EFFECTS IN
WAVEFRONT- RECONSTRUCTION IMAGING
J. L. Walsh

INTRODUCTION

Goodman has proposed a method of imaging through a ranon medium b. .what i

essentially a holographic technique-

Tn the laboratory experiments conducted thus far, one finds as e-pected that

good images can be obtained on reconstruction when the phase pe-turbing screen

Is located either close to the object or close to the fil on -which the hologram is

made. As one moves the phase-perfurbing screen to a position midway between

object and the hologram being produced* the quality of the reconstructed imge is

degraded. As we shall see in the following discussion, this difficulty arises be-

cause diffraction effects are most important when the phase perturbation is mid-

way between the object and the hologram being produced. In this discussion we

* wish to consider specifically the following question: What can be said about the

effects diffraction phenomena occurring in the real atmosphere are likely to have

on the reconstructed images?

Let us begin by considering a simple model of the atmosphere. It seems to

be fairly well established that under good seeing conditions at least, the scintilla-

tioh of starlight is primarily a diffraction phenomena which can be considered to

be caused by a layer at an altitude 10 km which behaves as a random phase

grating. It can be shown that since the intensity fluctuation which is observed on

the ground is a sizable fraction of the average intensity. the -ms phase variation
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-iust be ,, 1 rad. In addition, Hufnagel' finds that the mean-square variation

n optical path between two rays for a plane wave entering the top of the atmos- i
phere-and penetrating to an altitude ; 10 km is given by V

125/36X C. r (1)

whre I1, and I- are the optical paths of the two reys in centimeters and r is

their iepaiation in centimeters.

As a simple model, then, we assume a phase grating of zero thickness V

parallel to the earth's surface for which the phase delay is given by

In our model, based on the previous considerations, we are concerned with a
6

layer at an altitude of 10 cm for which 0 P 1 rad and I z 20 cm.

Immediately above the phase Fpating we consider two plane waves incident

as shown in Figure 1. We can then write for the disturuance at y = 0 immediately

below the phase grating

U(x, 0) = A exp (i%0 sin -T + a exp (ikyx + io sin- ?x (3)

a A where A is the amplitude of the

reference wave, a that of the signal

wave separated from the reference

by the angle y, k = 2it/X, and the

time dependence exp (-iwt) is sup-
Phase pressed. We will also assumt-. thatGrating

X a << A. In order to write the solu- .

tion for y > 0, we require the ex-
. " pansion i

First-order Plane Waves ion I

exp[ i( 0sin---

i- 4m(o exp [im Z._]

x Plane of Observation m -

In the region y > 0, we see from the
FIGURE 1 Reference wave A and signal
wave a incident on a phase grating. form of Eq. (4) that we can express
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U(x, y) as an infinite series of plane waves of the form

exp(iax + i/ 3 y) , -

where a and 13 can be complex subject to the requirement imposed by the wave

equation, namely, a + j3- k2 , For y >0 we obtain, if y, 0 << 1,

-0
U(x, y) Jm 1o)exp Im -2-- x exp ik [ - 3 ym 0 -

exp ik yx + y ym - (5)

where 9 is given by R mMe"

a = l (6) E

We note that Eq. (5) corresponds to a spectrum of plane waves making angles with

the y axis given by m( for the A waves and y + mO for the a waves, where m takes

on positive and negative integral values. The amplitudes of the various components

are given by J M(o), which is significant only for rn values not much greater than

In terms of our model, 0 has a value 0 - 2 x 10 - 6 rad for visible light and

we find for o z I rad significant energy only for the fiist few terms in the Bessel

function expansion. In the actual case, of course, the phase screen has a spectrum

associated with it, but the spreading will still be of the order of a few times e and

the sharp angular spectrum will be washed out. We might note further that _

given above is consistent with the value of seeing produced by the layer respon-

sible for scintillation, namely several tenths of a second of arc.

FRINGE PATTERN -

Let us turn now to a consideration of the fringe pattern. Squaring the real part -

- and taking the time average of Eq. (5) we obtain for the intensity -

NF
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<jU 'x-y-f>- m(o correctCspacing-in(x, namel]

-A- zwx 1k 2 2

<_ J Co (rosn +Z / (n cok

2Tz 02( + e + 2 7
+aA cos [(m x i~ n -+ny + O(ay1

(7)

fringe patterns superposed. The (0, 0) term in the sum gives fringes with theI

correct spacing in x, namnely.

-cos (2wryx /01) cos kyx j
We note, however, that when 4o s 1 the (0, 1) and (1, 0) terms in the sum give rise

to a fringd spacing corresponding to object points located at y + 0 and y - 0. Thus

it appears that we begin to have a problem with resolution of points whose angular

separation i3 smaller than 0. In the real atmosphere, of course, we have a con-

ttinuous spectrum of 0 values and the result will be an enhanced noise contribution
making resolution increasingly difficult for angular separations less than 6 -, 0. 5

sec of arc. This point requires further consideration.

In the foregoing discussion we have considered Eq. (7) on a termn by term

basis. Onc must be rather careful in this approach, however, because it neglects

important interference effects which can occur between different terms in the sum.

There are two cases of particular interest in which we can sum the series. They

are:

2
1. y small, i.e., y << 12;

and

2. y = 12X , the first value of y for which the A wave has only intensity

variation and no phase variation with x.

EXPLICIT EVALUATION FOR\SMALL VALUES OF y

For small y we write Eq. (7) in c' plex form, and expand the exponentials keeping

only the first order terms in y. The ecessary summation formulas are given

in Exhibit A. After some manipulation, e obtain

N-
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< "-2-, Y) 1 ko-y sin -/ E.--.__

+ aA 0o (kyx) + e y sin 2 
-

+ ky o+ s -Cs- sin ky (8)

ibject to the condition y << 2/2 X , which in our example is

122
<< 1 (2)-- 30 km. (9)2<7 -Z (x 10- 5 )  M

We note here, as has been pointed out oy Goodman, that as y * 0 the inter-

ference pattern is unaffected by the presence of the phase screen. As y increases,

the hologram begins to acquire spatial frequencies characteristic of the period of ___

the phase grating, which is equivalent to an additional object at an angle y = 0; -

and again we see that in the general case resolution between objects separated by

angles P E or less will become increasingly difficult.

In terms of our model, the separation between the phase screen and the

hologram at which this effect begins to set in depends on the relative magnitudes

of the signal and reference. Thus from Eq. (8) we see that the additional fringe =..

pattern begins to appear when Ak0Oy s a or in terms of our model when

i a Z 30a km .
(10)

Depending of course on the ratio a/A, we see that phase F,:reens having o " 1 rad

and located many meters from the aperture can have negligible effects on the

hologram which is produced.

EXPLICIT EVALUATION FOR y = Zk

In this case it is easier to carry out the sum in Eq. (5) and then square and

average. Using the results given in Exhibit A, we find after some manipulation
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1--M Iz--j-- 1 + sin 24o sin--) + aA cos kyX- 4)
x f~cos [z43 sin in ~

i-_- -- - and in this ase substantial sidebands are produced, corresponding to additional

" ': .. .. objects-at angles y + B and y-B, so that resolution to angles smaller than B would

" seem to be impossible. In terms of our model we saw that y = .t 2 /2X 30 kmn,

- which is of the same order of magnitude as the height of the layer responsible for

- _-- ;:: .scintillation. Thus the effects to be expected in practice would probably corre-

- spond more closely to those given in Eq. (11).,

In the simple model we have chosen to represent the- seeing layer, it appears that

resolution of points separated by angles <, 0. 5 sec of arc becomes increasingly

difficult. At interesting altitudes of the order of 100 to 1, 000 kin. the correspond- . .;_

01

ing disiances on the body are Z to 200 cm. Admittedly the calculation does not

fully incorporate the correct statistical description of the atmosphere down to

100e 10ki lvl.-;

When. this refinement is included, the result wI be to introduce noise into ai-

the system. making angular resolution better than 0 increasingly difficult.

On the other hand, it appears that one can render much of the close-in f

turbulence relatively ineffective. Thus we may find that what we have accorr-

associated with the presence of only the scintillation layer, a much larger frac -K tion of the time than would be possible with incoherent imaging. r, i

I
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EXHIBIT A

We begin with the expansion

exp (iz sin 8) J z exp (iMO) .(Al)

Diferetiaingtwie ith respect to e and multiplying by the complex conjugate

of Eq. (Al), we obtain

iz sin 8 + z cos MZJm~J(z) excp ~(-)(

and its complex conjugate

S +Z 2  8 n 2 J (z) Jn(z) exp iG(m-n). (A3)

mf n

Similarly, we can easily see that 
__

z Cos 8 nJ (J(z) exp io(m-n) (M4)___

m, n

Multiplying Eq. (Al) by its complex conjugate we obtain

00

= Zj ) J (z exp [i(rn-n) 80 (A5) 17__
m, n

In carrying out the summations we also make use of the properties of the

squares of integers

k / L1' m even.

t I-

t 2M _2__
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APPENDIX

AIRBORNE RETROREFLECTORS
FOR HOLOGRAPHIC TECImQUES
S. . Collins, Jr.

This paper concerns the possibility of creating an artificial reference beam for

the holographic technique by placing a corner-cube reflector above the tropopause,

M-I

but within the same isoplanatic region as the target. The thought is to use either
a high-flying balloon or airplane, with appropriate retroreflector affixed.

The principal difficulty associated with this idea is getting the plane suffi~cient-

ly close to the field of view. To take a very favorable case, let the isoplanatic

region be 40 sec of arc across (twice the size of a representative satellite). ForP
i an airplane at an altitude of 80, 000 ft, this means the airplane has to be positioned

to within d8 ft. In other words, the airplane has to find a point moving with vari-

able velocity (because it is between the satellite and telescopei along a path 16 ft

wide- It appears to be extremely difficult I to bring an airplane consistently closerI

than one-half mile of a given point, let alone a moving one.

There is a chance that the majority of atmospheric effects are caused by low-

+ level turbuflence, i. e, below the tropopause. If that were the case, isoplanatic
-- _ regions for the reference corner cube might be larger, and techniques for maneu-

~ vering airplanes might be better developed. It would be desirable to perform an #

~experiment to check the effect of the various atmospheric levels. Nevertheless,

it still seems very improbable that airborne corner-cube references will be used

for the holographic scheme in the near future.
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APPENDIX
32

REMOVAL OF MULTIPLE RECONSTRUCTED IMAGES
DUE TO MULTIPLE REFERENCE SOURCES
IN WAVEFRONT RECONSTRUCTION - -

Raoul F. vanLigten-- --

The reference beam in Goodman's system is derived-from a specular reflection on

the object. There can, however, occur more than one such reflection with the

consequence that in the reconstruction a multiplicity of overlapping images will _ -

appear. A method for isolating a single image is described here. ____

In Figure !(a) the case is shown for two reference sources- Figure l(b)

shows the reconstruction with one source. It should be noted that the schemes of

Figures l(a) and l(b) are to illustrate how multiple images can be separated.

Later the connection is drawn with the Goodman system. Figure l(b) shows the two

overlapping images and the corresponding two bundles which appear to originate

at the illumination source in Figure l(a). If only one reference source were __....

present the total bundle, as seen from the hologram plane. would be completely

reconstructed. This follows from the fact that the hologram has arrested a __...

propagating field in both amplitude and phase. Upon reconstruction this field _ --_

continues to propagate in the sare fashion as it would witLout the hologram and __-__-

from the same two-dimensional plane in which the holog-am was placed. To the

observer it still seems that in the reconstruction the light originates from the _ _

illumination source, passes through the object (where it is diffracted), and subse-

quently arrives at the observer. When now two reference beams are present each

at a different offset angle from the image bundle, there will be two reconstructed _
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images and two corresponding twin.

Wimages [in Figure I1(b) only the

first two are shown. J This can be -

demonstrated by the following argu-

Mni mont. It is assumed that the object

wave at the hologram plane is givenI
by the complex function F(9) and that
the two reference waves are given,

respectively, by the complex functions

111mratin Sants (9)and A ig). The hologram con-

tains these functions in the form

HM [A iA 2 F] [A +A +F*
2 ~ F

Som -[see for instance Eq. (5) in reference
1; that is,

FIGURE 1 (a) A hologram made with two
-~~ - ~reference sources. (b) The reconstruc- H(C.) IA1 1A IF

-~-ti on of the hologaramr made in (a) obtained Il +J,2+II

with a single reconstructing beam, TheAA* * *
twin-images-are not shown. 1l 2 A 2 1  AF AF

+ A1 F4A 2 4 F 2

As follows, for instance, from Eqs. (22). (23), and (24) of reference 1. the first

three terms in Eq. (2) will in the reconstruction, with one source, yield a wave

that propagates unperturbed in the direction of the reconstruction wave and will

carry information with little or no reserablance to the original objtcct. The term

A A will be a uniform wave propagating in the direction given by the difference

of the offset angles of A1 and A.; the term A, A will yield a unifcrm wave again

propagating in a direction given by the difference of the offset angles of A1I and A.1

but the difference angle has opposite sign to that of A 1 A. The ri-constructed

waves AA and A A- are not shown in Figure 1(b). Neither are the two waves

A1 F* and A F .These bundles each carry an image in a directio.. given by the

K offset angle determined respectively by A and A2
Finally, the two terms A 1 *F and A F yield two images. wi~h an offset

angle from the reconstruiction source given by Al = angle of A-) and A.
-angle A 2 ) The bundles produced by the latter two terms are shown in

K Figure 1(b). From what was shown earlier, each of the bundles is reconstructed
in its entire form as they propagate from the hologram plane.
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Reconstructed
Illumination Sources

ReconstrRoted-r

econotuc

ReRecoststteruc

PIGURE 2 A scheme to eliminate one of the overlapping images by reimaging -and insertion of an occluding mask A.

~By placing an appropriate lens behind the hologram as shown in Figure 2,
the two images and their bundles are reimaged. Subsequently, an occluding mask __

is placed such that only One of the two reimaged illumination sources is permitted K= _=-
to pass, causing the ass~ciated reitna.ged reconstructed image only to remain.

The other terms of Eq- (2 have all their own converging points in Figure 2 ___

if they were drawn in, but they will be all asked out when their convergence --A._

centers are different from the one permitted to passe -oun

The reimaged ill"mination sources do not have the same form and extent in
amplitude and phase as the original sources. They are influenced by difraction

and scatter at the object. When the hologram is made of an obiect from which the
light reflects, the description is still the same as given above, but with due
account taken of the scattering properties of the surface and of the diffraction
from the object.

It is clear that when the scattering and diffraction at the object are sizable
and the reconstructed sources become larger in extent than the image. this
technique has no advantage. In this case, to obtain nonoverlapping images with 1

-- multiple reference-point sources, the separation between the sources must exceed
the size of the object.qusto no ar-S

The question now asees how this technique can be used in the case of the
Goodman system. In Figure 3 a sketch of this system is given. The object is to
provide a r'ference source from specular reflection of the illumination source on
the ground. After the laser light has reflected from the object, this object can
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illumination from
Grou J-Based Laser A

Object

Hologram

Geo etrical
Image Lens L

FIGURE 3 The Goodman system with a lens L which images the tele-
scope aperture to a smaller size at A', in which plane a hologram-
producing detector is placed. A = (48-in.) telescope pupil; A' = image
of A produced by lens L. Dashed line = rays coming from axial point
of the object. The detector array is positioned at A', to produce a
hologram.

be considered as a transparency with phase-retardation, which is related to the

three-dimensional shape',of the object, and an amplitude attenuation which depends

on the intensity of reflected light. The transparency appears to be illuminated

by a spherical wave through a scattering medium, where the scattering medium

is determined by the surface structure of the object.

Thus the case sketched in Figure l(a) is obtained. Namely, the geometrical

image in Figure 3 is the object, the reference source is provided by the object

itself and the illumination source for the object lies somewhere between the 4 8-;n. t

telescope aperture and the geometrical image. Although the original object is

very far away, it cannot be considered at infinity, otherwise the geometrical

image would be a point. Because it is assumed that under conditions free of

atmospheric turbulence the geometrical image is finite in extent, the ground-based

illumination source should be considered as a finite distant light source. Let I

this distance be R ° from the object. The equivalent distance at the geometrical )
image will be approximately M Ro, where M is the linear magnification from the

criginal object to the geometrical image of the object. I
iU-
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When the object distance is 200 km and the focal length of the.telescope
is 300 in., the product M R is 2/ 7 mm. This is, of course, very small;

0
howe-ver, when the reconstructed image is magnified with a linear magnification

of l OX with a well-corrected lens, the aerial image of the illumination source
will be 10O) x 2/ 7 sd 28 mm separated from the aerial image of the original

object.
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APPENDIX
33

ABERRATIONS IN WAVEFRONT-RECONSTRUCTION IMAGING
CAUSED BY THE OPTICS AND THE DETECTOR
Raoul F. vanLigten

In the first part of this paper, we shall treat the magnification and third-order

aberrations from object to telescope in the Goodman system as illustrated in

Figure 3 of Appendix 32 (see page 218). it is assumed that the hologram was taken

in the telescope aperture. It is found that the imagery will be aberration-free when: I
(1) the wavelength in taking the hologram is the same as that used for the recon-

struction, (2) the reconstruction source is located on the line which is defined by

the reference source and the origin of the coordinate system in the hologram, and

- (3) the radius of curvature of the reconstruction wavefront equals that of the ref-

_erence wavefront but is opposite in sign.

Because in Goodman's system an additional imaging step is required by

lens L, it is necessary to investigate how this lens will influence the image quality.

In the second part of this paper, the imaging step from the 48-in. aperture A to

the demagnified pupil A' in the figure on page 218 is investigated, keeping in mind

that this is a holographic imaging process. It is concluded that the only require-

I ment on the lens L is freedom from ccma. A specific example is given and it is

-concluded that a good commercial photographic objective is probably well suited

In the final part of this paper, a review is given of the influence of the detec-

tor in the exit pupil. A more detailed numerical analysis cannot be given without

additional information about the detector. In this final part it is concluded that
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(1) nonaxial distortions in the detector array between making the hologram and

- :_reconstructing the image from it, will appear as astigmatism in the reconstructed

image, (2) the spatial modulation transfer function of the detector array (or image

orthicon) only limits the field of view of the reconstructed image, and (3) the

-- dynamic range of the detector will impose a limit on the resolution in the recon-

structed image when the hologram signal exceeds the dynamic range.

MAGNIFICATION AND THIRD-ORDER ABERRATION IN THE HOLOGRAPHIC

SYSTEM OF J. W. GOODMAN

Magnification and third-order aberration of holographic images have been treated

by R. W. Meier. The starting conditions for Goodman's system, such as the

angle between image wavefront and reference wavefront, are such that Meier's

work can be applied. For the magnification in the image, Meier's expressions

are used in object space. For the third-order aberrations, the image space is

- chosen. This can be done provided there are no aberrations in the imagery from

entrance pupil to exit pupil.

Magnification

In Goodman's case, where for photometric reasons, it would b better to demag-

nify the pupil to obtain a reasonable exposure time, the magnification m in Meer's

paper will have to take a magnitude < 1.

With the following definitions from Meier's paper,

Z distance from film to object,
0

Z radius of curvature of reference wavefront,

Z radius of curvature of reconstructed wavefront,c

Goodman's case corresponds to Z = Z
0 r

The magnification M will take the form
v lat

= c 0
0I

The longitudinal magnification is

Mlong
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In the case we deal with, Zr co and so
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A = 0.

Note that we can still use a reconstruction wavefront with a finite radius of curva-I

ture.
If now the hologram is taken in the exit pupil of the telescope, we have the

casQe where Z and Z are both finite and negative; then
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2 sign, then the reconstructed image will be free of third-order aberration.

PUPIL ABERRATIONS

- 7 Thus far it has been assumed that the aberrations from entrance pupil to exit
- -- pupil were zero. In general this is not the case and in the following this matter

= ' _g will be considered.
Let the diffracted wave coming from the object be given by

A e 0 o

2 2(~r

X X y
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and that from the reference po.nt by

Fe

then the field arriving at the entrance pupil is

E= Ae + Fe0

During the imagery from entrance pupil to exit pupil, aberrations will occur that

can be classified as amplitude aberrations AA anl phase aberrations a .These

errors have the same effect on both waves and after transforming the wavefronts

back to the entrance pupil, the two wavefronts interfering together can be expressed

in the following form:

E + AE = (A+ AA) e + (F+ AA) e
0

The hologram now contains the energy of his combined wavefront:

[E+AE f +AE (A +AA + (F+AA) 2 + (A+A) (F+A)e i(

0

+ (A +AA) (F+AA)e 0 " ()

It is immediately obvious that the phase aberrations have disappeared completely.

The only aberrations left to be studied in the transfer of the wavcfronts from

entrance pupil to exit pupil are the ones affecting the magnitude of the waves. The

latter aberrations are relatable to the geometrical aberrations occurring during

the imagery from entrance pupil to exit pupil. A combination of geometrical

aberrations in the pupil planes will cause an aberration in the reconstructed image.

The diffraction limit of the pupil is given by whatever aperture limits the field of

view of the image. To see the relation between the aberrations in the image plane

and those in the object plane, the -hird-order aberration coefficients for a system

of thin lenses can be determined.

The third-order coefficients are fixed by the following formula:

n'X - GrNX +~~ +m~ + M XX n,73

in which

= GjnX/(S-G) and = SJnX (S-G)

--is-1-
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where

X is the coordinate in the object plane.

X is the coordinate in the entrance pupil plane,

G = object magnification,

S = pupil magnification,

J power of the system of thin lenses,

n refractive index in object space,

m distortion coefficient,

m 2 = astigmatism coefficient,

m coma coefficient,3I
m 4  spherical aberration coefficieet,

R (n [J/(S-G)]2 m 2  meridional field curvature,

nt 2 2: R
R = J (S-G) 2 - n saggital field curvature,

R = ir, P = nn'I(n'-n), where r and n' are quantities defined by the

ray-tracing scheme shown in Figure 2,

e= spherical aberration in the papil.

nOne can now find diffci ent sets of

b, V object and image conjugate planes

I Aand relate the m coefficients of one

cients of another set of conjugate

FIGURE 2 Notation for ray-tracing planes in the same system.
~scheme. cLet one set of conjugate planes be

the object and image plane for which the coefficients mI, m Z, m 3 , and m4 are in

effect. L.,t the other set of conjugate planes be the entrance pupil and the exit

pupil where the aberrations are given by m 1. m 2 , m 3 , and 7

One can now derive
__ 'm31 S-G ( 2 _

"ml = + (G 1

m 2  = m - 3 (SG-1), _

in-m 
3 m. + 3 !G(S2 1 )LJ

m e
-4- -e

l ~ m~nnm~~n~ wn ~mnm m mm n u~~u i m •m m ~ lm n m mmmmm0



For the case where the abject is at infinity, the lateral object magnification

G takes the magnitude 0. This is the case in an astronomical telescope, where

the object plane is at infinity and the image plane at a finite distance behind the

exit pupil.

For this instance, the transformation formulas will yield

m I m 3  7

m2 = m Z  +3 ,-

S 2in 3m] + 3 (S -i) , -:
i 3  1 in

mn4 = eo

or

e =

distortion m I  Tm 3 .

astigmatism m. -,

coma m 3 = m + T

spherical m--
aberration 4 - independent of the third-order aberrations in the pupil. _-_

The rn coeffic. nts can be com-puted once the geometrical data of the field

lens involved are krown. it is not in the sccpe of this study to design such a lens

and to ray trace avai.able lense-9 So this can be saved for a study to be performed

hopefully in the near future.

Thus it can be said that (a) spherical aberration generated during the

imagery from entrance pupil into exit pupil does not influence any of the aberrations

in the image and (b) aberrations from entrance pupil to exit pupil do not aff-ct

spherical aberration in the image.

When it is assumed that the telescope has been corrected, i. m. and m

are very small for the telescope alone- In the case that a "field" lens is placed

near the image to demagnify the pupil of the astronomical telescope into an exit

pupil. it is important to consider the aberrations in the field lens in order not to

jeopardize the m, M,, n 3 . and m 4 of the telescope alone.

The field lens should be chosen so tnt certainly coma (ir.) is balanced.

because this will influence the distortion in the image. Distortion as not

immediately a wavefront aberration and is not eliminated by the use of the

A-_ 7-0.
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reference point. However, the field of view that is considered is so simall that it

would be reasonable to say that distortion is negligible here. The T, and m1 I

influence the wave aberrations astigmatism and coma only, and are not important

in view of the fact that these aberrations are compensated by the use of a refer-

ence point. -

The magnitude of the cross terms in Eq. (1) 1s given by

I4 A(A +&A)(F + AAF I + -- 
0o A 0

in which the term (AA/A) has been neglected.

When the geometrical aber.rAtions are not present or are very small, AA is

zero or very near zero, and othe magnitude of the cross terms can be written as

A F. A note of caution should be sounded here. If it is assumed that F >> A ,
0- 0

aberration in the absolute magnitude would be F(A 0 + AA). The reconstructed

.mage thus obtained is the same as if there were no pupil aberration for the ref-

erence wavefront anc only an aberration for the image-carrying wavefront. The

treatment of the third-order aberrations now holds, strictly speaking, only for

this latter situation. The value &A relative to A has here an accuracy which de-

pends on the geometrical aberration. In the case that F is not many times larger

than A , the term A AA enters again; this means that the aberrations in the image0 0

are in general larger than for the case of F >> A0 , and conseq'iently larger than

for the case represented by the t1ird-order m ceffic~zntS.

The note of caution now is that by choosing the intensities of the reference

and diffraction wavefronts relatively much different, cancellation of aberrations

cannot be well achieved without -- rrection for the geometrical aberrations in the

imagery from entrance pupil to exit pupil. 1:
Conclusiona I

The main conclusion is that the field lens need be corrected only for coma in order

to minimize third-order aberrations from object to :inage.

For the astronomical telescope at Cloudcroft, the entrance pupil is 48 in. in

diameter, the focal length is about 300 in. , and the F-number is approximately I
F/6. This means that the total field of view for the field lens should be 1/60 rad,

which is about 1 .

The field lens could have a diameter which is large enough to contain the

image, namely about 1. 5 mm in the Cloudcroft case. However, for fiding reasons

the field lens should be larger. Assume a demagnification of the 48-in. aperture

to 1 in. then the field lens should have a focal length of 6 in. If the field lens has
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a diameter of about 20 image sizes, then the diameter will be 1. 2 in. and the

F-number is then F/5. For a field of view of i and an F-number of 5 and

assuming that the Iresolution in the entrance pupil to exit pupil, imagery due to

astigmatism has to be good up to 16 lines/mm, the field lens has to be of rather

good quality. It is considered that a lens of such image quality with a focal length

of 6 in. with an F-number 5 and a field of view of 1 is a good commercial photo-

graphic objective. The other aberrations, iF. (astigmatism) and 7R (distortion), -

of the field lens can be expressed as wavefront aberration in the pupil of the

astronomical telescope and thus as a phase error, which would cancel in this

wavefront- reconstruction scheme.

INFLUENCE OF THE DETECTOR IN THE EXIT PUPIL ON THE RECONSTRUCTED

IMAGE QUALITY

In the preceding sections the third-order aberrations were discussed in the ......

absence of a detector, such as photographic film or an image orthicon. For this -- --

stu3y, an image orthicon type of detector is chosen. In order to describe this .

phenomenon it is necessary to :lassify what the optical aberrations of an image

orthicon are. Just a- in the geometrical aberrations, the categorizatioi can be

mainly into (a) distzttioi; and (b) lack of "sharpness" expressed by a spread func-

tion or a modulati.n transfer function of the screen.

Distortioi-, labeled by rn1 in the previous section, causes a comatic type of

aberration in the reconstructed image. Distortions in the detector that are not

axially symmetrical will not appear as coma in the reconstructed image but as

another aberration. If two orthogonal axes of symmetry in the face surface of . .

tne e-etector can be found, the aberration in the reconstructed image can generally-L

be compared with astigmatism. Once such distortions are known, however, they

can be corrected afterwards, either by lens systems during reconstructircn or by

digital or analog processing of the hologram before reconstruction.

The image degradation due to the "sharpness" degradation can be treated

as described by vanLigten. Reference 3 treats the case where (he reference

point is located in the same plane as the object, which is the same as in the

* Goodman system. The result is that the MTF of the image orthicon limits only

the field of view in the reconstructed image. In the reconstructed image, this [
function will appear as an envelope on the intensity in the image. The zero Li
frequency point will appear in the image plane where the line defined by the

reference point and the center of the hologram plane intersects the image plane.

The envelope in the image plane extends symmetrically on either side of this

point and terminates at a point determined by the resolution limit of the detector.

This limit sets the maximum field of view. F
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When the image orthicon has MTF's which differ in different directions on

the faceplate, the amplitude envelope will accordingly be different in different I
directions in the image plane.

Dynamic Range of the Detector

Provided that the modulation depth of the object bundle on the reference bundle is

sufficiently small, the dynamic range is given by the straight portion of the
4

transmittance - exposure curve of the detector and is of no importance to the

aberrations in the reconstructed i-nage. If the modulation depth is such that the

record occurs over a nonlinear region of the T-E curve, defects in the image
4will manifest themselves in a manner described by Kozma. Mainly the aberra-

tion will not occur in the phase distribution of the reconstructed image, but it

will occur in the amplitude distribution. In general a degradation of the resolu-

tion will result. The dynamic range of the detector alone does not have any

effect on the dynamic range in the image. The dynamic range of the detector

together with the modulation depth mentioned above will, however, cause a

noise level to occur in the reconstructed image.
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APPENDIX
34

THE GENERATION OF CONTOURS ON IMAGES
R. 0. Harger

Since coherent sources are about to be used in systems forming images of satel-

lites, there is the poss'bility of using novel methods to gather information about

the images. One such method is the generation of contours of constant depth,

or range, on the reconstructed image. The method essentially consists of using

two holograms, I or interferograms, of the object which interfere to provide

the contours. Since the image itself is present one can expect to infer the

direction of change. The method has been investigated analytically and demon-2,3

strated experimentally in the laboratory.

THE PRINCIPLE .

There are two methods of generating images with contours, i. e., generating two

holograms that will interfere.

1. One can use two illuminating sources at the same frequency but

spatially separated. These two waves produce an interference pattern on the

object, which is then used to form a hologram in the usual way (Figure 1).

but2. One can use two illuminating sources at the same spatial position

but separated in frequency. Two images are reconstructed which produce con-

tours useful over a limited solid angle (Figure 2). S

The first scheme is simpler and in some ways better, because the contours

obviously appear on the image whereas in the second scheme they may not. The

first scheme is less attractive for the present application in that the two illumin-

ating sources need to be far to the side of the object, relative to the viewing
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FIGURE 1 Geometry of contour generation using two spatially
separated sources.
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FIGURE 2 Geometry of contour generation using two-frequency source.

direction. Under such a geometrical arrangement the family of hyperboloids of

constant phase intersects the object to give contours of constant phase approxi- -

mately orthogonal to the viewing direction, They are then contours of constant

depth, or range.
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If the sources are at a great distance, the contours are separated by a range

interval

AR X/ 2A,

where A V is the angular separation of the two illuminating sources as viewed from .T

the object. Since the geometry required does not appear to be favorable for this

application, we do not consider it further.

The two-frequency method is more complicated in that the position and

magnification of a reconstructed holographic image are a function of frequency.

iwo sources of wavelength XI and X interfere constructively at distances r where

(27/Xl) rn (2n"t/ X2 rn + n-r =

rn  I n 2 -n 2 > kl '-or

1 2
rn2 1

The range or depth separation of contours is then

AR = 2 (1)

if the sources are placed at (near) the viewing aperture and the range is relatively

large.

Since the positions of the two images are slightly different, only two

corresponding points can be aligned from one viewing angle, and then only if the

ray passes through the hologram aperture. As the viewing solid angle increases

there will be a gradual loss of contouring; finding the largest usable solid angle

3is a complicated calculation probably requiring computer assistance in any

specific case,

As this second method appears to be more practical in viewing satellites,

we will discuss it only below.

APPLICATION

The most obvious consideration is the fringe separation, or range/depth resolution,

of the contours. From Eq. (1) we see that A Xwill have to be very small, X is

extremely small relative to the depth resolution that would be of interest here -

say I m for order of magnitude.
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Consider a resonant cavity of length L. The wavelengths X and X of them n ii
mth and nth modes of oscillation must satisfy the relation

in n
iM n ZLin-m) m < n. 11

Combining Eqs. (1) and (2) we find

L/(n-m), m < n .

- Thus the depth resolution cannot be coarser than the laser cavity length L and

equals L if two adjacent modes are selected.

Thus in the present application a laser cavity of the order of 1 m is needed,
operating in two adjacent (or nearly adjacent) modes. This appears to be within

the present capability of laser technology. A 4 8-in. aperture has a theoretical I
resolution of about 0- 1 sec of arc; at 200 nautical miles this Lives a resolution

of roughly 1 ft. A most optimistic estimate of instrument degradation and seeing

conditions would be a real resolution of I m. It would seein that generally one

would wz.nt depth resolution of about the same order.

The energy requirement for the contouring scheme is the same as that

for making an ordinary coherent image of the object. This is discussed in detail

elsewhere.

The coherence question requires seriousicoasideration. There should-be no

problem in getting the required spatial coherence across the aperture. The amount

of temporal coherence that is required is determined by the exposure time if this

is very short; e. g.. in this application with a pulsed laser the exposure time, with

proper time gating, is the pulse length, which may be of the order of 10 - 6 sec.

The recorded interferogram is of the form

A(x, y) cos [ot + e(xy)] dt

T

where T is the exposure time. To enable reconstruction we must have

A(x,y) cos r • 0(x, y)] dt cA(x, y) cos 0.4- o (xy)]

T

where c and % are constants. If the fluctuations of 4t are a small part of a radian

during T, this approximation will hold; e. g., if 6t = at, corresponding to a change

in frequency during the transit time of the pulse, then we need
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If T = 10 sec, we need a << 1 Mcps, corresponding to a laser rate of change of

frequency of I Mcps/sec. Generally, of course, one would expect the behavior

of the laser to give a much more complicated 4:*

SUMMARY

The two-frequency source method of constructing an image of a satellite with

contours of constant depth, or range, is a very interesting technique. It

appears to be within the laser technolog€ of the present or near future. To

generate contour information by high-power, very short-pulsed lasers appears

to be much farther in the technological future. Preliminary analytical and

experimental investigation has been encouraging and further work should be

pursued.
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APPENDIX
35

A DOPPLER SPREAD IIAGING SYSTEM
R. E. Hufnagel

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a type of imaging system which, like the

wavefront-reconstruction system described in Chapter IV of Volume I of this

report, uses the coherence properties of laser light to overcome the degrading sr-_

effects of atmospheric turbulence.

The basic principle of operation is as follows.

If the whole satellite is illuminated from the ground with single-frequency

laser light, then the return signal will have a large Doppler shift owing to the

motion of the center of gravity of the satellite relative to the receiver. Suppose

that, in addition, the satellite is rotating about an axis normal to the hne of sight.

Then reflections from some parts of the satellite will be Doppler shLfted up and

some will be shifted down in frequency with respect to the mean frequency.

Figures l and 2 show these frequency shifts and how they originate

If the angular velocity of rotation of the satellite is approximately krown,

then the frequency shifts caused by its rotation can be converted into resolution

of distance from its axis of rotation. For example. if the satellite is attitude

stabilized to the local nadir and orbits at 200 km altitude, its angular velocity

VA. of rotation will be about 0. 03 rad/sec. A frequency resolution of 10 kc for visible

R. E. Hufnagel, in Perkin-Elmer Technical Report No. 8025A (June 1965), hasri given a more complete description of this system, along with technical back-up
material.
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wavelength light would convert into

a resolution of distance from the

/ Velocity af axis of rotation of about 10 cm.

/ sr//sy Since, as we will showi this order

-j iml Sig R n n s of frequency resolution is possible
Have Dfferent Dop let even in the presence of normal
Shits de to ANul-r Velocity tmospheric turbulence, we have in

Seheg principle the possibility of obtaining.--- Higher than Average

OoPgler Shift considerably better resolution per-

Aerge Doppler Shift due pendicular to the axis of rotation

22 ~1~ tLL: OnlyIc through the use of a Doppler spread

Lower thai Average Doppler Shift imaging device, than by conventional

means.

tras.tted. || A picture of the satellite cane

To Receiver formed by signi.. processing as
~shown in Figure 3. Here. optical

FIGURE 1 Doppler shifts from different

parts of a rotating satellite- heterodyne signals from an array of

detectors giving 0. 5-sec angular

resolution al-ng the y axis go to

multichannel optical frequency analyzers. The "image" of the satellite is formed .:

in an array display of the spectral analyzer outputs.

Not shown in Figure 3 is a frequency shifter in the local oscillator path to

compensate for gross Doppler shifts caused by V .

POSSIBILITY OF IMAGE ENHANCEMENT IN THE SECOND DIMENSION

Various proposals have been made to correct turbulence-induced image defects

through the use of real time deformable optics or their electronic equivalents.

The successful development of these particular techniques has never come abc .t
because of the complex two-

suskmCao dimensional nature of the problem

Pawf by Roawloa
and the optical phase ambiguities

Ibrought about by the use of incoherent

image-detection techniques.

In this system, however, it may
Freqw-cy be seen from Figure 3 that imagery

in the normal sense is done in only

Xrnaiic OfsCC one direction (along the axis of

FIGURE 2 Spectrum of return signal rotation) rather than in two and that
from a rotating satellite, the detection process is coherent.
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FIGURE 3 Schernatic (sirnplified) of signal-processing system.

This raises the possibility meat because of the simplified nature of the prob-

lem. it may be practical to perform image enhancement in the ;etcldirection

as well as in the horizontal directzon-

EFFECT OF ATMOSPHERIC TURB ULENCE ON THE MEASUREMENT OF

OPTICAL FREQUENCY

:ca If one recalls that frequency is the time derivative of phase angle. then it is
appaenttha atmsphricturbulence which disturbs optical signal phase angles

(wavefronts) will also perturb the light's apparent optical frequency.
Wavefront perturbations manifest themselva~s as blurring, .=mae motion.

an~d (in the far field) intensity scintillation- Wier.er spectra of the measured __

temporal variations in these effects (for visible starlight) show that there exi.-st

no spectral components for any of these effects for frequencies beyond Z, 000 cps-



We may, therefore, conclude that the wavefronts themselves do not vary by

more than 2, 000 visible wavelengths X per second.

The most rapid of these wavefront fluctuations are associated with atmos-

phertc turbulence arising from high winds in the vicinity of the tropopause (alti-)

tude of tropopause L 12 kin). For wind speeds of 50 m/sec, we then have an

equivalent wind velocity V to a)titude H ratio of

V w 50 m/sec 4 x 10 - 3 rad/sec.

- 3-12x10 m

The V/H ratio for the satellite is 0. 03 rad/sec. Hence we expect the visible

light "seeing spd ctrum" to have frequency components up to a maximum of 2, 000 1
cps x 0. 03/0. 0U4 = 15 kc/sec. The maximum frequency component at 10 ± can

be computed by -. ing an approximate inverse-wavelength scaling factor. 0. 5 t

to 10 R± is a factor of 20 in wavelength. Therefore, the maximum frequency com-

ponent at 10 . is approximately 1/20th of the maximum frequency component at

0. 5 p.. This gives a value of 750 cps for the maximum frequency component at

10 pt. We will conservatively use a frequency uncertain:ty Af of I kc/sec, although

most of the time it will be less than that value.

RESOLUTION LIMITS

Figure 3 illustrates the geometry for the simplified case where both V and warec
perpendicular to the line of sight. In this case the y axis coincides with the

rotation axis w. i

hle resolution limit, A y, is set by the receixer aperture diffraction

and/or atmospheric turbulence. Typically the resolution limit at X 1 0 p. will

be about 1 sec of arc, which at a range of 200 km corresponds to Ay = 1 m.

Thai Ax resolution limit may be computed from the relationship

AX kAf/2,w

where Af is the optical signal frequency uncertainty caused by atmospheric tur-

bulence. Since Af is (at least roughly! proportional to Xit follows that Ax is

essentially independent of wavelength. If Af = 1, 000 cps at X 10 R !0 - 3 cm I"
and w 0.03 rad/sec, then Ax 16. 7 cm 7 in. o

DESCRIPTION OF A FEASIBLE SATELLITE INSPECTION SYSTEM

In this section it is our purpose to describe in detail a potentially workable I

system made up of components which could soon be made available. It is not a

I
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mathematically optimized system, but it has the attractive feature that it could be -A

built with today's technology.

Choice of Laser

At the moment, the most practical and feasible laser capable of generating kilo- --

watt levels of cw light is the CO2 molecular laser operating at 10. 6078 jt. The

atmospheric absorption line at 10. 6078 R absorbs only a fraction (-'40 percent) of

the laser light and thus does not prohibit its use for this application. As will be

shown, adequate detectors and receiving telescopes are available for these wave- --

lengths. The required frequency stability has been achieved for He-Ne lasers K.-

and this technology is directly applicable to CO 2 lasers. The transmitter aper-

ture need be only 20 cm in diameter to achieve the desired beam spread at the

target.

The primary mirror in the receiver would typically be 2 m high by I m widc.

The 2-m height is required to achieve a diffraction-limited vertical resolution of

I sec of arc for 10- i radiation. The mirror figure would be held acc irate to about

4 wavelen'gths of visible light ( X/5 at 10 p.). F
The cryogenically cooled photodetector could be a mercury- or copper-doped -

germanium type. It would have an array of about 20 side-by-side elements each

1/2 mm thick by 5 or 10 mm long. With this dimension and an f/100 focus, the

system would still be diffraction-limited in the y direction. The field of view would L
be about 10 sec of arc square. The tracking accuracy would have to be about 3

sec of arc with short time precision of 1 sec of arc per msec. These require- L
ments are severe but still within today's technology.

Real-time signal processing could be done by either electronic or electro-

optical devices.

Signal-to-Noise (S/N) Considerttions

TLet the transmitted signal be a I -kW carrier wave. For 10 R wavelength light,
22there are 5 x 10 photons per second. We will assume that the light beam is

spread over an area of 100 sq m, or enough to cover the size of a medium-sized

satellite. From a resolution element area Ax Ay = 16. 7 cm x 1 m 0. 17 mr

on the satellite with a diffuse reflectivity r 0. 001, the reflected light per reso-
-6lution area will be (0. 17/100) x 0. 001 1.7 x 10 times the total incident flux

122
of 5 x 102photons per second. For a ground receiver with an effective area of

2 M the captured return signal will he

The use of CO 2 isotopes could completely eliminate the absorption problem.
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5 x 10 22x (2/rR2) x 1. 7 x 10 "6 photons/second.

For a satellite range R of 200 krm, the captured return signal is equal to 1. 4 x 10 +6

photons/second/ resolution area.

For an 18 percent (one-way air path transmission = 0. 6, optics efficiency =

0. 5) over-all optical system - air path transmission, we obtain a net average

return of 2. 5 x 10 5 photons per second per resolution area per kilowatt of laser

power for a 0. 1 percent target reflectivity. This corresponds to an average signal

power _P of 4.8 x 10 1 5 W at the receiver per target resolution element. v i
The sky background spectral irradiance ai 10 ± for 600 zenith angle viewing

is 3.4 x 10 4 W/R-sr-cm . We will assume a 0. 3-ji predetection optical band-

pa.-s filter at 10 iL and a net optical system transmittance of 50 percent. The one-

way atmospheric transmission at X = 10 R± is approximately 60 percent. The
colecor re isZ 2 =2x14 2

collector area is 2 m 2 x 10 cm and the field of view of each detector element

is 10 m2/R 2 = 2.5 x 10 - 1 0 sr. Therefore, the sky background average power

passed by the 0.3 p. predetection optical filter is equal to 1.5 x 10 - 1 1 W.

The self-emission from the satellite impinging on a small detector element

with the same optical system is computed to be equal to 6.4 x 10 W, assuming

that the satellite is a 3200 K blackbody radiator.

The additive detector noise power in the absence of background radiation is

esti-nated by using as an upper bound the noise equivalent power (NEP) determined

from knowledge of spectral detectivity measured with a small field of view, and the

sensitive area of the cell. Under these conditions, a detectivity of 1011 cm(cps) W

for Ge:Hg can be achieved. With a sensitive area of 1/2 mm x 10 mm, and a

resolution element bandwidth Af of 1 kc/sec, we obtain a noise equivalent power
i-Ii

of 7x1 W.

The S/N ratio per frequency resolution e-- ment Af for heterodyne detection

can now be computed from

M S 2 7 (P s/ 2N ) P o0
we 2 hva f z 0 i + PB + PS] + 27(PB/Z) Po + iPDz(1)

where

PS = average received signal power,

Po = average local oscillator power,

0¢

P D =NEP of detector in resolution bandwidth Af,

PB = combined sky background and target self-emission average powerB in the predetection optical bandpass filter,
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~B=amount of combined sky background and target self-emission in Af
bandwidth

1 detector quantum efficiency,

A = bandwidth associated with resolution element,

N constant allowing for degree of nonoverlap of signal beam and local - -

oscillator beam; typically N 5.

Note that signal and background power are divided by a factor of 2 to account

for depolarization effects. Since hcterodyne beats can only arise from like polari- : A

zations between signal and local oscillator beam, any change of polarization

state of the signal beam relative to the local oscillator results in a reduction of

heterodyne signal.

The first term in the denominator of Eq. (1) constitutes the shot noise com-

ponent arising from the signal, loc.-l oscillator, and background. The second term

represents the thermal noise contribution of components of the background within

the resolution bandwidth Af. The third term is the additive noise of the detector.

In the case where the local oscillator power P0 predominates over PS and -

PB' Eq. (1) simplifies to -

s 21l sP P/b 1s - = ( 2 )-
ZhvAf r 2 (P/2) P +  (I)

For low background radiation and additive noise of the detector, we may

neglect 2i1 (PB/2) and 9PD /P in comparison with ZhvAf, and we obtain:

S nS-

In order to achieve the S/N performance given by Eq. (3), the local oscillator
power P must be such that the local oscillator shot noise predominates over the

oshtmust beless thnwhat isnecessary

other components of shot noise. However, Po be than is0I
to saturate the detector. A local oscillator power of 20 tLW probably meets both

conditions.

Now for the case where the quantum efficiency is 20 percent, P 5 = 4.8 x 10 - 5
W, and hvAf 2 x 10 W, we obtain an S/N ratio per resolution element Af of

approximately 5. This S/N ratio is for a resolution element per millisecond. If

we integrate the signal for 0. 1 sec, we then have an equivalent SIN ratio of 480,

which integrates out the noise and also the speckle pattern.
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TALE Sumuary f -quatpr-n Parameters for Heterodyne Earth -Satellite Linkj

Range 200 km

Transmitter power 1,000 W

Wavelength 10. 6078 R

Satellite diffuse reflectance coefficient 0. 001

Receiver area 2M x Im =Zm 2

Receiver optical prodetection filter bandpass 0. 3 I

Net optical system transmission efficiency 0. 5

Bandwidth cor -esponciing to one resolution element 1, 000 cps

One-way atmospheric transmission at 10. 6078± 0.6

Sky background spectral irradiance at 10 IL4
for 600 zenith angle viewing 3.4 x 10- W/I-sr-cm

3 2Satellite self-emission spectral irradiance at 10 g± 1.4 x 10- W/5-sr-cmn

__Detector quantum efficiency 0. 2

Area of each detector element in array 1/2 mm x 10 mm =5mm 
2

Table 1 summarizes the parameter values for the heterodyne earth -satellite

link.

REFERENCE

1. M.S. Lipsett and P.11. Lee, Paper TF-16 presented at the 1965 Annual
Meeting of the Optical Society of America, Oct. 5-8, 1965.
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APPENDIX
36

ALTERNATIVE SATELLITE OBSERVATION SCHEME
S. A . Collins, Jr. -ME

The following is a rather different scheme for observing satellites, using laser

illumination. The experiment makes the point that a large telesc- pe might be iij

used not as a high-grade receiver but as a high-grade transmitter. The advan-

tage to be gained is irrproved signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio. OEM

The scheme is shown schematically in Figure 1. where we see a laser beam

fed through appropriate optics into a large telescope. The telescope is adjusted

so that the beam is focused to a diffration-limited spot (broadened and reoriented

somewhat by the atmosphere) onto

. .,... Satellite 
rM -- "L-

the satellite. M
The beam is scanned back and

ocused forth across the satellite by means of

Beam the auxiliary optics, and the reflected _

light is monitored as a function of

time at the receiver. The received

signal is then composed into an image,
Associated e as a television image is recomposed.
Scanning I hy No-

Laser Ottics Phototubc sThis scheme has the following
Lae ptc vantages.£
Telescope i. All the trazismitted power im..

pinges on the target.
FIGURE 1. Schematic of a laser beam2.Teeciri fth"ponF

- ~~~2. 
The rece iver .;- of the " photon =--

fed th rough approp riate optics into a M o m--
large telescope. bucket" tYe, not limited in size. An

V._
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array of photomultipliers or a large low-grade telescope could be used.
3. The point-spread function can be obtpined each time the beam is

swept past an edge.

4. By monitoring laser frequency Doppler shifts, the contours of the

satellite could be obtained.

5. One might hope to use the scheme 24 hr a day.

One mair component, the beam scanner, is available. Scanners have been
- construe d that sweep a laser beam 100 beamwidths at rates well over I kc/sec.

Indeed this scheme is in a preliminary state of development. However, it

is presented here as a contribution to the "for what it is worth" department.

I-I
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APPENDIX
37

-5. h__

NOTES ON THE GREGORY REAL-TIME SAMPLING
TECHNIQUE FOR MINIMIZING IMAGE DISTURBANCE
R. L. Gregory and J. S. Courtney-Pratt I

OPERATING STRETEGY

It is important to design and set the device to extract the maximum number of
occasions when the image most closely matches the master. This involves an [
operating strategy which is controlled by a simple analog computer which we

have designed and built for the purpose.

Before using the device to build up a final picture, we must supply it with
a master negative. This is given sufficient exposure time to make it reflect the
statistical properties of the disturbance reliably, and it is processed as rapidly R

as possible. Since the quality of the master does not have to be high, we can use
forced drying, and our total processing time is down to under 2 min. No doubt -
this could be improved. The use of a phosphor or other nonphotographic tech- I
nique could cut this time waste dramatically.

There are a number of variables to consider when matching the technique
to the prevailing conditions and requirements. The essential point is to adopt -
the most stringent mismatch criterion possible, consonant with the available total L'zi.

sampling time and prevailing seeing conditions. If the seeing conditions generally
remained constant over periods of an hour or more, there would be little need for

a computer, but we included it principally to deal with the rapidly changing con-
ditions of the English climate. It also serves to give an objective estimate of the 91-I--
prevailing condtions for the initial setting of the device. It has outputs which, we 7
hope, will serve to give useful information on the physics of the turbulence.
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The first parameter to feed into the computer is the total available sampling

time. This is determined by considerations such as rate of changes in the object

or the lighting, and, in the case of satellites, by the transit time of the object.

For the moon, we estimate that sampling time should be limited to between 15 and

30 nain for the terminator, where shadows change relatively rapidly and occupy

a large proportion of the viewed object. For Mars, with a rotation period of 24

hr, 37 min, we should have an hour or two available for the central regions of the

disk. But Jupiter (9 hr, 55 min), Saturn (10 hr. 14 min), Uranus (10 hr, 40 min),

and Neptune (15 hr, 40 min) all have rotation periods shorter than Mars, which

will restrict our sampling time to 1 hr or less.

Sampling time available for satellites will be less than 5 min, and in the

case of a rotating or tumbling object may be further limited, if we select for

sampling only those moments when it presents a particular orientation.

For the case of very dim objects such as distant nebulae, where maximum

effective resolution is most desirable, the available sampling time will be limited

by the duration of darkness at the observatory (about 8 hr at Mt- Palomar)-

Telescopic tracking errors do not set a limit to total sampling time, for

(a) manual or electronic corrections can be made as required, and (b) the device

will reject images displaced by tracking errors just as it will reject atmospherically

disturbed images. The only effect of tracking errors is to reduce the effective

sampling time, since they give systematic mismatch with the master, preventing

exposure of the final picture plate during a tracking error. This loss in useful

time will be taken care of by the computer and need not be estimated by the oper-

ator. It is, however, important to know the relative contributions of tracking

errors and turbulence if the system is to be used for research into the physics

of turbulence, since it does not distinguish between these two kinds of disturbance.

Having arrived at a maximum allowable sampling time, the computer is set

to examine the mismatch signals from the photocell. F'- st, it notes the lowest

voltage (minimum mismatch signal) which occurs. Second, it estimates the rate

of occurrence and the average duration of these signals. Third, it raises the gate

level until there should be just sufficient total exposure time to expose the plate

in the available total sample time. At this point, the shutter is switched on, start-

ing the sampling procedure. Now the computer will follow changes in the disturb-

ance during the building up of the final picture. (Operational amplifiers with

adjustable droop characteristics slowly lower the gate level in the absence of

accepted signals. ) This ensures that it will always produce a fully exposed plate.

By setting the droop rate to a low value, the plate is unlikely to be exposed signif-

icantly before the end of the allotted sampling time.
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The present electromechanical shutter allows a minimum exposure of about

10 3 sec, so any "accept" signals of shorter duration must not affect the com-

puter's estimate. It is clearly important to increase the shutter speed for such

work as photographing satellites, where it is essential to use only the best

matches with the master and in the shortest possible total sampling time, which

means that the shortest occurring matches must be included in the total sample

and not lost through limited shutter speed.

Disturbance errors may be simple lateral translation of the entire image

or shifts of one or more comparatively small regions. In general, a given dis-

placement of a large region will give a larger reject signal (greater output from

the photomultiplier) than the same shift from z small region. But this is not

the whole story, for the mismatch is not of areas but rather of contours. This

has an implication of some importance. Since it is contours which convey in-

formation in pictures - regions of constant intensity ;re informationally redun-

dant - we derive our accept/reject signal primarily from those regions of the

image which convey most information, and fortunately it is generally these which

most need to be preserved. Thus although a "cell" of disturbance occurring on

a structureless region may not give a reject signal consonant with the area or

extent of the displacement, this will not in general matter. In the case of satel- _

lite photography this is indeed a useful feature, for cells of disturbance in other

regions of the field (except for bright stars) will not prevent sampling of the

wanted object, with resulting waste of total sampling time. The only kind of case

where this feature of the system is not an advantage is for lunar photography of

large homogeneous maria, where there are but few contours to give reject signals. L
If the effective reject signals came from pronounced features widely separated in M

the image plane from the wanted regions of low contrast, we should expect poor

rejection of disturbance in these mare regions. But this is a special case, and _ -

it can be countered by selecting fields largely free of distant pronounced contours,

by suitable choice of magnification and telescope positioning. It would even be

possible to mask out such features from the master, for a really difficult case,_-_

but this is unlikely to arise.

The shutter may be operated in various ways. In particular, it may be set

to give only one exposure time which will be repeated while the computer delivers

an "accept" signal, or it may be held continuously open during the "accept" signal,

whatever its length- We have adopted the latter procedure, this being the more
! : ~efficient. = _

Our preliminary tests show that the device is not difficult to operate under

typical conditions, though no doubt there is still a lot to learn to make it maxim-

ally efficient.
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EXPOSURE LEVELS i
We will note some of the points to be considered, though it may not be possible to

determine what are the best conditions until further experiments have been per-

Master Negative

To get the best cancellation of signal when the incoming decision beam falls

precisely on the master negative, the master should be exposed and processed

to a gamma of unity. The over-all exposure should be adjusted so that shadow

detail in the image should produce faintly detectable density changes. For an

object lke the full moon that has a relatively small brightness range, the peak

density of the master will thus be small. For a satellite with strong highlights.

the peak density of the master will be high.

The exposure time for making the master must obviously be long enough

to satisfy the density requirements above, but, in addition, it is central to the

whole scheme that the exposure time be long compared with turbulence periodic-

ities. A second is probably the lower safe limit (until at least we have other

experimental evidence). For rolling satellites this will mean selection of suit-

able short times during each revolution.

The exposure energy can be adjusted as necessary by the use of attenua-

ting filters or beam splitters.

Integrated Negative

The optimum size of image and the total integrated energy for this negative can

be computed as described in Appendix I I on optimum photographic exposures by

Courtney-Pratt- We do not know what will be the optimum values of the individualFI
exposure times to be summed to make up the integrated negative. We have meas-

ured the frequency spectra of scintillation of stars and planets and have found no

significant amplitudes at frequencies above 1. 000 cps. Minimum exposure times

for the elemental exposures might thus appropriately be in the 10-4 to 10- 5 sec

range. Perhaps we :ould even reasonably limit them to > 10 sec. which would

allow electromechan-cal shutters as in the present experimental apparatus.

Beam Splitters

Suppose the mean density of the master negative were 2. 0, and that we wished to

detect a I percent increase in light from perfect match. The number of photons

per second in the image of a given satellite can easil, be calculated for any given

telescope. We then find that for operation of the photoelectric detector in say l0D



sec, we would need to reflect at least half the incoming light to the photocell for

an 8-in. aperture telescope. On the other hand, we would only need about 2 per-

cent of the incoming beam for a 4 8-in. aperture telescope-

It is desirable to use no more than necessary in the decision beam so that

as much as possible of the light can be utilized in building up the integrated nega-

tive.

VARIANTS OF THE SCHEME

Frozen Real-Time Operation

So far we have assumed that the device is being used in real time. But Just as

a series of existing photczraphs can be compiled t: give a composite, so we

might use this method to give automatically a composite of many existing pic-

tures- We will call this working in "frozen real time." In place of the tele-

scopic image, we would use a ser.es of pictures taken with a cine camera ar

projected in sequence into this device.

There would be a number of advantages:

1. There would be as much time as one wished to make and process the j
master negative.

2. Several different masters could be tried-

3. Several differ!-nt decision ievels could be tried. It
4. One could arrange to change the master as the lighting on the object I

g
changed.

5. One could select every nth picture, so that one was working always

at some given stage of rotation of a rotating satellite-

To achieve these advantages, however. one needs to take long sequences of

pictures; and the exposure time of each frame ought ideally to be as short as the

minimum elemental exposures used for inegration in real time- In Appendix 11.

it was shown that one could take pictures of optimum density with exposure times

down to about 3 msec. using a 48-in, telescope. It would be well worthwhile

trying some sequences of pictures taken at say 200 pictures/sec. and at 3-msec

exp.isures to see how the scheme would work. Probably. however, the minimum
e e e-

elemental exposures should be shorter than i msec. We could arrange therefore
to take sequences at. say. 5. 000/sec with 10 sec exposures. if we incorporated

any one of the currently available electronic image intensifiers at the recording
end of the telescope system. I

Such an electronic device might also sensibly incorporate the ideas of image -;

stabilization or centration in the frame, presented on page 85 of Chapter V of L
Volume I. This latter idea is not essential but might weli be an advantage, as
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I

image stability is sure to be a problem. nartici.Iarlv the long focal lengths and

high tracking rates required for satellite work. (Focal length will have to be

increased by a small factor when using electronic image intensifiers as corn-

pared with direct photography, as the resolution in cycles/millimeter of most f
electronic "nnaginq devices is lower than the resolution of typical photographic

film.)

One might have said that one should examine all these pictures individually,

or process them all digitally, but the huge numbers involved make this impracti-

cable. The automatic features of the Gregory syst-m make it most attractive,

and in any case the output picture from this syste.n (whether fro.n real time or

frozen real time) can, of course, be processed by one of the passive image-

processing systems described in Chapter III of Volume 1.

Boots trapping

There are cases where it might be advisable to "bootstrap" the operation by using

a final picture as the statistical master for a second final picture. In principle,

this could be continued any number of times. Experiment shows that a surpris-

ingly poor master can give marked improvement; it seems that but little informa-

tion is required to give the sampling criterion, at any rate for complex structures

such as the moon. We have not tried it on star fields or satellites, when it ;nay

be important to have the best possible master. Bootstrapping could be worthwhile,

at any rate for satellites.

We would, however, prefer to develop the system fully before considering

"bootstrapping" as a potentially important techniqr for extracting maximum|

information. It is most likely to be useful (a) for e;te-ded objects such as the

moon viewed through large-aperture telescopes when there will be a large number

of cells of disturbance, and(b) when it is desired to extract the maximum possible T

information from satellites, on a series of transits. The final picture of each

transit might be used for the succeeding transit, rather than sticking to the

same master throughout a series.

I

Match-Mismatch with an Interferometer or Schlieren System

One might use a fairly similar scheme to those described above, but instead of

using the match-mismatch of the incoming light with respect to a master negative,

cne might measure some other feature of the incoming wavefront. For example,

one could envisage the use of a wavefront shearing interferometer or some other

interferometer which produced interference between the right and left (and/or

top and bottom) halves of the telescope aperture. Again, one might use a schlieren

systeim for examination of the uniformity of illumination of the aperture.
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seem to warrant consideration.

Multiple-Level Operation

One might build generally similar, but somewhat more con plicated, apparatus Y

with several decision levels. One would arrange to "pigeonhole" the differently

selected images in different parts of the f ne, using, for example, a deflecting F_--_

image intensifier. This scheme might have some advantage with transient events,

for if one had not collected enough elenental exposures at the most critical

decision levels, then at least there would be a larger summation of images at

the less critical levels, so that (approximately) the best picture available would

have been recorded.

USE OF THE TECHNIQUE FOR INVESTIGATING THE PHYSICS OF 1 URBULENCE

We started by confensing that this method is not based on a mathematical analysis

cf turbulence. It is based, rather, on the assumption that there will be reason-

ably frequent short moments when turbulence is minimal. It turns out that there

are but few available data on turbilence as it disturbs images, and here we may

consider this technique as a means for obtaining objective data on image fluctua-

tion. The device may be set to track any convenient target, such as part of the

moon, and if the photocell current is then monitored by an oscillograph (an ultra-

violet paper recorder is convenient) we obtain a measure of the disturbance as

integrated over the area of the target., By selecting a smaller target (and for the

simplest case a bright star, as a point source), we may learn a good deal about

the physics of the turbulent atmosphere. The technique could be used not only for

celestial targets at various detinations, but also for shorter air paths, using 9,

target balloons. (Here the image size could be held constant, as the target bal-

loon rises, with a zoom optical system.)
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